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"SPKKD THE PLOW."
It begins early, and end3 late. It is full
of work from sun rise to bed time. Being
constantly on her feet, she often has Correspondence on
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kidney trouble without knowing it. She
1- solicited. Address all communication < <
has backache. It β hard for her to get
tended tor this department to Huibv U
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worn out. She does not sleep well, has
poor appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
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hope for conservation, which
life for the human family, is in
compulsory agricultural education for
those who are to farm, because of the
first claim of a nation or state upon its
people and also because education at
public expense is a business proposition
and the state cannot afford to have on
hand inefficient workers.
means

Glasses

One of the most valuable by-products
(Dean H. E. Cook of the New York State AgTl
cultural School at Canton, In Tribune Farmer.) of any live-stock Industry is the manure.
Its proper care and use la one of the
I was born in the country in 1838 and
distinguishing features of a successful
always lived in the oountry until five stock
farm. The high nitrogen content
years ago September 1, when I came to of
poultry droppiogs makes them in certhe sttte school at St. Lawrence. While I
tain respects the moet valuable of farm
am practically living oo a farm now, my
At the same time this quality
manures.
relationship has changed, and 1 do not necessitates
special treatment to preSouth Pari·. milk cows or make cheese or plough myA. E. SHUBTLEKF Λ CO,
serve the nitrogen and utilize it economS. K. NEWELL A CO.,
Pari·. «elf, but my interest is in and my
thought is upon these subjects. My ically.
to experiments carried on
early school traiuing was finished at at According
this Station some years ago the night
was
and
the
eduoatiou
mainly
eighteen,
30 pounds per bon
secured in a select school where the droppings average
subjects and work were not well correlat- per year.
They contain .8 pound of organic nied. My father, who was much wiser than
.5 pound of phosphoric acid and
his son, urged me to contiuue at school. trogen,
.25 pound of potash. At the present
to go to work and did. In the
wanted
I
and
of fertilizers this material would
spring of 1876 I began making butter price
be worth about 20 cents. No data are
and cheese in connection with some
available on the amount of day-voided
farm work. Later, in 1893, I was asked
Since the bens spend lees than
by our first Commissioner of Agricul- dung.
one-half their time on the roosts, and
to
take
Fred
the
Hou.
C.
Scbraub,
ture,
while the
Institute force since more dung is voided
a place on the Farmers1
birds are exercising than when at roost,
of our state, which continued until I
the authors estimate that during a year
came to St. Lawrence.
of dung are voided
have never written this history be- probably 45 pounds
I
Second hand Pianos and
each bird while off the roost. Allowfore because uo one cares about these by
Two square incidente, but at this time they seem to iog that more than one-half of the fertilfor sale at a bargain.
elements of the day dung are nectit. When I came into a close relation- izing
will
at
low
1
sell
of the total
price. A ship
pianos
with our agricultural investigators, essarily lost, the value
lot of second hand organs that I will thinkers and farmers I began to discov- droppings, if properly cared for, should
be at least 30 cents per bird per year.
Come in and er bow very little I knew, and, furthersell at any old
The poultryman or farmer who propmore, no matter bow much practical
cares for the droppings can add a
see them.
knowledge one may have, be is handi- erly
For
neat further profit to hia business.
education
a
broad
without
good,
capped
the droppings from 1000 birds,
New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs, iu English, mathematics, and fundamen- example,
if preserved without needless loes, will
tals. Not until the age of thirty-three
be worth at least 9300.
Instruction Books, Player pia- had I been
upon a college campus.
Poultry manure contains more nitroWhat bas this to do with boys? Well,
nos always in stock at prices
than other farm manure, because in
this: It has been necessary to go to gen
just
birds the excretion of the kidneys is
that are
school and daily study ever since I was
voided in solid form (uric acid), with
eighteen to get a sort of educational ve- the
Send for catalog.
undigested portions of the food.
neer, and I don't want young men to
This form as nitrogen is easily available
sutler and live a life of constant embarto plants.
Unfortunately, however, it is
rassment, as I have lived, wbou an eduPutrifactive processes easily
not stable.
cation is to be bad for the taking. That
it to ammouia compounds, and
is the reason why I plead for the boys, change
care is taken of the dropand why my heart goes out to the boye unless special
Billings' Block, South Paris. found
to one-half of the nitroin our farm homes who are facing pings one-third
passes off as ammonia gas.
a life of doubt and
uncertainty. 1 go to gen
The mechanical condition of poultry
farm homes where young men have not
As Storer says: "It is
finished the ninth gr?de and urge par- manure le poor.
to be sticky when fresh, and lumpy
All kinds of insurance
ents to send and the boys to come to us, apt
On this account, if used
when dry.
using all of the arguments that any
W. J Wheeler & Co.
untreated, it can only be successthinking person knows.
to the land by hand,
M.
A college trained man has ten chances fully applied
After
I, 1913,
in drills or
the untrained man. as it does not work well
Wheeler will be taken into the firm to one as against
Hen manure used alone is
The reorganization and readjustment of spreaders.
Wheeler & Co., composed our farm business will not come until very wasteful of nitrogen as it carries
of W.
this element in too large proportion
of W.
Wheeler, Margaret A. we are supplied with trained men who to its phosphorus and potassium.
will understand and execute
can and
Baker, Stanley M. Wheeler.
In the experiment referred to above
ideas.
the problem undertaken by Woods and
of Oxford
We thank the
AN APPEAL TO PARENTS
Bartlett was the determination of a
for past favors anil solicit
The following is quoted from a letter method of treatment of hen manure
continuance of same and shall con- which I am sendiug to parents with which would first prevent the lose of nitrogen; second, add sufficient phosphortinue to give them our best efforts, available boys for our school:
"The State School of Agriculture at us and potassium in forms available for
good protection and a good square St. Lawrence, if wisely administered and plant food
to make a balanced fertilizer;
business deal.
supported by the people, holds the key and third, so improve the mechanical
north
the
of
the
future
to
country.
condition of the dung that it can be ap"The spirit in the farm homes is plied to the land with a manure spreadipathetic. Not more than 5 per cent are er. Seven different methods of treatseriously considering a farm education ment were tested. The authors give
(or their children. Seldom is there out- the following summary of reeulta.
spoken opposition, but indifference is
"By itself, hen dung is a one-sided niexpressed under three general heads. irugeuuuo iruuu-n, an uoumi; ujhu
First, 'We cannot afford it;' second, aged, one half or more of its nitrogen is
'We must h«ve their labor;' and third, lost, so that an ordinarily used it does
'We can educate them as well as you not carry so great an excess of nitrogen.
You get it when you feed
Because of its excette of nitrogen it will
"Tbe tiret is not serious, as tbe state be much mure economically used in conpays oearly all of the expenses, except nection with manures carrying phosthe cosî of living. An industrious, sav- phoric acid and potash. As both acid
iug young man can earn enough in two phosphate and kainit prevent the loss of
years to pay hie own expenses for a two nitrogen, it is possible to use them in
connection with sawdust or some other
years' course.
"Tbe second suggests tbe one serious dry material as an absorbent (good dry
problem. The fact tbat tbe boy is work- loam or peat will answer nicely) so as to
ing ou the farm is usually sufficient evi- make a well balanced fertilizer. For exdence tbat he has only had tbe legal pe- ample, a mixture of 30 pounds of ben
riod of school training and has from manure, 10
"The Eiîgt» Pay for It"
pounds of eawdust, 16
jbildhood been a part of tbe working pounds of acid phosphate, and 8 pounds
the
Brand
on
Ioxist
force or machiuery of the farm and not of kainit would carry about .25 per cent
factor in the farm's management, nitrogen, 4 5 per cent phosphoric acid,
rhe father is usually a thrifty man and and 2 per cent potash, which used at the
iirects the affairs to the smallest detail rate of 2 tons per acre, would furnish SO
ind tbe boy is a laborer. If taken away pounds nitrogen, 185 pounds pbosph-ulo
man must be employed to take hie acid, and 80 pounds potash."
At the present price of fertilizing in[dace wbo will—from tbe standpoint of
ibe father—be a niielit and to wbom gredients this mixture is worth about
A revolu- 310 00 per ton.
must be paid a stated wage.
It is a well balanced,
PORTLAND, MAINE
tion on tbat farm follows. Paid labor stable fertilizer, which, while still not
which may uot be altogether bad aud iioe enough to work well in drille, can
ForSile by II Κ GIBSON, Norway
be good supplants free labor tbat be successfully applied with a manure
40-50 nay
A. C. MAXIM, South Paris. Me.
The entire spreader.
1 s this particular case.
ïusiness aud social life on tbat farm has
The kind of absorbent used should be
jot-n disturbed.
the one which can be obtained at least
of
view
and
a
to
we
"Are
permit point
cost, since the amount of plant food addin improper adjustment between fattier ed by any of those suggested is negligiind son to make a laborer of tbe bo>? ble, and since they are about equally ef
Railroad and Municipal Bondx, 4 to 4 3-4 l'bis
plan has in very many cases fective as dryers (the elight acidity of
per ceut.
jrougbt tinaucial success to the father peat gives it some advantage as it helps
ollowed by mental and physical failure a little to preserve the nitrogen). It is
I'ublic Utility Bonds, 4 1-2 too 14 P. C.
Other things equal, the edu- probable that one of the three can be
;o tbe sou.
Industrial Bonde. 5 to 6 per cent,
:ated mau without a faiui has a larger obtained by auy poultryman or farmer
ludu.striul Profond Stock of Mgh etaud:apital than the untrained man with a at little or no expense.
ard, 6 to 7 per cent.
arm.
The absorbent and the acid phosphate
"Tbethiid is not worth discussing. ami kainit should be kept conveniently
Kathers and motbeis are not in tlie at hand an i each day when the dropLlome education, pings are collected they should bo treatleaching business.
beyond moral guidance aud wholesome ed. It may be best to weigh the ingrerestraint, bas utver succeeded aud never dients a few times, after which it will be
Pleasant Street,
will."
possible to make sufficiently close estiMAINE.
We have passed the day wheD the mates by measure.
NORWAY
The treated droppings should be well
question ot a high school education supplemented by a course in tbe agricuitur- sheltered until time to apply them to the
il school can be debated. Our courses land, i. e., shortly before plowing. Any
ire piactical and
hey fit tbe boy for his form of shelter may be used. For a
job. 1 seut four of our graduates last temporary plant, or for a small farm, a
Juue to my farm at Deumark to work in small wooden building or a bin in a
k certified milk plant.
They started larger building will probably be the best
with the knowledge received in school, place practicable; but for a large, permaFarm Wagons,
ind if any one had sufficient interest, a nent poultry plant a cement manure
A general
letter to the New York City Milk Com· shed or tank is advisable.
Dump Carts,
mission or a visit to the farm will con- farmer also will find such an equipHorse Shoeing
vince them what can be done by farm ment for the storage of all farm manure
educated young men under twenty-one a paying investment. A portiou of this
and
abed can be partitioned off for hen mayears of age.
To do exacting work tbey are more nure.
men
with
exolder
farm
than
A properly constructed cement buildcapable
perience. Tbey have been taught to ing will not have to be constantly restay up against problems and to work paired aad frequently replaced like a
South Paris, Maine.
them out. Their heads and hands have wooden structure, which rots out quickbeen taught to work in unison. There ly when used for the storage of manure.
must come a revolution id tbe farm The cement building is water tight, pre
home or the farm boy will become a la- venting the entrance of water from withborer on tbe farm or in town.
out and the escape of any unabsorbed
Tbe large problems of the world have liquid manure. It Is, in fact, a perfect
been tbe location aud ownership of land, permanent shelter.
both government and individual, aud
they have been solved by martial law.
At the late National Dairy Show was
Public sentiment has recognized tbe exhibited a grade Guernsey cow that
right of tbe government to invade the won the prize as the greatest money
sanctity of the home and take from it maker, so we are told.
One of the
tbe wage earner, and Spartan loyalty has
speakers said that this cow possessed the
beard
the
Who
ever
ques- capacity of making alfalfa hay, when
prevailed.
tion of "personal liberty" raised when a fed to her at the best of her milking pea
foe
meoaced
country?
foreign
riod, worth |60 a ton. When a oow posThe large problems of tbe future con- sesses such a transforming power over
It may be the set- her feed as that—doesn't it impress
cern conservation.
ting of a tree in a backyard or the drain- greatly? Where do yon suppose she got
age. of a garden patch, or it may be tbe that power? Was it from her scrub
start
When you
government protection of one hundred blood or her registered Guernsey sire?
to make the dainty
million acres of forest, mine and aoil
cuke or luscious pie
from waste. Tbe real question at issue
Breeding swine that are kept confined
or the good, wholeia tbe same—namely, to afford food, in small, poorly ventilated bouses and
some bread on which
fambuman
tbe
clothing, and homes for
curtailed as to dally exercise, will inevithe family thrives.
ily. In tbe past it was as important to tably decline in that superb vigor which
Order William Tell
own
to
a
for
farm
as
a
own
government
makes them better able to resist disease,
Flour and baking day
its territory. It Is now as much a and transmit constitutional strength to
will l ea pleasure and
to
cultivate
Intelligentburning question
their progeny.
a triumph. Richest in
ly a garden aa to manage a nation, and
nutritive value too,
the nation has now tbe same right to
With a good dairy sire, and a careful
and goes farthest, bedemand an educated man for tbe farm
selection of beifer calves from the best
cause it is milled by
the army
aa formerly to draft him into
cows, a man of moderate means oan, in a
our spécial process
aod navy.
few years, own a herd that will compare
from the finest Ohio
Two deoadea ago men with vlaion forefavorably In production with herds of
Red Winter Wheat.
saw natioual degeneracy unless Illiteracy
pure blood.
Your grocer will
was stamped out and compulsory educabave it
just say
tion waa established. The qneation of
The intelligent feeding and handling
(10
send me
tbe right of tbe parent la now raised
of ensilage will carry June conditions
against it.
reduces
Tbe atato exercises a rigid control through the blast* of winter. It
the oost of maintenance, and Its succuover the education of doctors, lawyers,
condition.
and miniatera. So rigid are our educa- lence oauses a thrifty
tional lawa that a man oannot cut off a
How big la an acre? Dean Bailey saya
oow'a horn for pay unless licenaed and
of personal liberty la not it is just as big as the man thai farms It.
tbe
will cure all
and make her again
STRONG, WELL and VIGOROUS.
Get Foley Kkinev Pilla at the nearest
drug storu and START TAKING THEM
TO-DAY. They cost less than the doctor
and do more. The genuine Foley Kidney
Fills are sold only in the yellow package.
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Organs

right.
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people

Pianing, Sawing an4 Job Work. County
Matched l'lne Sheathing for Sale.

E.
w es

CHANDLER,

W.

Sumner,

«...

Maine.

A. c.
15 years expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard it Co., Boston.
All Work

Uuarsnteed.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.
WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELRY.
With

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, Me.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

in uxior
NORWAY, MAINE

L S BILLINGS
MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Red Cedar and Spruce Clapboards. New Brunswick Cedar
Shingles. North Carolina Pine,
Floring and Sheathing, Paroid
Rooting, Wall Board, Apple
Barrel Heads, and
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

Maine.

South Paris,

FOR SALE.

1 Horse, weijjlie 1150 lb*.
) Surrey
1 Keo Runabout.
1 Maxwell Runabout.
2 Sleigh*.
1 Concor·! Huggy.
1 Punt Bugpy.
1 Set Heavy Work Harness.
1 Sel Surrey Harness.
3 Single Harnens.
1 Roail Cart.
1 Riding Saddle.

NELSON G. KI.DKIÎ,
South l'arie.

4Ttf

60

YEARS'

experience

Patents
Designs
Ac.

Copyrights
•r»»»·
may
Anvone sending a sketch and description
free whether an
mlrkly awertaiu our opiukm
Commuulcainvention ι* pmhably patentable.
oiinttcloutlal. HANQ300K on Patenta

•Miisstrictly
.••nt free. oM«wt aiceucr fur sccunafpatetita.
A Co. receive
1'ii-nu taken throuith Muun
In the
tv'rxM notice, wit boot charge.

Scientific Jlnerkan.

A haniieomeljr Illustrated weekly.
filiation of any sclentlUc Journal.
all
rear : (oar month·. 11. Sold by

Lanreat cir
Term·. $3 a

aewedeelera

York
5 Co.3etB«—-'New
MUNN
Waahtntrton. D. C
Brandi Offloe. OS F
»l_

pho bate non e KM.
estate
To all persons Interested In either of the
hereinafter named :
an<l
In
At a Probate Court. hel<l at Fryeburg,
for the County of Oxford. on the tlrat Tuesdaj
tkouaaal
one
Lord
of Dec., la the y ear of our
rnattei
nine hun-lred and thirteen, the following
having heen presented for the action thereupoi
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby OKDKKSO:
la
That notice thereof be glvea to all persona
order to b«
tereated, by causing a copy of this
Ox
the
la
successively
week»
pub Halted three
at Soutl
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
farle la sal<l County, that they may appeal
οι
Paris
at
u a Probate Court to be hehl
a
the third Tuesday of January, A. D. 1814.
heart
be
aad
alae of the clock la the forenoon,
UtereoaU they see oaoae.
deceased
Harry C. Hsatras ol Illram, real estât»
petltton for license to sell aad conveyadministra
presented by Florence M. Huntress,
trlx.
de
Harriet K. WMhsa late of Denmwrk.
Ana! account presented tor allowance bj
J- Bennett Pike, trustee.

çeaaed;

ADDISON ■. HBBRlCK.Jodg*of said Court,
true copy

attest:

ALBKJtT Ο. PA&K,

SOMETHING
FOR

NOTHING

Portland Meat

Scrap

PORTLAND
RENDERING CO.
For Sale.

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,

G. H. PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.

Jobbing.

G. H. PENLEY,
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good thing to think About.

By OSCAR.

COX

Giuseppe, for this act of perfidy you
You have handed me over
■hall suffer.
to l>o dealt with by the law. I will be the
law to you. I will not remain long behind
No prison walls have yet been
bars.
built strong enough to hold me. When I
am free, as the carrier pigeon looks about
him for the flight he will take, 1 will loAnd wherever you are there
cate you.
It mny be when the earth Is
will I go.
awakening after a nocturnal slumber, It
may be when the sun is pouring u flood of
light on hill and vale. It may bo when you

think yourself concealed in the shadows
evening, that I will coinc, but come I
will, and when you feel my blade cutting

of

Into your heart your eyes shall

serve

you

for the last time, and they will behold me
bending over you gloating In my revenge.

I paused lu my writing and rend over
what I bad written. I was dissatisfied
There was not sufficient
with It

Btrength,

raucor.

bitterness, diabolism.

In It to suit me. I wrote it over, vivifying the picturesque points and intensi-

fying the hate. Then 1 put it with my
manuscript in its pince at the close of
a

chapter

and made my

preparations to

leave my room.
Two reasons influenced my going. In
the first place. I suffered the Impoverishment usual to authors who have not
attained recognition as geniuses, and I
was expecting to be turned out for non-

payment of rent. In the second place.
I was In love nnd had promised to
spend the week end with my betrothed.
As to my poverty, I was expecting better things when my novel, 'The Bandit's Revenge," should be published; as
to my ladylove. I hoped to conceal
from her the pitiable condition of my
finances till I began to receive my royalties.

My apartment was on the top floor of
building in which there were many
rooms. 1 possessed an old satchel, but
I wore.
no wardrobe except what
There were a number of unsold manuscripts in the closet, and in order to fill
out the bag I put them In It and, going
with It out Into the hall, descended. A
man on the floor below, seeing me,
started toward me. Thinking he might
be Intendlug to stop me for my unpaid
rent. I hurried on and succeeded in
eludiug him. Emerging from the building, I felt satisfaction in knowing that
I had all my worldly possessions with
me and had left nothing In my room
α

that the landlord could hold as security for my debt Alas, I had left one
little article that would brins nie more
trouble than if I had left abundant security, but I did not know It.
I had in my pocket the wherewithal
to pay my way to the suburban town

expeuueu
my ueiovea.
50 cents fyr η ticket and, having $2
more, spent It for some roses to
take with me as a gift for her. leaving
Then 1
me a cent for η newspaper.
entered the train, laid my satchel on
the seat beside me, unfolded my paper
and. assuming a carelessness I did not
feel, began to read the news. My poverty did not trouble me. I was used to
wnere

uvea

that But I dreaded lest my betrothed
should And it out
Nina, who was aware of my coming,
was at the station to meet me aud
took me to her home in a little auto
her father had recently given her. I
tossed my satchel, containing no toilet
articles except a toothbrush, on the
floor of the vehicle and took my seat
beside my adored chauffeur. Instead
of driving me directly home, she made
It was
evident from her manner that she had
something of importance to say to me
and was making an opportunity to say
a

long detour into the country.

It As soon as we were on a country
road she slowed down nnd said:
"My dear Lulgl, I hope that what I
am going to say to you will not lead
you to think that I do not trust you
implicitly. It is papa who Is uncertain
lie would prefer that 1
about you.

should marry a man born in America,
whose family aud antecedents we
might learn about You know that
you have no relatives in America, and
In order to learn of your ancestry aud
status in Itnly one must go there to
I have told
make an investigation.
papa what you have told me—that you
are a descendant of the historical Colonnas; that your father Is a member
of the Italian parliament and has been
a cabinet minister.
Papa saye, 'What
proof have you of this?' and I can only
reply that I have your word for it
And when papa asks me why I believe
you and I say it is becauee I love you

he laughs at me."
"My dear Nina," I replied, "have patience. I have written for such proofs
of who and what I am as shall con-

vince any doubter. Meanwhile, though
I do not expect your father to feel satisfied concerning me. it seems to me
that if you really love me you will

trust me."
Had 1 not romance In my nature I
would not be a novelist Romance led
tne to take the ground that there is
something in true lovo to induce a
woman to trust the man she loves
without calling on him for his credentials. I weut into a rhapsody about this
beautiful faith in a loved one and succeeded in infusing the sentiment into
Nina. 1 was all I pretended to be and

only concealing from my betrothed my poverty, which my hopeful disposition led me to think would soon bo
ended. But there was not a single reason In my words why she should put
faith In one whom she saw only
was

through the

romance

tinged

NUMBER 50
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me.

Her Check

eyes of a

lover. Yet I succeeded in drawing
from her an impassioned statement
that if I were accused of being a member of the dreaded Camorra society, if
I were convicted of being a perpetrator of Black Hand crimes, still would
«he believe that I wae maligned and
innocent I kissed her again and again,
telling her that her confidence in me
had enhanced my love for her tenfold.
Hours had passed when we returned
to her home. Leaving me, Nina went
straight to her father and told him

my credentials were expected
shortly and till their arrival she would
only ask him to receive me conditionally. This satisfied him, and I was
made quite welcome.
The next morning, Sunday, opened
bright and beautiful, and my spirits
partook of the serenity of the day.
8unday brings relief In many ways,
and this Sunday brought an especial
relief to me. I felt comfortable in the
fact that I would not be troubled with
that

duns. I passed some time after breakfast reeding a morning newspaper.
On» Piece of tivformation I read espç-

A

Story of Old

New York

But what struck me flat aback was
that the murder had been committed
in the house where I hnd had my room
and which I had left the day before.
As I read on another shock awaited
me.
The murderer had been for some
time a lodger In the same building and

had been given notice to move for
payment of rent He had been

"ni,

■

It was headed,
"Followed to His Death." An Italian
had been found dead In his bed with a
knife sticking in his heart The police
had discovered a clew to the murderer,

dally Interested

and his arrest was expected. The clew
indicated that the man had been murdered from revenge. The supposed
murderer had occupied a room in the
same building with his victim and hnd
left a paper on which was given the
motive for the crime. He had tied, but
the police had a description of him.

Fortunately Vindi-

Pre5ervatIon of Hen Manure.
(Profeaeor liaymon 1 Pearl, la Poultry Notes
from Maine Experiment Station.)

price.

Eyes Examined for

Accused

the
tu-

Our

■

(

fU

a

Dr.
could not afford to raise a man
age of twenty-one and lose him

FUOM A DIFFERENT

STANDPOINT.
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purely commercial standpoint
Darlington once said that the state

From

AMONG THE FARMERS.

Democrat.

By P. A. MITCHEL
One evening, something more than
100 years ago, a gentleman and a lady
were strolling on the Battery In the

non-

city of New York. At that time the
residential area bordering the park,

seen

to leave the house soon after the murder had been committed, a description
of him was in the hands of the police,
and he was being traced by detectives.
A sudden thought—a horrible thouRht
—struck me. This case fitted me ex
actly. I hnd been notified to leave my
Great
room for nonpayment of rent
heavens! They were looking for me!
Here was a pretty combination of

|

which Inherits Its name from the old
New Amsterdam fort located on the
ground, was a very different sectlou
from what It Is now. Today It Is Intersected by elevated railroads, and

loungers there are chiefly emigrants or persons out of employment
Then in the houses bordering upon the
park lived the most aristocratic fami-

the

In addition to other lies of old New York.
circumstances.
uncertainties about me, I was In the
The gentleman mentioned was tall,
position of a murderer flying from dignified and wore the costume of the
Justice. I dreaded that the police might times, a beaver hat, ruilled shirt front,
come down on me at any moment
blue coat with brass buttons and a
Calling Niua, I led her out into the flaring skirt; hie pantaloons, as they
garden where we were alone and said: were then called, tight except where
"Sweetheart I am about to be ac· ! they covered his boots. The lady wore
cused of having committed a crime ; the bonnet of the period, skirt a la
Will you trust me as you
directoire, her shoulders covered with
said you would?"
She was a descendant
a lace shawl.
"What crime?" she stammered, pal- of one of the original Dutch settlers

|

yesterday;

ing.

and α widow.
"I am going to ask you once more,
Mrs. Van Zandt, and for the last time."
said the man, with that dignified courtliness which has now passed into
oblivion, "to make me happy. You
may remember that a year ago, on this
very spot, I asked you to honor me
by becoming my wife. You told me
that you lived and would live only for
your son. Since then you have treuteil
:i
me, if not as a lover, at least as
dear friend. It Is tlds that has em-

"Murder."

"Oh, heavens !"
"Here they come now."
I saw several men passing through
the gate.
They came up to me, and
one of them, putting a hand on my
shoulder, said, "You're wanted."
"What for?"
"Murder."
"The one committed in the apartment on X street?"

"Yee."
"What proof have you of my guilt?" ;
boldened me to ask you to reconsidei
'That you will find out on your
the
your refusal and confer upon me
trial."
greatest happiness a woman can be
Nina's father, followed by her mother stow
upon a man."
and the rest of the family, came hurry
Having made this stilted proposal,
was
what
learn
to
the
house
from
lng
he waited for η reply. In accordance
the mntter. A police otBcer stated the with the custom of those times the
case, and whpn I demanded some evllady's hand rested on his arm. lie felt
dence ngnlnst me, after consultation! her hand tremble.
After a few mowith his fellows, he drew a paper
ments of silence she said:
from his pocket and began to read:
"I trust. Mr. Travers, that you will
"Giuseppe, for this act of perfldy you not think me Insensible of the honoi
shall suffer. You have handed me over to
an honor.
you would confer upon me;
I will be tho
be dealt with by the law.
I must admit, of which I am scarcely
I will not be long behind
law to you.
bars. No prNon walls have yet been built
worthy. But if my son required my
strong enough tu .iold me."
undivided attention a year ajjo he
I
shorted, laughing hyster- needs It still more now. Since you are
"Stop!"
ically. "I know what that is. I must my very dear friend. I will confide in
have left It In my room when"—
you that he has become involved—hah
"You admit it?"
Involved me—in a gambling debt. This
come
"Certainly I do."
Major Tllford, who has recently
"Oh. iro on." walled Nina.
to New York, aud who has secured
"When I an, free, as the carrler
»ω.
social recognition uy mum.- u· uu>
looks about him for the flight he wll
families, lias succeeded In winning
take, I will locate you. and wherever you
It may be when the from Frank at cards some $4,000."
are there will I go.
earth Is awakennng after a noct
"Tiie rascal!" muttered Mr. Travers.
slumber It may be when the sun Is pourhave drawn my check for the
"I
ing a flood of light on hill and vale. It may
will tomorrow pay
be when you think yourself concealed In amount, and Frank
lie has given me
the shadows of evening, that I will come,
(lie indebtedness.
but come I will, and when you «' W his solemn
never again to play
promise
blade cutting Into your heart your eyes
But I know I
::t cards for money.
■hall serve you for the last time.
in keeping him
trouble
have
over
shall
me
will
behold
you
bending
they
gloating In my revenge."
from the temptation. Now you can unAs the man stopped reading I beard derstand why ho needs my first con-

j

piK^n

thud, and, turning, I saw Nina lying
In a heap on the ground. Her father
picked her up and was about to carry
α

her away when she revived nnd In
eieted on remaining, giving me ft look

of terrible appeal for my vindication.
••These fools." I crled-"these con
founded fools have taken the closing
paragraph of a novel I have been
writing for a threat to kill a man. Of
all the stupid aslninity 1 ever heard
The police force looked at each other
doubtful as to whether or no they bad
made a mistake.
"Can you prove what you say? asked their chief.
"Certainly. In my satchel I have ray
novel and the substitute for that pa
per which I rewrote."
My mortification at pulling onl>
manuscripts instead of toilet articles
from my satchel was overtopped by
iny delight at having a vindication at
The policemen went back to
hand.

the city without me. and my escape
from arrest excited the sympathy of
nil my entertainers. I was invited to
remain till my credentials came from
Italv. and when they arrived they
talned a check from my father that set

con^

up in good shape.
Nina and I are now very happy toI have given up scribbling,
gether.
my father-in-law having taken me into
hie business.
me

France'» Foreign Legion.
The French Foreign legion, which
is always the cause of so much
blood iu Germany, is the only reg me

of its kind In existence. It dates
1881 when France undertook tlit
It comUt. of two
of
regiments, each four battalions «troue,
drawn from all tbo adventurer» of

S

llgerla.

It la

»„7ue»tlona
Europe.

popular not only
are naked, but

becauao
bemmm

la open to «11. within «ml»
certalu number of
hare risen from tbe rente. All

promotion

Sod

a

cU|*e»

to be found among its members
and all nationalities, but the ninny
Germans do not describe themselves
Τ
as such—they are all Alsatians..
>s
reason for its continued existence
nor
that France cannot spare its men
find enough who would leave the comfort* of civilization for the wastes of
are

Africa or the swamps of Toukiu.
chester Guardian.

Man-

Care of the Sickroom.
In taking care of an invalid it is a
Kood Idea to change the fnrn nre
around a little as one becomes so tired
of the same furnishings in the same
places. Be sure to coax all the sunshine in the room and allow fresh air

Keep a I»·
to paaa· through often.
chanRe
tient's room tidy.
tume often just to make a 1 ttlc va
Do not let bottles, half fl .td
rietv

spoons, stand around: they
trifles to you who can get
about but are 8omedn«» enormltlee
Not of smau
t/> one who is nervous.

glasses,

mav seem

importance is the tray.

clean cover-paper napkins are "ice
for the purpose. Use your best
Servo hot thing* hot and cold thing,

a

cold, not warm.—New York Sun.

chlna^

Correctly ClaMified.
A Washington man who was liefng
shown through one of the ancestral
homes In the Shenandoah valley by an
aged colored servitor stopped before a

portrait.

"What a fine

painting!"

he exclaim-

old

ed. "Why, that must be an
ter!"
"Excuse me. boss," said tbe retainer,
"but

you's

mistaken.

of ole Missus Taylor.

mas-

picture
Llpplncott's.

Dat's de

sideration."

The lovers were silent for a time.
They were standing on the southern-

the Battery looklnfi
A few ships were at
anchor, while one was coming under
full sail through the Narrows, the
sun gilding her canvas. Present-

part of
down the bay.
most

setting
ly Mr. Travers said:
"Will you permit me to hand your
check to Major Tllford, madam?"

"With what object?"
"It may he better that your son
should have nothing more to do with
the man."

"Perhaps you are right I shall consider myself under a deep obligation
to you. my dear Mr. Travers. If you
will act in the matter for me."
feel highly
"On the contrary, I
honored by your confidence."
They returned to Mrs. Van Zandt's
home, a modest two story brick build-

ing. in place of which a modem skyVan
now stands, and Mrs.
Zandt took from a lady's mahogany
writing desk with claw feet a check
scraper

He
and handed it to Mr. Travers.
bent and kissed the hand from which
he received it and, carefully avoiding
turning hie back to its owner, with-

drew.
That same evening a party of gentlemen were supping at Fraunces* tavern
among their number Major Tllford

Mr. Travers entered the dining room
and taking a seat, called for wine.

the back of one ol
Then he wrote
his visiting cards a request for a few
words in private with Major Tilford
and sent the card to that gentleman.
The latter arose and, going to the tattle
whero Mr. Travers sat, bowed and said
"I am at your service, sir."
"I am commissioned to hand you a
check for money taken from a boy
In his teens, who should have been
on

of swindled by you."
lie handed Tilford Mrs. Van Zandt's
check, but the latter drew back. He
had no sense of honor, but could not
tell to what this matter might lead.
He assumed a sense of honor he did

protected Instead

Wt feel.

"Are you aware, sir," he said, "that
this is an Insult no gentleman can
brook? Were it not for the prejudice
against the code engendered by the rerent affair between Mr. Ilamilton and
Mr. Burr you should answer for It on
the Held of honor."
"The prejudice against dueling you
speak of arises from a murder, not an
affair of honor. I have no fear of los-

ing any of my friends by
with you."

"Be it so, sir.
to you."

a

meeting

I shall send a friend

"One moment, sir. The lady whose
you have swindled must not be
brought into this affair, and it Is to

eon

your Interest, sir, that Its real cause
should be concealed. Iteturn to your
friends. Presently I will arise to leave
the room. Place your foot in such position that I may trip on It. I will re-

taliate by drawing my glove across
your face. You can then send your
friend to me without the true cause
of the difference between as being
known."
"As you like, sir. Meanwhile you
may keep the check. If you kill me
you may return It' to the lady who

wrote It If I kill you"—
"You can take such action concerning It as you see fit If you choose now
to decline it and will give me a receipt
for the amount of Its face this affair

need go no further."
Tllford made no reply to this for
awhile. Qe was turning the matter

in nie nmio. more were reasons
A Daring Escape.
he should recede from the posiGenernl de Kegrler was one of the
tion in which he stood, but he did not French officer* who succeeded in escapwish to give up the plunder, nnd he ing from German custody iu 1870. lie
might possibly retain it without dam- was Jl Met*—and in hospitaï—at the
age to his reputation. Travers was not time of the capitulation, but instead
known as α fighter, while Tllford came of constituting himself a prisoner he
from the south, where dueling was
put on his uniform, mounted bis horse
quite common, and he was an expert and rode off as an indej>endent gentlewith both sword and pistol.
Before long he was stopped by
man.
"No, sir," he said at last. "You have a sentinel who demanded his papers,
Insulted me, accused me, and my honor and, as he had no papers, he handed
must be vindicated."
up his ticket of admission to the hosWith that be turned and went back
While the German was slowly
over

why

to hie

companions.

Nothing of the con- creation had been
heard by them, aud when Travers
arose and walked toward the desk to
pay his reckoning no one was aware
that a pantomime was to be enacted.
As he was walking leisurely past the
table where his adversary sat the lutter put out his foot, and Travers stum-

bled against it
"You did that on purpose, sir," he
eald.
"As you please to consider It, sir."
Travers drew a glove from a pocket
ind struck Tllford with It lightly on
the cheek. Then he passed In the
same leisurely manner out of tl* din-

ing

room.

When Tllford's second returned to
him with Travers' reply to his challenge, the southerner knit his brows.
By assenting to bis enemy's plan he

had given Travers the chance of place
and weapons. The conditions named
by the latter were pistols, in a darkroom, each party to be supplied with
unlimited number of weapons.
en
This placed them on an equality, and
Tllford lost the advantage of his skill

and reputation os a duelist
Tllford was an Impostor and u swindler. He had forged letters of Introduction and had played young Van
Believing
Zandt with marked cards.
that Ills true character would soon
come out, he desired, if possible, to get
the money m Mrs. Van Zandt's check

and disappear. Hut In playing a gentleman's game he had left the check
He sent word to his
with Travers.
adversary that he would apologize for
tripping him aud take Mrs. Van
Zandt's check to her and tear it to
In her presence if this would be

pieces
agreeable to Mr. Travers.
Travers was unwilling to trust him
with the check so long as It was good

at the bank, but he took sufficient
time to go there and request that it
should not be paid if presented. Then
he sent It to Tllford. stating that his
proposed terms were accepted. But before Tllford had time to try to get the
check cashed Travers went to the

bank and was there In concealment
when Tllford hurried In and presented the check. Travers confronted him.
"Sign a
"You scoundrel!" he said.
receipt for the amount you claim from
me.
young Van Zandt and give It to

with this check, or go to Jail."
Tllford threw up the game and
agreed to the conditions. When the
receipt had been drawn and signed
and the check returned he was per
mltted to leave the bank and the city
and was never seen In New ioru

again.

The same

evening

Mr. Travers was
room of

announced in the drawing

Mrs. Van Zandt.
"Ilave you paid my son's Indebtedness?" «he asked.
"I have, madam. There is the re-

ceipt"
Πο handed it to her. She cast her
eyes over it and was folding It when

he handed her her check. She lookitl
at it, surprised, then at him for an ex-

planation.

pital.
spelling it

out Negrler shot him
head and galloped off,
crossing the Belgian frontier, and recrossing it. after a rest, to take part
in the operations of Faidberbe's army
of the north. It Is not surprising tbat
resourceful a soldier got quick
so
and was successively the

through

the

promotion

youngest colonel, the youngest general
of brigade and the youngest general
of division In the French army.—Westminster Gazette.

The Lame Trotter.
"When my father's got u lame trotting horse, sir, that he's trying to
■huck off his hands," faltered the
white linen nurse, "he doesn't ever go
round mournful like, with his head
hanging, telling folks about his won-

derful trotter that's just 'the littlest,
teeniest, tiniest mite lame.' Oh, no.
What father does Is to call up every
one he knows within twenty miles and

toil 'em: 'Say, Tom. Bill, Ilarry, or
whatever your name Is, what in the
douce do you suppose I've got over
here in my barn? A lame horse that
wants to trot, lamer than the deuce,
you know, but can do a mile in 2:40."'
Faintly the little smile quickened
again in the white linen nurses eyes.
"And the barn will be full of men in
"Somehow
half an hour." she said
nobody wants a trotter that's lame, but
almost anybody seems willlm; to risk
α lame horse that's plu· kv enough to
trot."—From "The White I.inen Nurse"
In Century.

Mangled Names.
I remember one London critic telling
me, writes Ε. X. in the Birmingham
Post, how he had wired to a Glasgow
paper the news that the great Niklw h
had Just arrived and would conduct
the London Symphony orchestra on
such and such a date. The telegraph op
erntor. as usual, spelled the unfamiliar
name along the line of least resistance.
The Glasgow subeditor, not being a
musical man, had never heard of

as the adjective "great"
to the name, he naturally
assumed that he must be a Scotchman,
so the Glasgow public was Informed
the next day that the great M<*Klsh
had arrived In London.
I remember also a London colleague
reduct-d to a state of collapse by discovering tbat lie had been made to say
that Andrew Black had sung "Ninepin

Nlklsch, but,
was

prefixed

Andrew" Instead of "Non plu uudrai."

For 8unday School Teacher·.
A teacher in a mission Miimay scuwi
In a Scottish town has some interesting stories to tell, in the Missionary
Itecord of the I'niteii Free church. of
the answers which bave coûte from
Infant lips to her ΒI hie questions.
Sometimes one Kets a perfectly natural
but wholly unexpected reply. Asked
what Naauian did after washing In
the Jordan before he ri'turued to Ills
native land, one mite «ave the <>li

vious answer, "Dry hisself." The class
was told the story of the little Shun
mite, his sunstroke and his restoration
by the prophet, and wishing to In
culcate gratitude the teacher asked
what the mother would do when she
him back. "lit a bannet on his

"There was no legitimate délit." he
said, "due from your sou to this man got
Tllford, who was an impostor and 11 held," shouted immediately 11 practical
swindler. lie returned your check and
youth.
signed a receipt for the amount lie had
to
to
Jail."
going
claimed in preference
Test For a Fioldglasj.

"How did you prove him such?"
"I gave him my opinion of one who
would take money In such fashion
from a minor. lie still pretended to be
a gentleman and agreed to surrender
the check to you in person. Instead of
doing so, he presented it at the bank.
I had taken the precaution to stop
payment on the check and was at the
bank to receive the rascal when he
came to draw the money. 1 gave him

his choice between exposure and Its
consequences and giving rue, for you.
these two papers."
Mrs. Van Zandt's eyes were dimmed
with tears. She yearned to throw hereelf into her lover's arms, but those

times of great formality.
"Mr. Travers." she said, as soon as
she could control her voice, "it seems,
sir, that my son's interests are safer in
your hands than in mine."
With treat composait* he encircled
her waist and took her hand; then he
drew her to him and kissed her.
"Ah, madam, you have made me the
were

happiest of men!"

Primitive Fishhooks.
What sort "f I:, wiles did our ancestors,
ancestors, use when
our really "'■
wild In wihmI the noble savage ran.'
I am inclined M agree with the Ameriof
can view that the earliest type

hook, if hook it can be called, was a
straight bit of Hint burled In the bait
When the tHi had swallowed the bit
of inei'.t. or whatever the bait was. the
tightening of the line pulled the tlint
there,
across Its liiroat, and. as it stuck
withthe fish could be hauled ashore
Perhaps some bright
out more ado.
Innovator of that misty past one day
tried a bit of Hint which had a double
horns and
curve like a pair of buffalo
of
found It effective, and perhaps out
double
that developed the genuine
book, which seems to have been a very
early form. And perhaps the single
was
hook came Into being because it

realized that
as

two

for

one

Ih-imI was as efficient

most

Telegraph.

purpose®.—London

Historic London Street.
Friday street Is one of the most interesting and ancient of the thoroughfares of London. As long ago as i:W5
in the city
a reference to it appears

records, and even then it was probablj
old. Close by It stood the Nag's Head
as
tavern, which Is famous In history
scene of the consecrathe

"pretended"

tion of Matthew Parker, archbishop
of Canterbury. In the reign of Queen
Elizabeth.
The name of Friday street is derived
from the fact that In medieval times
there nud
many Qshmongere resided
held their Friday market In the via strange contrariety of

cinity. By
nomenclature the Wednesday club met
at a hostelry in the street, and there,
In 1095, under the direction of William Paterson. discussed at great
length the proposals which eventuated

In the establishment of the Bank of
England-Pall Mall Gazette.

Non· of Them Horrid.
Miss Prim—Allow a horrid man to
kiss me—never! Miss Peach—Neither
would I; but thank goodness, there
isn't one among all my male acquaintances.-

Boston

Transcript

Inquiry has it th;it the absolute and
Infallible test of a glass by the purchaser is to see what size Setters can
be read across the street from the optician's shop.
It Isn't. The real test is a climb up
a loim and If ushy hill until the breath
comes a hundred t > the minute, then
a
η snatch for t lu? glass, reposing in
Hhirt pocket, to see whether the buck
Is the one you want before you Are.
If it won't go in your shirt poeket It
Is not the glass you want; others are
If it shakes In your
made that will.
agitated hands it is not the tl.iss yoa
want; you cannot see etiomdi more
with a high power jrlass to pay for the
times when It is unusable bce.tuse yo-.i
cannot hold it

steady.—Outing.

Origin o' the Drama.
The drama. In the only sense In
which it Is worth talking about, had
Its origin In Greece Immediately following the defeat of Darius and Xer
Its birthplace
xes. about B. C. 4<50.
Aeswas Athens, and Its fathers were
and Aristophanes -Aeschylus of
chylus

tragedy and Aristophanes

of

comedy.

When the Greek and 1 Ionian civilization went into eclipse under the Min k
cloud of northern barbarlanlsm the
theater, as with nearly everything else,
became extinct, but during the middle
resumed
ages acting was In a measure
In the form of the "Moralities." or
moral plays of the ecclesiastics, and It
wns from such plays that the modern
drama was slowly evolved.—8L Louis
Tlmee.

Flaky Pieoruet.
If you want the beet piecrust It
Rbould be made the day l»efore you
wish to use It and put Into the rewill be
frigerator. Then the crust
flaky and crisp. If you wieh it to retaiu the crispness after baking let
the pies cool thoroughly before putting
Into closct or sideboard. Never put the
baked pie into the
will bo Boggy.

refrigerator

or

It

Ragtim· Oratory.
"Why do you refer to that speech of
mine as ragtime oratory?" asked the

statesman.

"Because." replied the musician, "it
written strictly with a view to
pleasing the |>opular taste."—Washingwas

ton Star.

Got Hi· Luaon·.

You seem more satisfied
Brown
with yonr wife's eooklnv than formerly. Has she leaned with time? Smith
—No. I have.-Women's Home Com—

panion.
The

Poverty Mo Help.
girl' mother is willing

reason a

for her to marry
poor but honest
not
young man is because he is honest,
because he's poor.-Dallas News.
"Old Niok."
Nickels and "Old Nick" are derived
from the name of a Scandinavian demon. Nlkr. who. according to au old
legend. Is supposed to haunt the mine·
lu which the metal nickel is found and
it was loug believed that be gave the

barduess to the metal.

ESTABLISHED U3S.

The Oxford Democrat.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ΙΙνβπ. Hallet A Chesley bave finished
Monday evening, Deo. 8th, the followF. and A. sawing the pine upon the Chrlatopher
Granite
of
officer·
Lodge,
ing
Allen lot on Hubbard H 111 at Etat Hiram,
Μ., were Installed bj Past Diatrlot Dep- owned
buaioeaa trip.
by Dow & Tucker, and will rewere as follows:
L.
Benton
Swift,and
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
atill
aty,
are
gueeta
Dr. Wiley and family
move their portable mill to the Andrew
B.
W.
M.-rred
Penley
doctor
the
where
in
of relatives
Bethel,
R. Buoknell place lu the Spring district,
8. W.—Ralph A. Bacon
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
came to convalesce after hie critical illJ. W.—Samuel R. Johnson
owned by Wm. M. Tucker of Steep
T. Barrows

&

Editor» ami

Schoola closed thia week for the
nm BapUet Church, Rev. Θ. W. Γ. Hill, pu- Christmas vacation.
every Sunday at 10:43 A. H,
Harold Chandler went to Norway Friί?Γ*
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
to visit bis parents, returning SaturFORBES,
A
l'rayer Meeting Thursday evening at day

Proprietors.

Ukokuk M. At wood.

A. K. Fokbks.

Tkkms :—#l_V) a vear If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copies 4 conta.
Advkktiskments — All legal alvertleemeots
are given three consecuUve Insertion· for $130
Inch In length of column. Special con-

per
tract» maile with
advertiser*.

local, transient anil yearly

New type, fast preeaee, electric
Job Ρ ms τι no
low price·
power, experience·! workmen anil
combine to make this department of oar bust-

atJ Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before day.
L
All
the lat Sunday of the month at 2:30 p. u.

Thursday afternoon and evening the
otherwise connected are cordially Invited. ladies of the
Congregational society beld
sale of fancy and
A baked bean supper will be served in the annual Christmas
home-made candies, etc.
Camming», Hall Tuesday of this week. useful articles,
well patronized, and a
An entertainment will be given, consist- The sale was
number enjoyed the roast chicken
music.
and
large
a
short
of
farce,
reading
ing
The ladles report a
and pastry supper.
Admission as usual.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson, Mrs. H. R. Hub- very successful fair.
Benjamin Kimball haa gone to Lake,
bard, Mrs. 0. A. Thayer and Mra. John
Ν. H., to work for the Berlin Mills Co.
Pierce were in Portland laat week.
The old landmark, Morrill's mill, is
Mrs. George B. Shaw and the Misses
and Alice Cartis are visiting at being torn down, and Messrs. Upson and
not

Lois
Charles L. Shaw'· in Auburn.
Loren B. Merrill has joined the everKIXULE COPIES.
increasing army of gasoline burners. He
Single copie» of Thk Dkkockat are four cents purchased a new Ford car the past week.
each They will be mailed on receipt of price by
Frank A. Eastman, who has been in
the publisher» or for the convenience of patrons
health for some weeks, died at
«lngle copie» of e tch Issue hare been placed on railing
the home of his sister, Miss Annie East•ale at the following place· In the County :
neee

Bdward King haa returned from Fellamere, Florida, where be baa been on a

Ββΐβ·

Pari· Hill.

South Paris, Maine, December ιό, iqi3
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complété and popular.

Bingham, the purchasers of the property,
having a tpboggan slide made, and In
time it will, no doubt, become a place for
both winter and summer sports.
Misses Grace and Daisy Dixon of Au-

are

still here caring for their aant,
Mrs. L. T. Barker, who continues ill.
hunters have been busy, with
deer
The
Mr.
Howard'» Drug Store.
South Part»,
man, in this village last Friday.
Shurtleff*» Drug Store.
E**tman formerly resided in this village, more or less success.
Noyee Drug Store.
Norway,
Very favorable reports are received
but for a number of years has made his
Stone'» Drug Store.
who submitted
A. L. Newton, Postmaster. home in Norway and driven the stage be- from Miss Alice Willis,
Buckfleld,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Ofllce.
Pari» Hill,
He leaves to a critical operation at the Maine Gentween Norway and Harrison.
White.
T.
Samuel
West Parle,
Portland.
a son, Richard Eastman, of Berlin, Ν. H., eral Hospital,
The grange elected officers last Thursand two sisters, Mrs. Joseph B. Cole and
Miss Annie Eastman of this village. He day eveuing.
Coming Events.
Mrs. Ebenezer Richardson passed her
was a eon of the late Horatio Eastman of
90th
of
birthday last week, and is wonderwas
and
this
years
age.
sixty-one
place
Dec. 30, 31, Jan. 1—Show of Western Maine
fully bright and active.
Poultry Association, Norway.
Buckfield.
Teachers and students of Gould AcadNEW ADVEKTISEMENTS.
Mrs. Anna Snow Merrill died Monday emy are enjoying the Christmas recess.
to open
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Warren The fall term closed Thursday,
2 Bankruptcy Notice».
Bumpus, where she has been cared for Dec. 29th.
The children are enjoying sliding on
To Make Your Hair More Beautiful.
during the past seven years. Mrs. MerHeard In South Pari».
rill was a daughter of Benjamin Jordan, the icy streets, but the lumbermen are
Probate Notices.
and is survived by two sisters and one hoping for more scow.
2 Appointment·.
Seasonable Suggestions for Christmas Gifts.
br*her. She was only a few days short
You.
to
MIDDLE INTERVALS.
A Merry ChrMmas
of eighty years of age, and has been a
Christmas Merchandise for Men.
is trimming apple trees
sickher
last
until
smart
old
Capeu
Casper
for
Christmas.
New
lady
very
Something
Gifts Worth the Ulvlng.
ness.
The funeral was held at the Bum- on '-Maple and Pine Farm.1'
Not Satfslled.
Blanche £. Kimball now belongs to
pus home Wednesday, Rev. C. G. Miller
Happy Yuletlde 1» Drawing Near.
of South Paris conducting the service, the Bethel Hill graded school. School
Footwear (or Christmas Gift».
Buy Christmas Present».
and the burial was at the West Minot clo«ed for a vacation Dec. 12th.
Christmas Gifts.
Alice Kimball is teaching in Bethelcemetery.
In
Flower.
Plant
a
Buy
shot a deer at North Greenwood union school district, £ F.
About Stoves.
Bitter Truths
Christmas Chopping etc.
Free an Klght Day Clock.
For Christmas Gifts.
Non-Kesldent Taxes In Paris.
Non-Kesldent faxes In Woo<lstock.
For Sale.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

Mere and There.
The Thaw case has now progressed so
far that the constitutional questions connected with it are almost ready to ko to
the United States Supreme Court. When
those are settled, the legal processes will
begin along some other line.
In a few weeks a number of changes
in the parcel post regulations will go
into effect, including an increased limit
of weight of fifty pounds iq certain
zones, reductions of rates in some ζ jnes,
the inclusion of books of certain weight,
Ac. Indeed, so frequent are the changes
in the parcel post regulations that they
are almost as difficult to understand as
the income tax law.
The use of the dictograph is growing
almost by leaps and bounds, but few
have yet learned how to spell the name
of the thing.
of a ten-inch gun at the
armory in the heart of the city of Portland is doubtless only for the purpose of
practice by the National Guard.
The

installing

An unusual feature is incorporated in
a bill introduced in congress which repeals the tax on oleomargarine. This
feature prescribes penalties for consum
ers who
knowingly buy misbranded
oleo. It has always been customary to
pnt the burden of an illegal sale wholly
upon the seller, leaving the buyer guiltless. If the principle in the bill cited
should have general application, the man
who buys liquor in prohibition territory
would be subject to penalty for so doing,
and the enforcement of the law would be
rendered even more difficult.
Of course in case of the sale of a vote,
the briber and bribed are held equally
guilty under the law, though in this case
it is the buyer whom the authorities
generally get after, and the seller who
generally does the "squealing" if any is
done. Also it is the seller who generally gets the contumely. The man who
sells his vote is cheap, but the man who
buys it is frequently a distinguished
member of society, and flourishes like a
green bay tree.
Maine
One-half tbe machinery in
woolen mills is running half time. The
That is the
rest isn't running at all.
condition in which a leading woolen
goods manufacturer finds the mills within a few months after the Democratic
free trade law went into effect.

Portland and Westbrook Republicans
and Progressives, thinking alike on m jet
in the recent
municipal elections, and the results w.<re
encouraging to everyone who dislikes
Democratic rule. The opening shots in
the campaign to redeem Maine were both
in the bullseye.

questions,

voted

together

Vermont is supposed to be
the home of rock ribbed conservatism,
on the same day the Vermont State
Grange passed a resolution favoring

Although

suffrage, and the Massachusetts
Grange a resolution opposing it.

woman

State

If taking the duty off every product
would send the price up as the price of
eggs has beeu climbing since tbe passage
of the tariff bill, how rich the owners of
our protected industries would get under
free trade!
Assistance in the enforcement of prohibition is now afforded by the Boston Λ
Maine Railroad, which, according to recent regulations, will not accept liquors
for shipment iuto Maine unless shippers
and consignee sign statements that they
are not to be received, sold or possessed
in violation of the state or federal law.
This is giving practical effect to tbe
Webb law. and is more than the railroad
is under legal obligations to do. Needless to say, it will make the enforcement
of the prohibitory law in Maine easier.
Some Red Cross Seal Figures.
Few people have any idea of the mag
nitude of the Red Cross Christmas Seal
Campaign. This year over over 100,000,000 seals have been printed and distributed. If placed end-to-end these seals

nearly 2,400 miles, or
practically from New York to Salt Lake
City. They have been sent to over 25,·
would extend

Roy Bradbury

Pond Wednesday.
The Nezinscot History club met with
Mrs. Carrie Spaulding on Tuesday afternoon.

Miss Sawyer of A aburn was the guest
of M re. Anna Jacobs one day this week.
Wandas met with
The Woodmere
Miss Shirley Hall at the Saints' Rest Friday afternoon.
A. F. Cloutierand H. A. Murch have
been in Andover a few days on a hunting trip, returning Friday with a fine
deer.
Alton Tuttle of Melrose, Mass., has
been herewith his mother, Mrs. Maria
Tutile, for a few days.
Frank Berry was "in Lewiston Friday
and Saturday.
The BuckHeld schools will not keep
Christmas week. Hebron and Hartford
"Cbools will continue as usual.
Greenwood.
Some of the weather daring the past
week was well calculated to remind us of
the June weather and flowers In bloom
in Florida, as mentioned recently by
Mrs. Hayes. Quite a contrast, since we
are living iu the same country and same
temperate zone, but not the same latitude.
But there is a glimpse of life and
beauty in the vegetable world here, even
It is
m these shortest days of the year.
nothing less than a monthly rosebush,
but yesterday in bloom and now contains several flower buda which will
soon expand and give their fragrance to
the winter air.
Sunday gave us a two Inch snowstorm
in the forenoon, followed by a light
rain, while Monday passed off with an
old fashioned bluater, and
Tuesday
morning was the coldest yet, the temperature being down to nine.
Calvm Cole and wife became so feeble
m their declining years as to be unable
to paddle their own canoe, and have
gone to live with her daughter, Mrs.
Royal Martin. The boy who had lived
with them several years is now on the
town farm.
Amos

uiirneu οι

uryani

gave un
He is one

rouu

gusta

are

West Bethel.
"Often In winter the wind roars through
With trump and whistle and fierce halloo,
And cracks the tree-tops and whirls the
Like

snow

phantom horses of long ago,
Ou the old route over the mountain."

"Out of the sky
Just starting to fly
One Uttle snowfl.tke, and then Its brother,
Racing and chasing one after the other,
Till the air Is so full, you might think they
would smother;
Then hey for the sleigh-bells, and hey for
the fun !
For that's the way winter has always begun
In every December
That I can remember."

A blizzard struck town Monday, but
was of short duration.
Elbert Briggs 4s done working for the

Oxford Postcard Company.
The winter term of our village school,
opened on Monday, the Sth Inst.

Wagons

sleighs

and

are

both

being

the roads here this week.
more of
one week
autumn,
and colder weather may then be expectused

on

Only

ed.
Deer may now safely venture forth
from their hiding places, and be protected from Injury by the laws of our state.
No improvement is seen in the condition of Mrs. L. D. Grover, and her aliter,
Mrs. Lapham of Oxford, remains with

Kaa

Jolin Carlton and wife have moved
from the ferry-bouse on the north aide of
the river to their farm house on Plat
Street.
Misa Cora May Wight of South Parie
cime up on the evening train last Saturday to visit her grandfather and two
uncles here, and went back on the afternoon train Sunday.
of Norway
Miss Edith A. Briggs
was the guest of Mrs. Maud M. O'Reilly
while waiting for repairs to be made on
the mill of the Mason Manufacturing Co.
io South Paris, where she has employment.

the winter term.

day,

snow, a blow,
sun combined.

It was s very stormy
rain and a glimpse of

the
Isabel H. Stickney of Uberty Hotel
was In Portland Friday (tbe 5th) on business and to attend the concert given in
tbe evening In City Hall by the Men's
Singing Club of Beverly, Mass., of
which her brother, Dr. W. G. Stickney,
formerly of Brownfield, I· president.
There was a large and appreciative audiThe Portland papers apoke very
ence.
highly of tbe concert.
Mrs. Augusts Spring Bean and son,
Alfred Bean, left on tbe 9th for their
home in San Jose, California.
They
have been visiting here since September,
this being Mrs. Bean's native place.
Tbe Congregational Cirole met Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. Frank Poore.
In the evening the farce, "How theStory
Grew," was repeated for tbe benefit of
tbo circle. Ice cream and cake were

Albany.

Mr. Morrill's engine haa arrived, and
the mill is ready for it. Expect to hear
the whistle soon.
Florence Cross haa been vialting her
cousin, Mrs. George Connor.
Mrs. C. D. Connor's father and mother
have been apending a few daya with her.
Mra. L. Shaw and Mrs. InezCummlnga
spent Saturday and Sunday night with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Cross.
John H. Wheeler has aold his steers to

George Cummlngs.

Robert Bennett and wife will
the Clark house.

live

in

Wllaon'a Mills.
There seems to be a general time of
alckneaa in town the paat week. Among
thoae who have required tbe services of
a physician are Clifton, little son of Arthur Littlebale, Mrs. Frank Smith, Mrs.
Harry Pennock, Mrs. C. T. Fox and
Clyde Ripley, who was taken severely ill
at the home of his grandfather, Hugh
Hoyt. Dr. Noyea of Colebrook waa tbe

attending physician.
David York ia helping C. T. Fox get
his winter's wood.
Claude Linnell and

Samuel W. Dunham bas been quite
for several weeks,
Mrs. C. L. Ridlon is worklDg in Penley's store during tbe holidays.
George Tucker of Portland, Miss
Trask of Lewiston and Mrs. G. L. Curtis
of Norway have called here during the
week by the illness of Miss Ruth Tuck-

poorly

er.

at least four or five times the volume
that could be passed through the lungs
in any given period—so large an amount,
In fact, that in cold weather in this latitude it would be impossible to ventilate

an

and still

discovery was made. It made a difference whether the air waa drawn through
an intake in the side or the top of the
building, or from the basement or somewhere, or came in through a window.
Ail these elaborate ventilating systems
The
were of no value, It was declared.
the
way to get pure air was to open
windows In the good old-faabioned way.
And now, according to the Journal of

only

Edwin E. Jackson had the misfortune
to jam bis foot quite badly one day last the American Medical Association, exweek. Mr. Jackson has been building a periments have shown thatnnder almost
road preparatory to logging from his any condit one a certain percentage of
the expired air is rebreatbed into the
wood lot on the Willie farm.
lnogs again. Therefore, the Journal
TBAP CORNER.
concludes, not much importance can be
A number of the young people of tbe attached to the slight variations in the
neighborhood gave a surprise party to carbon dioxide in the air. Further,
Misses Ethel and Grace Brock Friday these experiments also furnish additionThey played games al evidence that purity of air does not
evening, Dec. 12.
and told stories, and spent a very enjoy· consist in its freedom from the mythical
able evening. Refreshments of ice cream "toxic organic substance."
The attempts to "renew" the air by disand cake were served.
Mra. Carrie Froat went to Newry last placing its volume are declared by the
week for a few days. She took her niece. Journal to have failed of their purpose
in many instances, and it pronounces
Margaret Tuell, with her.
Keith J. Field ia working In the Paria the essential factors in ventilation to
be "coolness, dryness and motion." It
Manufacturing Co.'s mill.
Mrs. Lucy Dearborn is packing her does not say whether we are therefore
furniture preparatory to going to Rum- to conclude that the Ideal method of
ford to spend the winter with her daugh- ventilation is to shut the room up tight
to keep out the damp outside air, and
ter. Mra. Brown.
Ε. H. Stearna baa bought Mra. Lucy start two or three electric fans to keep
the air stirring.
Indeed, its conclusions
Dearborn'a stand.
Miss Ethel Brock is at home from Nor- eeem to be rather vague, and moetly negative.
mal school.
Meanwhile, If you want plenty of fresh
air, open your windows wide, and here
Bryant's Pond.
least you are pretty
Dana B. ïlarlow of Paris gave a read- la the country at
to get It.
likely
evenHouse
at
the
Thursday
ing
Opera
But on tbia matter of open windows
ing.
or two fallacies that you
Merton Leach of Monmouth has taken there are one
to give heed to. A writer
the place of C. L. Heath at the meat don't want
voices one. Having
market. Mr. Heath intends to pass the In an English paper
a room
one night in
winter in Florida, and will leave Maine by accident slept
with the windows closed, and not disthe first of January.
immediate ill effects, be
S. G. Wyman of Abington, Mass., was covering any
concludes that he is "an animal when be
given a post-card shower by his friends
not need fresh air at
here this week. Mr. Wymao is staying sleeps'* and "does
if be were not an animal when
with his daughter, Mrs. John Hathaway, all." As
and likewise as if "aniaDd has been confined to the honse for he is not asleep,
mals" do not need fresh air.
several weeks.
Common sense rejects the above idea,
The young men of the village will give
as it does equally the dictum of some
a minstrel and vaudeville show at the
over-enthusiasts In the matter of ventiOpera House Friday evening, Dec. 19, lation. These
people say: "Open your
under the auspices of the Bryant's Pond
wide as you can
The boys are windows in winter as
Dramatic Axeociatlon.
do any good to
doesn't
It
them.
making this entertainment a village ben- get them a little
way." Now anybody
efit.
It is understood they will visit open
with a grain of intelligence knows that
West Paris and Rumford.
the temperature outside is around
Quinby Perham is to install an electric when the
opening of a window a little at
zero,
lighting plant in his bouse and barn.
tbe air faster
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Bucknam will top and bottom will change
than setting it wide open when the temmove to California in a few days.
is about the same outside and

perature
inside.
And since authorities, alleged and otherwise, seem to hold a great diversity of

opinions regarding this matter of ventition, perhaps it is well that we should
let

our common

wnat.

sense

guide

us

some-

Stopping Preventable Fire Lois.
"It is only within recent years that

the real causes and corrections of our
fire waste have been clearly
understood," remarked State Insurance
Commissioner J. W. Blunt when asked
about this important movement recently.
"This campaign," he continued, "Is of
About ten
decidedly recent origin.
years ago the plan of a state officer empowered to investigate and regulate Ore
waste was first adopted in Massachusetts. By 1906 abont half a dozen other
states had followed suit. During tbe
past five years there has been a marked
awakening throughout all circles of the
country concerning the size and character of fire waste in life and property, and
the fact that It Is in large part needless
and preventable. During this time forty
states have installed fire marshals (or
other officers with similar powers), and
many municipalities having realized that
the bulk of this danger and loss was In
their oongested areas, bave begun to exercise police power more freely and inBethel.
While
and
Royalton, Tunbridge
through varying agencies to
there Mr. Ricker visited the talc mills telligently
control and abate it. Of late, especially,
and brought home specimens of the talc clvio and commercial bodies are reoognlrock. The talc mines are in Roohester,
zing their responsibility In tbe matter,
Vt., and are between three and four and are beginning to take a determined
thousand feet deep. The rock is taken hand in
bettering fire waste conditions.
on a train down the mountain to the
Telling a merobant or householder
mill and pot through rock crushers,
that tbe fire loss of the country each
then through still others until ground to
amounts to more than the national
the finest of flour and sifted through year
debt does not start him to thinking very
silk, then put in 200-pound bags for ship- earnestly about tbe matter, but it should
The flour Is used for talcum powment.
jar him into action to tell bim that the
der and for filling paper and cloth.
fire loss is $500 a minute, every minute
B. F. Heald, also Mr. and Mrs. Washof tbe year and every year as It comes
sick
with
the
are
grippe.
ington Heald,
If each storekeeper and
and goes.
her school
Miss Altbea Stetson

began

South Hill Dec. 1st.
Roy Bradbury shot a deer near North
Pond, the 10th.
There will be a Christmas entertainment at Orange Hall Dec. 23d, to consist
of recitations, dialogues, songs, etc., by
the children of West and North Buckfield, over 40 taking part In the program.
All children under 12 years of age admitted free; admission to adnlts, 10c.
Social dance to follow the program.
on

Welchvllle.

to be changing the very meaning
To-day hundreds of so-called stoves
through foundries like lawn mowers or sewing

just making money
of the word
are run

seems

stove.

machines. The business of these foundries is making
The name of the real maker is hidstoves for the trade.
den from the public—the general stores buy these makers'
and
stoves by the yard, has its own name cast on them,
with flaming adverti ements claims authorship to, a great
artistic stove. A so-called bargain price swettcns the bait
and the unforlun tte purchaser is soon in want of a stove,
which he has never had. Whether you buy a

stove

enormous

bousenolder would take just

the

com-

precautions against possible fire
believe tbe average wonld shrink to
something leu than $50 a minute and
that even, is too high. Look to your
chimney fines, furnaoe pipes, stoves, ash
See that matches
cans and fuel bins.
are kept In closed tin boxes. Keep no
oils or Inflammable liquids,like gasoline,
inside tbe bnildlng. Do not allow rubmon

them here you will be

useful anJ that will be

get simething
You know that it is not

appreciated.

sure

to

for anyone to have too many pairs of shoes.
have our usual large variety of all kinds to choose from.

possible

inviti all

cannot enumerate these but we

We
We

look

to call and

at

variety of all kinds of footwear, suitable
all occasions.
for
and
for all ages

our

ROUND OAK
with

buy

If you

almost endless

price strictly and anything that is bought
here,
entirely satisfictory can be returned after Christmas
and exchanged or the money cheerfully refunded.
We have

one

not

largest variety

We have also the best and

a
genuine record of nearly half a century,willdo atbuy
least
then
at
a
stake,
you
has
that
rep itatiop

a

to your home as well as
get a stove that will be of value
I have many stoves in my store
a good investment.
prove
; stoves
—reputable stoves, that carry a genuine guarantee
that will protect your interest. I have them at the lowest
made, to the highprice for which a good stove cm bemanufacture.
stove that it is possible to
est

Bags

and Suit Cases that

very

acceptable presents

them of

have

we

ever

and you will

of

Trunks,

had and these make

buy

money if you

save

us.

priced

J. P. Richardson,
South

Maine.

Paris,

evident, as figured by assumed health
authorities, that a large amount of fresh
air must be furnished to people. This
amount has frequently been set forth as

ordinary family living room properly
keep it at a living temperature,
while a crowded assembly room would
daily
sings and directs music in two churches be an utterly hopeless problem.
But in order to furnish fresh air, ventiin the city of Belfast.
L. M. Manu A Son, whose mill has latiog systems for all kinds of buildings
been shut down for the paat two weeks have been devised, and some of tbem are
for repairs, began operation again Wed- judged by their usera to be effective.
Then quite recently another interesting
nesday.

Maine, in 1852, the son of Samuel and
Sarah Davi· Carpenter. Several years
he moved from Plymouth, Mass., to
Hattie Getcbell of Daliaa haa been vis- ago
this place, where be baa been employed
_

there must be in expired air some mysterious organic poison exhaled from the
persons who had breathed the air.
In either case, however, whether It
was carbon dioxide or the mysterious
poison which causod the trouble, it was

Ε. Ν. SWETT SHOE CO.

There was a time when the name stove suggested to
art but a sentimental feeleveryone not only a high idea of
or the love of
commercialism
of
art.
Unfortunately,
ing

_

Samuel Carpenter died at his home,
Elwyn Storey have
finished their pnlp job at Parsons' Land- Friday night, after a very short illness.
Poland,
Mr. Carpentor was born In
ing and bave returned home.
Peru.

Falla.

M re. Wm. H. Newbegln la In poor
health.
The Hiram village acbooli take a vacation of three weeka after Dec. 12tb.
We are having fine weather, aleighing
Mr·. Ο. K. Tatea, who has been ill for and wheeling, and peraona take their
the paat week, ia reported more comfort- choice; some four inches of enow.
Our achoola are in good condition.
able. Dr. Littlefield of South Pari· haa
The Free Public Library ia located at
been called in conaultation with Dr.
Mr. Bourdon C. Scribner's houae; 800
Tatea.
John Porter of Dorchester, volumes. Mra. Scribner aervea as libraMrs.
Mass., ia viaiting her parenta, Mr. and rian.
Mra. Charles S. Marshall.
Weit Sumner.
Mr. and Mra. Bert Day entertained the
aohooi began MonHappy-go-lucky Whist Club Wednes- The winter term of Barrett
of Sumner
day evening. A vory pleasant evening day with Mies Edith
Refreshments were served. Hill aa teacher.
was passed.
The Harmony Club, aaalated by the
Rev. and Mrs. D. A. Ball were in Auburn Tuesday to attend a meeting of the cburob societies, will bave a Chrlatmaa
Woman's Univeraalist Mission Circle. tree and entertainment in the Baptist
Mrs. Therese Ilomet Patterson, record- church Wedneadav evening, Dec. 24tb.
M. C. Barrowa butchered a beef that
ing secretary of the National Missionary
Association, who has recently returned dressed over 800 pounds.
from Japan, was the speaker.
West Lovell.
Benjamin R. Billings of Bryant'a Pond
Miaa Ariateen Lord baa a trained
waa the week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
nurse.
Edwin J. Mann.
Miaa Helen Armstrong was moved
Dr. B. F. Bradbury of Norway was in
a'
in
from Swoden to the home of ber mothtown Friday to assist Dr. Wheeler
ie gaining.
case of surgery.
er, Mrs. W. D. Irish. She
Mrs. AlonzoLord has been ill with the
Master Cyrus Irish, the little son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wardwell, is visiting grippe for four weeks.
W. S. Fox appeara to be gaining.
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Mrs. Jane Hatch ia visiting Mrs. CaroIrish of Buckfield.
Mr·. Daniel C. Churchill hai been very line Fox.
Bick for the past few day·.
Ventilation Fallacies.
Mrs. A. D. Swift returned from LewVentilation ia a subject regarding
ieton Thursday, acoompanied by her
sister, Miss Radcliffe, who haa been at which, It seeme, there has been a vast
amount of information that isn't ao.
the Central Maioe General Hospital.
It was once supposed that it was the
Mrs. Mary Stevens and Minnie Stevens
air
were guests of Mrs. Genevra Tuell Sun- excess of carbon dioxide in the
which rendered it unfit for breathing.
day, Dec. 8.
that the
There will be union Christmas exer- Then somebody discovered
cises at the Univeraalist church.
quantity of caroon dioxide didn't acMies Nellie Bicknell has been a recent count for the unbealtbfuinesa of air that
that
guest of her mother, Mrs. Emeline Bick- had been somewhat breathed, and

nell.
Misses Laura and Alice Barden were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Emerton of Auburn.
Callahan, superinteudent.
The condltiou of Miss Ruth Tucker ia
We have received some lovely Christslightly improved, although she remains
mas cards from our soldier friend at
very ill. Miss Tucker baa a trained
Togus. He says they have a fiue home nurse.
for the winter, warm and well fed.
Frienda of Prof. W. S. Wight of Beth"God will provide."
who ao aucceaefully conducted singel,
Howard Hutchins is here Tuesday of
Ing classes at West Paris, Bryant's Pond
each week with a nice, neat looking and South
Woodstock, will be glad to
meat cart with first class meat for Bale. know that be is
meeting with splendid
in
once
Mr. Sloan, the fish man, comes
success in Waldo County, where be has
fish.
Our
two weeks with fine fresh
a large chorua in the city of Belfaat, also
Grand Union salesman comes once in at
Searaport, Stockton Springs, Morrill
first
is
and
all
three weeks on Tuesday,
and Thorndike. Mr. Wight walks seven
class goods.
to attend to his classes, and
miles

iting her parents, H. E. Stillmao and
Georgetown
wife, and friends in thia town and Hart·
School in Washington. He is a gradu- Wyman.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fuller hate gone ford.
ate of Gardiner High school and was aa
winter.
Birney Conant of Eaat Livermore baa
honor student. In his Freshman year at to Hale for the
been
is
vialting his ncole, J. E. Conant, and
Child
Mrs.
alowlj
gaining
Elbridge
Bates he was tied with his brother for
family.
illness.
late
her
after
won
be
the general scholarship. In 1906
H. R. Robinson and wife will attend
Bernard Putnam has gone to Jay to
the scholarship given for the highest
the State Grange at Bangor next week.
work.
In
colfirst
three
years
rank dnring the
Mra. Lucia Walker and her grandson,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Allen of Mechanic
lege. He was also prominent in athlet- Falls and Oscar Allen of Canton are Merton. are vialting friends in New
of
feature·
and
other
in
literary
ics, and
|
guests at David Ch*nery's.
| Hampshire this week.
life.

oollege

Sec.—Ednr
Treas.—Chester H. Lane, Jr.
D.—Fremont Whitman
J. D.—Edwin R. Berry
Marahal l ester H. Penley
8.8.—A. Elroy Dean
J. 8.—George L. Jackson
Tyler—Augustus L. Bacon >

Christmas Presents

Bitter Truths
About Stoves

8.

very pleasant call Tuesday.
of twelve men sent out io this and adjoining towns to collect information in
regard to the churches and Sabbath
schools. Ile said that in a few days be
and two others would be employed in
huntiug and destroying the brown-tail
moth in Woodstock.
Frank Morgan and two other men
from Waterford came over to hie camp
ou Patch Mountain to destroy browntail moths, and possibly to hunt a day or
two for bigger game.
Norway Lake.
Those men in Oakland who struck
The Mothers' Club served a roast ventwo sold bearing quartz veins, one at
the depth of 145 feet, and the other at ison supper at their hall Deo. Oth to
260, may well be said to have dug better nearly a hundred people. The venison
than they knew; and all while dig- was given by Mr. Virgil Dunn. It was
nice venison and a plenty of it.
ging an artesian well.
Mrs. Chester Flint is quite ill at the
East Sumner.
present time.
Virgil Dunn spent the day Dec. 7tb,
Meeting Scott Robinson the other day
and upon remarking regarding the mild with his brother Fred at the Maine Genweather, he said that on Dec. 4th, forty- eral Hospital in Portland. He ia said to
broke up sward be gaining again.
seven years ago, he
ground, and on Dec. 4th to 6th this year
North Waterford.
he did tbe same.
Richard Perkins is taking lessons on
Fifty-three years ago Dec. 16 occurred
the
heaviest earthquake shock ever the piano of Hazel Wardwell.
Mrs. Henry Plummer, president of the
known in the vicinity. Tbe date ia remembered as the day that a woman was W. R. C., is sick and has been unable to
assaulted in the town of Hartford, which attend the last two meetings.
Ava Andrews of Norway ia flatting
caused a court trial of the parties impliLocke's Mills.
cated in the affair, at the next term of friends here.
The spoolmakers are to have a ball at
There was a surprise party for W. A
court at Paris Hill. The affair caused
Hall Thursday the hotel ball New Year's eve.
great excitement at the time. This like Manning at Odd Fellows'
Miss Blanche Bryant has a new piano.
the occasion being bis birthmany other criminal events was Inspired evening,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Stowell were in
by too much booze. Tbe auto craze day. Sandwiches, cake and coffee were Portland a few
days of last week.
costs money but not degradation unless served.
W. B. Rand was in Portland ThursEdith Knight, who haa been spending
the run is made on whiskey instead of
her vacation here with her mother, Mrs. day.
gasoline.
Mrs. Carrie Frost called on Mrs. Abbie
L. A. Knight, has gone to her work in
Trask Thursday. Mrs. Frost was going
Hebron.
Connecticut.
to her home in Newry, and was accomThe fall term of the academy closed
Denmark.
panied by her little nieoe, Margaret Tuell,
are
the
students
and
leaving
Thursday,
Mr. Stephen Rowe is under the care of of West Paris.
for the winter vacation.
Victor Saunders has hired the blackThe district schools begin next week. Dr. Fitch of Brownfield, and ia quite
smith shop and is getting plenty of
That in tbe Center district it taught by feeble.
The ladies of tbe cbnrcb held a supper work.
Miss Wbitmau of Bucktleld, Miss Ellen
Miss Gertrude Engleman went to her
Glover teaches again at tbe Alders, Miss and sale Wednesday eveuing at Grange
home in Durham Friday for a month's
Isabelle Benson in tbe Nelson district, Hall for the purpose of assisting in purvisit.
and Miss Pugeley in the academy district. chasing a new carpet for the churob.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reed were at BryMiss Francos Glover will teach in Sum- Receipts about 121.00.
A little atranger arrived at the home ant's Pond Thursday.
ner.
Schools began last Monday, Miss
Mrs. Mary Bearce has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wood tbe lltb
Dresser In the grammar.
Sybil 8wan
Inst. It ia a girl, S pounda.
of Mrs. A. 0. Bowman for a few days.
Mrs. D. S. Perkins ia visiting in Frye- taught last week in the primary, Miss
We are glad to report that E. S. DunJordan being detained at borne by siokbam Is gaining.
barg for a few daya.
Elmer Gerry shot a fine deer Monday, ness.
H. K. Stearns and several other* have
been on a short hunting trip, but report dressed about 100 pounda.
North Buckfleld.
Fred Sanborn's teams are hauling
poor success. Prof. Dwyer and Vivian
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ricker returned
Bearce each got a deer, but tbe others wood to Brownfield depot for Leon H.
Saturday from their visit to South RoyIngalls.
got nothing.
Mrs. Elwood Pendexter is in Boston alton, Vt., whero they visited Mr. and
East Brownfield.
Mr. Sturtevant
for a few weeks.
Mrs. Merle Sturtevant.
is superintendent of schools in South
The schools opened on Monday for
■λ

000 different agents and will be sold and
handled by an army of not less than 100,000 volunteers, including men, women
Millions of advertising
and children.
circulars have been scattered throughout
the country, and so thoroughly baa the
advertising campaign been organized
that it is doubtful if many people in the
more populous states of the country will
not have beard of the Red Cross Seal
and its mission in the prevention of tuberculosis. it ia hoped that at least 50,000,000 seals may be sold this year. Tbe
upon which the sale of seals ia
based ia that every cent except what
little ia needed to cover the actual coat
of printing and handling shall be spent
served.
for tuberculosis work io the community
The usual preparations sre going on
where the seals are sold.
for Cbristmaa concert, tree, etc.
Charles R. Clason of Gardiner has been
Dickvale.
awarded the Rhodes scholarship for
has returned to her
Richardson
Mabel
a
of
close
result
as
the
competiMaine,
tive examination held at tbe State House school at Eut Peru.
Mr*. Almeda Richardson and daughter
with Ave other candidates. Clason is
one daj last
the son of Oliver B. Clason of Gardiner, Mabel were in Dixfield
week.
a lawyer and trustee of the State Normal
his
home her*
at
Grafton Gordon Is
schools and of Bate· College and once
a few day*.
president of the Maine Senate. He is 23 forMiss
Idella Wyman of Weld is with
years old and will be graduated in June,
from the
University Law her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.

principle

Hlnun.

Weil Parts.

Bethel.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
OPERA HOUSE BLOCK

Business, 38-2 Residence, 12

Telephone,

Happy Yuletide
Drawing Near

Is

Prompt Attention Given to 'phone and Mail Orders.
Pay Postage

We

you:-Our store will be
headquarters for:

on

WE HAVE THE GOODS
reduced,
shown.

the contrary, it is the
Come and see.

on

shoe

factory

largest

is idle that

and most attractive

we

have

ever

If Our Goods Suit/STou, Tell Others;
If They Do not Suit, Tell Us
Gold and Silver Goods Engraved Free.
Mail Orders Promptly Attended

to.

HILLS

The Jeweler and

■

Our 28th Year in

Has Now
plete

are

which

two weeks in

the time

to

short.

is

Do not

com-

Selections

really
purchase
early when the gift merchandise
collections complete.

the

and the

is

new

Postpone the Christmas
Shopping

Come today and fill the list, otherwise there
beautiful gift articles that will have been taken.

are

many

For Christmas Gifts
Table Linens, Handkerchiefs,

'Napkins,

Towels,

Center Pieces, Gloves, Hosiery, Umbrellas.

Fancy Ribbons, Silk Petticoats, Fancy
Waists, Fur Sets, Warm Blankets,
and a Quantity of Fancy Articles.

MAINE

Norway

although there

Fairly Begun

should be made

Optometrist

Opera House Block

NORWAY

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
And

stock will be

our

zone.

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

Clocks, largest and best assortment ; fine Jewelry, this line complete ;
Genuine Cut Glass, new patterns ; Solid Silver and plated ware, largesi
itock ; Fountain Pens, all the best makes ; Thermos Bottles, Kodaks and
All desirable gifti
Brownie Cameras, Spectacles and Eye Glasses, etc.
and lowest prices.

our

goods at regular price within

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

AND PRICES

Don't think that because

all

the first

A wireless message to

WATCHES ALL GRADES

MAINE.

NORWAY,

WOMEN'S

partment

will

NECKWEAR—Just
idea of the

give

you an
Christmas stock of Women's neckwear.

glance in
magnitude

a

this deof

our

At 25c and 50c these exceedingly pretty and new
effects in velvet, lace, and embroidered jabots. Bows with
flower ornaments and other pretty styles, all in appropriate

=

Satisfaction and Saving =
Do Your

Christmas Shopping Here
We

are

Headquarters
For

Toilet Cases, Hair Brushes,
Combs and Mirrors.
See Meccano the latest and
Sets
most instructive of toys.
to
$6.00.
$1.00
See the Campbell Kids in all
varieties, Pussy Pippin and
Puppy Pippin 60c to $1.00.

DONT FAIL TO SEE OUR LINE
OF HOLIDAY QOODS

Norway,

Variety

Store Co.
Maine.

are

apron

among the

inexpensive gifts

nothing daintier than a pretty sewing or tea
larger plain white apron for all purposes, broad

and yet there is
or a

25, 39, 42, and 50c each.
SILK HOSIERY—The one gift that is

display

at

absolutely
please and doubly so if the name Wayne Knit is
stamped in gold on the toe, colors black, white and tan,
priced $1.00, $1.50, and $2.00 a pair.
SILK HOSIERY—Special lot of women's and men's
certain to

Stockings regular 50c goods put in at 2yc
they last.
pair
GIFT UMBRELL\S—Never have we showr. such a

Cadet Silk Boot
a

Toys, Dolls, Games.
China, Crockery, Glassware,
Parisian Ivory Goods of all kinds.

Hobbs

gift boxes.
APRONS—Aprons

while

stock of Christmas Umbrellas for men, women
and children, and such reasonable prices as at this time.

complete

TOILET ARTICLES—There is nothing more agreeable for an intimate friend than a bottle of rich perfume of
toilet water. There are many attractive packages of Toilet
Goods that will make splendid gifts. Mothers should try
a

package

of Armour's unscented

Baby's

Balm.

The Sale of Women's Suits at
About Half Price Continues
There

are

surprising

values in these suits at

$9.00, $1 i.oo, $12.00 and $14.00.

We have radically reduced the
stock of Tailored Suits for clearance.

price

011

$7.00,

the entire

Children's Coats
Clearance

saving

prices

to y.;u of

25

to

on

children's Coats which

33 per

means

.»

cent.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Christmas Gifts

NORWAY,

MAINE

we

bish to accumulate anywhere In the
store or cellar. Be very oareful abont

smoking on tbe premises.
Look well to the position and condition
of your lamps, if you use them, and
don't try to get yonr wiring done cheaply if electricity Is used, for 'defective
wiring* Is one of the most common
And bear this In
causes of loss by fire.
mind: When all this preventable fire
loss Is eliminated, down will go yonr fire
Insurance cost to a remarkable degree.
allowing

by the Robinson Manufacturing Co., of
Oxford. Mr. Carpenter is survived by a Isn't It worth it?"
widow, Mrs. Sarah Dudley Carpenter,
Impure blood runs you down—makes you an
tmHeaves two ohildren, Ernest Carpen- essy
victim for disease. For pare blood and
ter and Mrs. Grace Smith Carpenter. sound digestion—Burdock Blood Bitters. At all
stores.
funThe
Price, $1Λ0.
brothers.
three
drag
also
There are
eral was held at the M. E. cbnroh at 1:80
baby suffers with croup, apply and give
Monday afternoon. Rev. A. A. Calla- Dr.When
Thomas'Eclectic Oil at once, safe for chilgban of Bridgton, s former pastor, offici- dren. ▲ little goes a long way. t9o and 60c.
ating.
j ▲tall drag stores.

A NICE LINE OF USEFUL GIFTS INCLUDING

HANDKERCHIEFS,

LINENS,
NECKWEAR,

FANCY APRONS,
GLOVES AND SILK HOSIERY.
ALSO MANY OTHER PLEASINQ GIFTS
MAY BE FOUND AT

Mrs. L. C.
BOWKBB BLOCK,

Smiley

SOUTH ΡΛΒΙ8, MAINE.

Buy a PLANT in FLOWER
HYACINTH GLASS with Bulb
For a CHRISTMAS PRESENT

AT

THE

SOUTH PARIS,

GREENHOUSE
MAINE.

The Oxford Democrat.
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white

the Iaw firm.

"I am Rogers," said that young man
courteously. "My partner. Mr. Ilarley.
has not yet returned from lunch. Did

you wish to see hiiu particularly V"
"No. Either one will do," returned
the other hustily. "I was directed here
by my friend Dr. Brown. lie gave me
to understand that your firm did a little detective work now and then."

"Hardly that." returned Rogers, plac-

chair for hie client and regaining
his own seat "but in the «-ourse of our
practice we have chanced upon a number of curious cases that we were for-

ing

a

tunate enough to unravel. As α matter
of fact, we are rather fond of that sort
of thing, although it is not a brunch of
our business."
The visitor frowned thoughtfully for
α moment and then looked sharply at

the young lawyer.
"In spite of what you say perhaps I
can prevail upon you to undertake «
it is in the
delicate mutter for me.
line of detective work, but it requires
unusual tact, something that the uverage detective does not possess. This le

there was a time"—when he was
father's clerk—"but times have

Christmae

when memories, no matter how
well behaved at other tintes and seuç
ne, will walk abroad; perhaps be
•ise other thing*—such as love. Joy.
notice and g»>od will—were thronging
iven and earth below; perhaps only
a use Ruth was tired and perplex
·>

the

haired, elderly man. stepping Into the
private office of the junior ineinl>er of

IT

was

HnrleyInquired

"Mr.

earned to Ruth as she flew (or
the dozenth time to hwr telephone
that dreary afternoon of the day
before Christmas that she had
friends tu the grim old city of which
■he had never known until then—true
friends, even If they were humble and
too poor to do more than telephone
their good wishes.
from
was
This special
message
Ruth's proprietor. Could he call that
evening? Kuth's "Of course not. Mr.
May ne." was firm. Gould he take her
out then—a dinner somewhere, the
tlieater?
Just this once, for Cbrlstnius' sake? Kuth's refusals as transmitted by the telephone were all Arm
«nd relentless. Hut as she came away
and sat down In her chair by the win
Jow her .eyes were wistful.
"It will never do for the proprietor
to call upon his stenographer,she
*aid. with a sorry little smile. "To be

changed."
Perhaps because It

r

A Smart Piece of
Detective Work

MESSAGE AT NIGHT

her

(he'
between'

Robbery

»

sure,

He followed hie host Into the library!
end listened Intently while Mr. Citmni
pointed out the table where the Jewels
I had lain durlug his absence -at
The tu Me was
, telephone.
two French windows that opened upon,
the front veranda.
Were the windows open last even·

^■ΜΗ·Μ··ΜηΜ·Μ1^

e.

will take it up as a recreation after
business hours."
"Done!" returned the visitor heartily.
Drawing a cardcase from his pocket,
he laid a bit of pustel>oard on Rogers'
desk and leaned back in his chair.
"My mime is Gibson—Ja nies Addison
Gibson," he said, nodding toward the
card, "and my house wus robbed last

id to hear your vol· e: that's ;:!1
"Is It?" asked the voice Ruth wanted
to hear.
"You see. Jack." Ruth hurtli-d υ:;. 1
1
dreamed about you last »» t;- ; t
:
thought you ailed me up.
was only ιι dream."
"I ciiuie so near It." sni<l th«· '«he

H KB lUtFTSALH WKltK PIKM AND lUr.KVT-

wire. Sure It Is thut Ruth's choek!
flumed like red holly berries.
And even before she ran to put he!
clothes In her suit case, to do her hal
and to put on her oue good gown. fron
above her bookcase she took α sprij
With a red ribboi
of scarlet holly.

tug

1

! she tied it over the telephone.
"that 1 stood here by my j.·! <>;:«·
!
hour But It was late. :.!il ν
I "If ever anything deserved a merr.v
Christmas." she cried, "you do!"
I wanted you to call me up this tiuie'
"You're not In the country?"
IN MEXICO
We go tonight."
"Not yet.
"We?"
A RELIGIOUS FESTIVAL
"Mother and 1. Sh >'s spending |»»·r1
Rut we t:tî. s
»f Christmas In the city
celebrations in Mexicc
the snow and the sleighbells and thr
home folks."
differ greatly from ours nnd usual
lirighl
"It sounds lovely," cried Ruth, "nud
ly last for several days.
Give your mother my lanterns suspended in the a!r proclalu
»o Chrlstuiasy.
lore, J:ick. and wish her the merriest the glad tidings of the holidays, and
."hrlsttna»."
every Mexican Jacal, no matter how
•*She'll be glad to hear from you, humble, puts out its beacon to light the
steps of tlie Saviour should he per
of the birtl
chance appear. The

lonelj—whatever the reason
sitting t here tu her little wludow.
w ith it*
looking duwu upon the street,
throng of gay, good uatured shop|>ers.
Huth did what she had steruly forbid
«leu herself to do—she went back ovei
the years which had made suc h change»
There was her father's
lu her life
busiuess disgrace. tbe loss of everything. followed by hie death. Then
came her own beginning in business
of herself, Ruth smiled to thluk
In
ed aud

CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

(spite

of whnt her old friends would say
could they know what a capable little
L'usinées woman necessity had made o/
But not oue of them all kneu
her.
Not one had truced
where she wit*.
L«r to this great city—that Is. except
Jack. Jack? As soon as Huth admit
t*d that uatue luto her thought*. It

BiTi'i.NO in nm little window.

Kuth; we've been talking of you. Anything else?"

I can wait.'*
If we wait
That was three years ago. At first
Kuth had half expected his return
But be never came Aftd he never sent
her a word. Ituth was tired of watchliting the malls now. And her proud
tle head told her eager little heart that
It was not fair to call Jack back Just
because life was hard and lonely and
almost unbearable sometimes. So she
tolled away until toll became work—
She had her
work that she enjoyed.
her
Uttle rooms by herself, her books,
and weaa
to eat
pictures enougn
Nothone ask?
What more need any
At Christat Christmas.

"No."
"Sure, dear?"
Ruth's eyes were so full of tenrs that,
sec
is she said afterward, she couldn't
to talk.
"Sure, dear?" asked the voice ugaln

"That's ail." she said bravely, "only
you well?"
"Perfectly. And you?"
"Oh. yes! Wasn't It strunue I heard
the bell when you didn't really ring up

-are

love Is a uecesslty.
mas. to a womau.
middle of the
That night. In the
straight In
darkest hour. Huth sat up
sure that the
atwolutely
was
She
bed.
desk had Just
telephone bell over her
a minwas still, so, after

somewhere

"Goodby. Jack, dear!" cried Ruth

All
down again,
ute of waiting, she lay
The telephone
laughing to herself
her
had been so busy all day bringing
rung

But there was uo answer.
The next minute she ojfalii took dowi
the receiver
"Get 3MHS again; quick!" she said.
"Ilello!" said Jack's voice.

had heard It In her
messages that she
not
really hnve rung.
could
It
dreams.
oiT. only
After a little she drowsed
aud
to hear Its shrill Jingle again
wakened her. But
again. It no longer
to the teleIn her dream sho went
the receiver and lisdown
took
phone.
and distened. Out of the darkness
voice si>oke—Jack's voice.
tance a
Its only mes"Merry Christmas" was
were
But so strong and clear
sage.
Huth finally
the words that when
mornawoke to u sunny Christmas
to their memory.
still
she
tingled
ing.
awakes, the
Perhaps, when one first
over one than
heart has more control
sut up
the head.
Anyhow, when Ruth
at the
and looked out of her window
below her. her
far
streets
already busy
heart was doing the talking.
"Jack is waltiug for you-some"And he belongs to
where," It said.
Why not claim your owuT'
you.
After a minute Ruth's heart spoke
What
again. "What If you are poor?
work toIf he Is not rich? Can't two
not
gether better than apart? Why
Tbe'only
gift?
Christmas
α
give Jack

"I* that you.
"Of course.
lear?"
"No; I didn't
It. but I must.

Jack?"

Something you forgot
1 wouldn't s.;i
I»on't look at me. Jack

the placing of the feet of the angels

upon their necks.
Then the shepherds break out intc
rejoicing, and. while a portion of then
sing the praises of the Redeemer whe
is horn unto them, others chant in 11
harmonious strain the goodness ant
This feature, accompa
mercy of God
nled by music on the harp and violin
Is kept up until a late hour each nighl

until the holidays are over.
One must understand the Mexieitr
people and their devoutness nnd in
tense religious feeling to fully appre
elate how strongly the presentation o!
the shepherds affects their minds.

PLUM PUDDING

AND"MINCE

PIE CHRISTMAS NECESSARIES

forget.

Pluui pudding and mince pie are mi
but necessary accompaniments ο
Christmas day. and strangely enougl
the former was long ago accepted ai
typical of the riches nnd spices brough
the three wise men to the child li
nor

by

the manger, while the Christmas pi«
was held in nbhorrence by all member
•f strict puritanical bodies, who be
lleved:
All plume the prophet·' sons deny,
And spice brothe are too hot;
Treason's In the December pie
And death within the pot
Spider Charms.

JACK.'
"l'y* I1EEN UKADÏ, ALWAYS.
(
I'm listening to my hear
hut listen.
I waul
something
Is
There
now.

he wants?"
head time to
Ruth did not give her
Ae soon as she
argue with her heart.
the telephone
was dressed she waa at
After
giving Jack's business number.
a long,
seenitxl
what
waited
she had
her.
long time her head did remind
said slowly,
"Why, of course," she
She
"he will be up country today."
tbe receiver.
waa Just about to hang up
her heart.
"Walt a minute," cried
at
especially
things,
know
Ilearts do
then—
And
Christmas
voice out
"Hello!" said a big, hearty
one

—■

the minds of the people would be a£
effective It all the miuor details of the
early Jewish fashions were followed.
The scene of the play opens neai
Bethlehem, where the shepherds art
tending their ilccks, by a host of angels
appearing and telling them of the blrtl
of the Saviour and inviting them to fol
low to where ho lies. They follow the
star which leads them to the stable, lr
the mange;· of which the infant resti
In the arms of Mary and Joseph. While
rejoicing. Ι,ικ-lfvr, armed with twe
swords, appears and attempts to de
lilld Jesus, but Is repulsed
s troy the
by two anjieis. who keep watch ovei
bim. Not to be outdone. Lucifer sum
mous three archdcmons. who tight witt
the uuge!s for the course of half at
hour, resuitiug in the final overthrow
of the evil one and his emissaries and

lust uight. Jack?*'
"No." said Jack tlrmly. "Your heart
If only yo«
heard mine, little girl.
would listen to It ofteuer."
"I can't always hear it." laughed
Ruth "My head is such a gxxl talker."
"Time's up." said a strange voice

ing—except

MB

dog catcher camo here last week and
took
My puppy away somewhere,
And I am so lame that I can't (o look
And get him away from there.
And even If I could go where he'· at
1 haven't no dollar to pay.
And If you win kindly advanoe me thai
I'll try and return It some day.
A

snakes, wen
Spiders, like worms and
dis
formerly used as charms to cure
The spider was worn In a nu
rase.
which was suspended around the neck
1
When the spider dl'.Hl the disease,
accordiuj
was affirmed, died with it,

to the claims made.

Talked

a Lot
eh
"I never say all that I think,"

Jack."
"Yes."

Guess. Nc
remarked.
"It's a bite something.
Rut j
It's you."
"Then." he replied, being unwlllinj
don't guess. Walt
th
to
ran
and
receiver
the
miss the chance, "you must thin!
to
up
hung
tho otht r
window
quite
the
awful lot."—Puck.
au
chair by
side of the room.
a
a minute wheu th
It was not quite
shrilly.
telephone !>ell rang
said the opei
"Is this Miss Ilazeu?"

ator's voice.
"Yes," said Ruth.
"Message wasn't

J

flnlshe^—wait"

voice, blj
"Hello!" came Jack's
"Thy 11
with
UppllMEf
strong, vibrant
vm.

Butur

Doubla.
"What vegetables serve a doubl
purpose?" asked the teacher.
"Ciiciiniters." yelled the class.—CIi
•

imiati Kncpiirer.

fru
Industry is the right bond and
the left hand of futon·.

one?"
"It

proved to be

an

errer.

neath

-■
<MI
OUOSU«'

•Tun Shah, my Hindu buttler.
Rogers was silent for a long t me.

Tou know, my papa he went and died
And left Just my mamma and me
And Spot—that'· hie name—and we cried
and cried,
For wo mlseed him a lot we three.
And mamma she works, and we got along.
And Spot ho stayed home with me
And never went out. for I'm not very
strong.

And I have to huve Home one, you eee.

HAD

note-

vldual."

4i,„

"First, there was Rodney Stone, t
poet, a dreamy young chap, with hie
lovely wife, who is quite content to
shine In the retlectlon of his
"Then came Dr. Intimer a brllUant
]
physician, now driven to denth
If he keiP·
au Immense practice.

The dog man that took him away he said on his present pace without cessation
He'd keep him ten daye In the pound,
from work he will end in a Chouse.
And after that time poor Spot'll be dead—
I>r. Latimer. there was Mma
Resides
be
And three days from now Spot'll
Flnelll. the prima donna, who. as
drowned.
vou no doubt have heard, possesses
Bo please, Mr. Santa, if you can spare
A dollar to set Spot free.
«e
as
in, emotional
man
the
to
up
It
and
take
|
give
Please
Last of all
B8 rt wonderful voice.
there
were the Hux fords. father and son.
And eond homo my puppy to me.
busv Wall street men. almost too
And please, Mr. Santa, If you haven't got
fagged out to recollect what the neckNo dollar to spend that way,
looked like Ave minutes after my
lace
eee
would
go
at
least
you
that
I wish
wife had displayed It."
Spot
And tell hlin we'll meet some day.
"Those were the six who were alone
And If you don't mind that he's not very with the
Jewels?"
clean.
ββΥββ.Μ
And If there's nobody to see,
what
I
"And they are nil unanimous In sayI wish you'd just klnda—he'll know
you meaning that not one person entered the
Just Rlvo him a pat for me.
room during your agencer*
"Yes. although it Is singular that
Mme. Flnelli and Mrs. Rodney Stone
TO
HOW
both declare that Pun Shah stood In
the
doorway for a moment and reand
the
For
Day
Forget Yourtelf
garded the company rather strungel>
to Make Other· Happy.
few seconds. Mme. Fine II resent
DAY off. a few remembrancei I
u
A I from relative» and friend» and ed the impertinence and made gee
\r\ I a good dlnupr—i9 that hII thai ture of dismissal. λΠ,γ
man
I*
Christmas means to'you? Sure vanished. As a matter of f.»»t. λιγ
ly you arc going to make It acl Rogers, not one of my six guests can
occasion for more than usual re recollect the
topic they were dis
Juicing this year, a real old fash- cussing when 1 entered the rouw »"d
ioned Christmas. Surely you arc
going to be more liberal in splrll

tempérament

j

happened

■

BACKS

HAVE

BEEN

dear old Christmas |uto an occasion for trading and exchanging
gifts. You are golug to see all
the friends you can on that day
and shake hands with us man}'
pat thein on the hack and tell
them how glad yon are to be with
them. And to those you cannot
see you are going to write cheery,
hearted letters and tell
warm
them you want to hear from
them oftener. Isn't that how yon
feel about the greatest of all

birthdays?

Equality In loeland.
Men and women are political equals
in Iceland. The nation numbers 70,000
people and is governed by representatives elected by men and women to-

gether.

On the great clock of time there k
bet oo· word-Mow.

for

All over South Parle you hear it.
Doan's Kidney Pills are keeping up the
good work. Sonth Paris people are
telling about it—telling of bad backs
made sound again. Tou can believe the
testimony of your own townspeople.
Fhey tell it for the benefit of you who
If your back ache*, if
are Buffering.
you feel lame, sore and miserable, If tbe
kidney* act too frequently, or passage*
»re painful, scanty and off color, use
Doan's Kidney Pills, tbe remedy tba tbat
has helped so many of your friends and
neighbors. Follow this South Paris
citizen's advice and give Doan's a cl.ance
'to do the same for you.
Mrs. Georgia Thayer, Pleasant St,
South Puris Me. Says: "Tbe public
statement I made several years ago, regarding Doan's Kidney Pills, holds good
I am glad to confirm it. This remedy
helped mc when I was aafferlng from
kidney trouble. I advise other people
who have kidney complaint to give
D >an'i< Kidney Pills a trial."
Mrs. Thayer is only one of many in thit>
,
vicinity who bave gratefully endorsed
DoaD's Kidney Pill*. If your back aches
—if your kidneys bother you, don't sin.ply ask for a kidney remedy—ask distinctly for Doan's Kidney Pills—the same
hat M re. Thayer had. 50c all stores.
Buffalo,
Props
Foater Milburn Co,
When your back is Lame—
Ν. Y.
Remember the Nnme."

|

tains the
and color.

<

flgt divttlg»

Young Men,

Boys,

a

We have

a

50c to $6.

large variety.

Velour Hats

$4, $5, $6.

$2

$3

$5

Stetson Hats

Department conBoth
latest styles.
Soft of best quality

The hats that
but few have.

Each $1 to $*.

Quality
Early.

appeal

to men

Surprise

him

of Our Merchandise
Look and Ask Ques-

(2 Stores)

|

Norway

Stores open evenings Dec. 20, 22, 23, 24.

A

The Christmas Season
IS AGAIN AT HAND

j

Our new and beautiful line of Holiday Goods,
full of the choicest selections for the Christmas
trade, is now ready for the inspection and approval of all. We can supply you with the nicest
and most appropriate gifts for little or big, old
young.

or

BOOKS
Never before have
many

series this year.

new

boys and girls.
Birthday Books,

we

&c.

A

big

shown

so

large

an

new

LEATHER GOODS

especially fine line of Ladies'
Rolls and Travelling Cases.
An

Cases, Music

big line at 25 cents for boys and girls,
copyrights, as well as a good assortment for
as published.
Dainty Gift Hooks, Poems,

assortment.

A

50 cents we have all the latest
books received as soon
assortment for the children in paper and linen.

^[At

The best of the

Hand

Bags,

50c to

$5.00 each.

STATIONERY
This

I

In

ter.

Holiday Packages,

25c to

each.

$3.00

larger

and

TOILET CASES
MANICURE SETS

Company.

and other toilet articles in Parisian

None bet-

and Apollo.

stock is even

varied than usual. The latest designs from Katon, Crane &
Pike and the United Stationery

CHOCOLATES

Liggett's

year's

more

Ivory, Kbony and fancy woods.

FOUNTAIN PENS

to

please

the little folks.

$5.00

ic

each.
Kids and

Kewpies,

50c

In white
is one of our leaders.
and tints, 40c to $1.75 per box.
Initial Stationery and Correspondence Cards at 25c per box.

keeping qualities.
to feed

this

corn

G. B. cummings & Sons,

Waterman's Ideal and Rexall, the
best made. Plain or Gold Mounted. Self-filling, safety
Every pen
styles.
$1.00 to $7.00 each.

Come and look

splendid
will

at our

They

assortment.

please

you.

FOLEY KIDNEY POIS
RHEUMATISM MONEYS AND BLAOOM

?

For Sale.

Gray Birch Wood fitted

T/w

*Ke/)Ox£l.

Soufli Paris

for stove

Per Cord.

HENRY FLETCHER.

regular

Warranted.

Do not fail to see our
have the merit and we feel sure they

Holiday Goods.

Maine.

Norway,

and

Perfumes, Toilet Waters, Smoking Sets, Flash Lights,
Post Card Albums, Cigars in Xmas Packages, Novelties
in Brass and Silver, Work Baskets, Bibles, Knives, Scissors, Thermos Bottles, Pictures, $1.00 Watches, Christmas Post Cards, Booklets, Calendars, and many other
articles that make useful and desirable presents.

anywhere

It will

Wallets, Card

Brownies,

Kodaks, Prcmos, and
$1.00 to $20.00 each.

Campbell

besides it has bet-

Purses and

CAMERAS

and $1.00.

$6.00

Tie—

Sweaters
Mackinaws

South Paris

to

FOR

Hose,

Handkerchiefs,

Belts.

of

Dolls dressed and undressed,

pay you
Is at the door.
"Certainly; my
rather than new.
Rogers dictated a brief message for
his partner and left the officewlthMn
Gibson. In five minutes tbey woe

w?uld

Caps.

To Appreciate the Variety and
Ifou Must Come and See Us. Shop
tions. Buy or not as You Like.

ί

are very
We have

Combination Sets are good.
Tastily boxed. Hose and Tie—

weather garments.

now-a-davs has
the other

and useful.

Men,

or

Everything

you take me to Sborecllffe at ter

he met the man s plerdng glauce
He felt In that moment that I nn
Shah knew "the reason for his coming
e
as well ae many other things that

We

warm.

Men's Coats and

GAMES

buying
paying for water,

ban admitted them to the house, and
Rogers *as conscious of a pecullai
sensation along his spinal column as

HER
as

DOLLS," TOYS AND

_

reached

or

well

$3.

want one or both of these cold

man

Stiff and

corn you can buy, as new corn car"Where is Pun Shah now, Mr.
from 16 per cent to 2ζ
■on?" he asked.
ries
"Down at Sborecllffe. I
moisture.
cent
per
was there at noon when I motoied up
old co n you are not
In

toward
"
street ferry to Long
t
Sborecllffe was a handsome estate
"
on the north shore of the e0uud·
Mr. Gibson, and the young* lawjer
the gates within an hour after
leaving Rogers' office.
A grave eyed Hindu in snow> tur-

as

to

50c up

them.

Our Hat

just

car

HIM

keep

popular

Caps

Men Like New Hats

w&at oo> 1 to doî Tlie cniw le
ο
a Blopllar one, aod 1 do not cor.
call the i>ollce Into the mattor iil
though the loss Is a greater one than
received several cars
We have
I can afford to withstand. The gift
selected No. 2 Yellow
to mv wife was rather an important No. 2 old
corn, which will last the next 6o
matter financially." He smiled
Mr. Rogers put up his noteb
days.
This will be superior to any new
donned his hat.

onceT"

To

sell Ladies'

here

one

every taste and purie.

Suit Case Umbrellas

$4.50

these garments.

"îCw

^•♦Can

Fur

Fur Coats

please

Umbrellas for Ladies, too.

anteed.

Garters,

one

Every
use

MADE

.Ι»^ ^

than ever before and scatter mer
Have you
riment on nil Rides.
been a little seltish, have you de
voted so much time to en joy ins
yourself that you have forgotten
other folks?
Those you have forgotten ur<
good folks, aren't they, the Ιη,ήΙ
folks in tiie world? And you arc
Just going to show them how a|>
preciative you are. You don't I
like this modern way of turning

that

surely

There's

tion.

to

Bath Robes
House Coats

after

SPEND CHRISTMAS.

La

nice

or

cotton.

or

to

25c

I

8TB0NG— KIDNEY ILLS COBRECTED.

pencil and

5OC.

tO

hair, silk, wool

Heard in South Paris
HOW

for

here

a

OVERCOAT
$7.50 to $22
Better still, select a TAILOREDTO-ORDER sample and let us measFit and satisfaction guarure him.

Japorette,

and

popular.

It's

Brother, father, son, or relative, each one would not refuse
In our
a nice UMBRELLA.
store you'll find a large selec-

Gloves and Mittens
Unlined or lined with fur,

to your firm?"
"To Harley & Rogers." said the Jun- '■
lor partner dizzily. "Ilarley ought to
bare something to make up for losing
the fun of this job."

even-

book. "Please give a brief description
of each one ω you mention the name,
not forgetting to give me the chief
characteristics that mark each lmll

Try|

!

sonally or

and then he asked one more question.
••Did run Shah enter the room when
he called you and Mrs. Gibson outside,
or did he stand in the doorwaj
-lie merely stood In the doorway and
gave the message."
"May 1 have the names of the six

SUIT

Armlets, Braces, Cuff Buttons, Studs, Stick Fins,
Tie Holders.

disappeared. M

"This Is such a (gratifying exhibition
of your cleverness. Mr. Rogers, that I
must show my appreciation in a subHere Is a check for
stiintial way.
$1.000. Shall I make it out to you per-

telephone?"

"SPOT—tiiat's his name."

and

Mr. Gibson eat down and drew his
check book toward him.

theJ'^

Mr Gibson nodded.
Rogers drew forth a

noses

ne lert tne room.

that evening."
"Who brought the message from tbe

present that

linen,

cotton

great deal

a

uidn t know what had

"I cannot find that any one remembers 1 bave questioned the servants,
a-nd all are unanimous ln
that they had not entered the room

were

every

Box of Hose,

;

Ihey might have been puzzled by the i
incident which made them accomplices
in his crime, but they were quite Innocent of any wrongdoing. In fact, they

"So it appears."
"Did any one enter or leave the room

guests who
ing?"

their

price

nearly

2C

hand. "It is easily
butler possessce un- ι
powers. He simply
hypnotized the six guests in your drawg ruon>. took the diamonds from be-

explalued. \ our
usual hypnotic

mistake about the number,
and the Mr. and Mrs. Gibson called for
were really my brother and hie wife,
who lived over on the East road."
"So your absence from the room was

»

!

and"—
Rogers put up

was some

UUUUK JVUl

gardener,!

ies. there Is Baker, the
with his assistants, besides my chauf ·'
feur and the second man. four alto·
gether. Why. may I ask?"
"Please summon them to this room, :
and after that." continued Rogers In a,
low tone, "have the man. Pun Sliah.

I

There

him dressed to suit you, select

you
would want to pay. Initial and
plain Handkerchiefs in silk,

"How did you fasten the crime upon
run Shah so quickly? I had evidence1)
that no one saw him enter the room ί)

really unnecessary?"

All of the costumes are gol
tou
up tastefully, and. while u strict
formance with the requirements of the
first ceutury might rob Joseph of his
sombrero, still it Is doubtful if tin
lesson which it Ib desired to instill In

lluw had she ever let hlu) go?
"Some tluie you will want me. Ruth."
Above the rush and rour
he had said
of the great city Kuth heard the words
again Just as she had heard them evsince Jack
ery day and every ulght
had gone away. "I could urge you now.
but I want you of your own free will,
Aud you will come some day.
dear
I do not even need to ask a promise—I
What Is oura does come to us.
know

ι

J

extreme.

loyal

was

<·

urgent message."
"Wus the message reully an urgent

for me,
I ain't quite so 'frald to t«U
What It la that I'd like to have you do
Just as quickly as ever you can.
And maybe some day I can pay you back
If I ever grow up to a man.

and the lufunt Jesus, two archangels
Lucifer and three of his minions ant
The costumes
a number of shepherds.
are adapted to the Mexican conceptioi
of the characters and are novel in tin

Huth fouud herself wondering—almost
—thut Jack had takeu her uo as dual
Apparently he hud. It had surely been
Aud
as strong as she could make It.
he had gone away—and !u;d not come
back. With the mauy friends who had
and to
rung up to ask how she was
been
•ay "Merry Christmas" there hail
the
no Jack—Jack of the strong face,
heart, the tender eyes and voice

"Ig

©'

replu·

It's wise.

MAN

In you want to make your friend
happy and proud of his present and see

There is

something desirable

and an instant later they saw the
■'
flicker of his white turban as he disap.
peared down the driveway.
Mr. Gibson dismissed his servants <
with a gesture, dropped the string of !
diamonds in his coat pocket, and faced
ί
Rogers.
fc

about to close the case ond
it in mv safe in the library
·ν!:·.·η burl: my wife and myself were
Oi::imo::<>d tu the telephone by an

Min! I

Santo, I don't know you.
And maybe it's Just as well,
For, beln's you never done nothln'

EAR Mr.

st^ry

It brought back Its
owuer—strong, manly, insistent oue of
the won't-take-uo for-an auswer kind

tt joo.

ELDON SPEAKE

[Copyright, 1913, by American Pr«u Association.]

of the Redeemer is annually portrayed
in all .Mexican towns and lu a sym
bollc language which the most Igno
rant can readily uudersluud.
The performance is given by tifteer
players, consisting of Joseph and Marj

<5 -minuted all else.

of the distance.
"Uh, Jack!" cried Huth.

By

honesty.

"During the evening Mrs. Gibson
mentioned that she hnd Just received a
necklace of diamonds as a birthday
gift from me. and she brought out the
Jewel rase and displayed the necklace
to lier fι lends. It was greatly admired,

EVERY

FOB

a

Gentlemen Friends

giving.

Christmas

i

can

you to say?"
The Hindu fastened a look of deadly
hatred on the young lawyer and.
snatching off his turban, drew from Its
folds the string of diamonds that had
so mysteriously disappeared. He flung
the ornaments on the floor at his master's feet and with a swift, gliding
movement vanished from the room.
No one made a movement to follow

tened intently.
"It happened nt my country home at
Shorecliffe. My wife and I were entertaining six friends from Manhattan,
all people of refinement and impecca
ble

trust?"

their!

discovered that he Is the one who stole
your diamonds."
"Is it possible? Pun Shab. what have

evening of $10.000 worth of Jewels."
Rogers sat up in his chair and lis-

Spot's Friend

on

WEAR

like.

sell

we

at this time to sensible mothers.

COMFORTABLE UNDER-

to

This last sugg< s's a number
of useful articles suitable for

convulsed with anger.
Rogers had whipped out a revolver,
and so the two were standing facing
each other when Mr. Gibson returned
with his four servants.
"What Is this. l'un Shah?" demanded
his master quickly, but the man only
bowed his head in silence.
"Your man was about to kill me"ι
said Rogers coolly, "because I have

we

"Coming," sa Kl the voice, "mothe
and I. to take you up state with us
Can you bo ready In nn hour?"
"Yes." said Uuth. "I've been read:
always. Jack."
What came next must have surprise
even that long suffering, mucli endur

Ilave you severul strong
the place, men whom von

part

!

men

if you

Each year

SHIBTS OF ALL KINDS

Acceptable Furnishings for Men

was

Rogers' look of dismay.
"Tough proposition, eh?"
"Rather. It sounds interesting. Without consulting my partner I'll say that

"Yes."

so on

inex-

Prices 15c, 25c, 50c.

ι

"What? My dear sir"—
"Walt a moment, sir. I did say that
they were accessories to the deed, bul

quite unconsciously

an

pretty box

A

the tie in

give

!

deed."

display.

wear

!
suspicion !

it was

give

that any man
would consider himself fortunate to receive, visit our neck-

pensive present

If you exonerate all my friends. My
theory does not permit of
pointing to one of them." remarked
Mr. Gibson at last.
"My theory. Mr. Gibson, is that all
to the
*
your six guests were acceseorv

while I send for the men."
He left the room and Rogers waited
there alone.
Presently he hear·! a
stealthy footstep behind his chair and
lie Jumped
a hot breath on his neck.
just in time to escape the wicked
knife of Pun Shah, whose dark face

not the mere shndowing of η suspected
It is an endeavor to find a thief
among η group of people none of
whom could possibly be guilty of
theft" lie leaned back and smiled at

If you want to

that the man's Jetty eyes were
regarding him from a heavily bended
curtain that separated the library
0 8mu"er adjoining study.
"Well. Mr. Rogers. I am wondering

„ω.

TIMELY SUGGESTIONS A Word to Mothers
IN GIFTS FOR MEN
Why not give a gift your
boy needs. We are well stockAND BOYS
ed with Boys' Clothing needs.

Handsome
Neckwear

sure

sent in."
Mr. Gibson smiled grimly. "So that's
it. is it? I couldn't see how the rascal
had a chance. Excuse me. if you please.

party.

"Yes, Uni h." said the voice. "\V!r
else? You wanted"—
"To—wish \von a merry Christina*
Jack." Ruth faltered.
"Thanks. That all?"
"Yes." said Ruth. listening to h·.··
bead. Then: "No -nntqulte. 1 I v. i t

log/" asked Rogers.
It was
"They were both closed.
chilly anil ne wore cnjurlnz a firt
on the hearth."
Rogers was silent for a long time.
His eyes wandered from one spot to
another.
Once they glimpsed the!
corner of Pun Shah's snowy turban
outside the door, and again lie was

I®" We have

a

1914 weather chart calendar for you.

Store

li.

Maine

Call for it.

ANewYear's;

jj Resolution j
; ; It Caused

and
By P.

turn

a

Year of Worry ;
Illness

an

Miss Sophie Allerton awoke on New
Tear's morning, yawued, looked at th«i
clock oa the mantel and fell to thinkNew Year's day meant more tc
Miss Allerton than to most persona,

ing.

for It and her birthday fell together.
"Twenty-two years old!" she said

Why,
"Just think of It—twenty-two!
In three more years I'll be a quarter
of a century old—and not married!
married at

miserable

spinster,

seventeen

That's five years younger than I. She
has told me often that father was
born when she was eighteen. And I.
am

two

decadee

and two years old and am not even

engaged"

Miss Allerton's soliloquy having run
Itself out so to speak, she erased to

think coherently, permitting herself
to ramble about disconnectedly. Then
her meditations took shape In the following resolution:
"On or before this day one year I
solemnly resolve that I will be marri tnl, be the man I marry bright or
dull, long or short fat or lean, rich or

poor."

If Miss Allerton had an Intimate
friend among men It was John Hardwick.
John was twenty years her
•enlor and not the kind of man that
the would think of marrying, being a
plain business man. who had gone to
work when he was seventeen years old
Having never been to college, he knew

nothing about mental or moral philosophy. philology, biology or any other
ology. His main asset wns horse sense.

He was so old fashioned that he continued a former practice of making a
New Year's call every year on the Allerton family, though It does not appear that he called elsewhere on that

day.

During the afternoon of the day that
Sophie made her New Year's resolution
John Hard wick made his New Year's

call as usual. Mrs. Allerton happened
to be IndlsiKwed. and her daughter was
obliged to do the honors alone.
"Another year rolled round." remarked Mr. Hard wick by way of opening
the conversa tlon, but as cheerily as If

the announcement were one of congrat
ulation Instead of regret
"Yes." replied Sophie, "and I'm one
year nearer to being an old maid."
"An old maid!
Why. you're nothing
but a chit It doesn't seem any time
at all that I used to give you a doll

every Christmas."
"Yen. and those same dolls now Une
the baseboard of my former playroom
But speaking of old
In the garret
maids. I'm going to give yon a confl
dene· that I shall bestow upon no one
else. 1 made a resolution this morning
to be married within the year."
"Qood gracious Γ* exclaimed John
Hardwick. catching his breath. "Whom
will you marry?"
"That's the problem."
"Hav© you any one in mind7*

Besides, you
"No one In particular.
must remember that it's not to be supposed that I can take my pick."
John Hardwick sat thinking for a
few moments, then said, "You'd better
recall that resolution."

"Why?"

Dt\au?c

uiaiiia^v

ία

a

v·

fate. You can't control It"
Τ will control It" wild Sophie, setting her Hps resolutely.
"Can I help you Γ
"In what way 7"
"Well, you women know your own
sex better than we men do, and we
men know each other better thau you
know us.

I

might

warn

you
against tying yourself up with a bad
man."
"And might suggest a good one."
"Oh, no; that would be going too far.
women

Even in warning you against a bad one
I would probably get myself disliked
But I would have the consolation of
doing what I could to save you from

harm."
There was a faint touch of sadness
In this that set Miss Allertoo to thinking in another direction.
"I
"How selfish of me!" she said.
have forgotten that you may desire a
home and those you may love as well

Why have you never married.
Hard wick?"
""Well." he replied, with a smile,
"perhaps because It never occurred to
me to fortify myself with a New Year's
I.

te

Mr

tesolutlon."
January passed away, and

Miss Allerton bad made uo further headway
thau to select several young men about
her own age. some one of whom she
might encourage to make love to her
February passed, and she had not con-

eluded which one of them to euoourage.
March came In with a good deal of
blustering faultfinding with herself for

having done nothing.

April brought

of men at summer resorts except old
fellows who have retired, husband:
who spend week ends with their famines, and boys.
This brought Miss Allerton to September.
John Hardwick dropped in one even
ing after her return to the dty and
asked casually bow she was getting or
to the matter of keeping her resolution
"Nothing doing," was the reply. Th<
lady seldom used slang, but thla seem

ed quite appropriate to the situation.
"Too have four months left" said
John.
"But I've spent eight and bavent
even made a beginning."
"Marriages have taken place wlthir
a few days after the first meeting oi
the contracting parties."
"Yes, and I'll warrant that 7B pei
cont of such marriages are followed
divorces."
Mr. Hardwick

were

admitted

risky.

that

thej

Miss Allerton's hopes fell thick wltÈ
the October leaves, and Novembei
brought an actual misfortune Sh<

John Hardwick
fell ill, seriously UL
realizing how his friend bad set hei
heart on keeping her New Year's résolution and how her Illness would stand
In the way of her doing so, waa very
kind, very sympathetic. He sent bel
little gifts and with one of them a

note stating that he had In view Just
the man to make her happy and aa

toon as she was able to receive company he would bring his friend around
and Introduce him. "There la still
plenty of time." he added. "We shall

bave all of December."

sttM*
ne*
she

John Hardwick for one of

I_

Quittions to 6ο

With Chrtstmis Gifts

A

Ι

|

PRETTY and original touch may

Christmas gift by accompanying It with a dainty card
on which are written the recipient's
name and some apt quotation of an
appropriate nature. A few selected
quotation* suitable for different gifts
be

given

a

be of Interval
* may
would not be able to go
For a postal card album:
her doctor told her. before the middle i
KM m!■■■«■> tut ptM from lead to
of December, and even then If "he land.—I .ongfellow.
would
she
friend
Mr.
Hardwlck*·
met
For a set of books by a well known
present a wretched appearance, and
author:
co«e
how could a marriage
The Chief glory of every people iitM
of It within two weeks! Such things
from tta author*.—Dr. Johnson.
The
were only possible In storiea.
For a small afternoon tea caddy:
I
matter was hopeless.
ι
Τ«a, thou «oft, thou sober, sag* and vea·
this
note
read
When John Hardwlck
arable liquid.—Colley Clbbar.
he was troubled There was evidence
For a useful purse:
In it that the writer was retarding her
The beat Irlande are la the puraa.—Gertaposal· man Proverb
recovery by brooding
blllty. Indeed, he had been Informed Happy the man who. void of oarea and
strife.
bv her doctor that some load was restor In leathern purse retalas
ing upon her mind and pulling her In silken
▲ aplandld shilling.
Her condition was serious.
down.
—John Philips»
John wished he might do something to
With a pack of cards:
tide her over a few weeks antil "bo
The cards beat all the player* be they
throw never ao aklllfuL—Eroeraon.
should regain her
He pondered on the
off the Incubus.
With a pair of gloves:
problem with the following result:
Oh. that I were a glove upon that hand!
name
He wrote her a note In the
—Romeo and Juliet
of one Arthur Clendenln, stating that
With a sliver handglass:
his friend. John Hardwlck. had ®poken
The heart, like a mirror, should reflect
of her In such high terms that she all objecta without being sullied by any.
must certainly be an estimable and at- —Confucius.
With a "tear off** calendar:
He (Uentractive young woman.
The longest day must have aa end.—
denln) was tired of single life and d*
aired a home with some one to lore Italian Proverb.
▲ Christmas gift of a ring tor a flan·
In it He was sure. Judging from what
his friend had said of her and her eee or wife:
βο let our love
picture, which had been shown him,
Ai endleaa prove
that ho should love her
And pure aa gold forever.
-Now. get well, dear heart he added.
-Robert Hentofc
"wo that we may be married at once.
For the last baby:
Thla letter produced quite a revulMueh la ahe worth, and even more Is
sion of feeling In the invalid, which made of her.—W. XX Henley.
indirectly relieved the strain. It w
With an umbrella:
the discovery that she did not wish to
The year, moat part deformed with dripseen.
never
mqrry this man she bad
ping raina.—Cowper.
With a cookbook:
Now that she was at liberty to keep
The taate οt the kitchen Is better than
her resolution she felt easier about
She still wished to keep the emelL—Old Proverb.
the matter.

Dress Goods

Excellent Gifts

Why not give
of Dress Goods,
priate gift to be

Things that will plea··
Bag·,
most every woman.
Blankets, Lace Curtains,

Pattern

a
an

appro-

sure, one

that will last a long time.
We have a large and choice
assortment of the very newest, 25c to $1.50 yard.

Covers,
Portieres, Couch
Table Covers. Hosiery and
Underwear lor Ladies and
Children.

USEFUL GIFT THINGS AT SMILE Y'S

poedhjy

over^an

etrengthj^d

devote^y.

It but somehow this stranger was no
more acceptable to her than a wooden
She wrote John Hardman would be.
wlck that she was not yet so antiquated that she needed to take a dummy for a husband whom she bad never

With an electric torch lamp:
To a great night a great lanthorn.—Old

Proverb.

With a needlecaae:
hath need of a hundred eyee.—
Who
Old Proven».

seen, adding that Mr. Hardwlck seemed to bave conceived a strange and
unaccountable desire to have her

With a photograph:
Generally muaic feedeth the dlapoaltloa
I
at aplrit which It flndath.—Baoon.

marry.

Musloal Poeeibilitiee.
Modern composera who lack the faculty of creating original melodle·

said John HArdwick« sfter
this inconsistent note,
"you can never tell what an invalid to
going to do. However. I have done aU
I can for her and must hope for the

puuling*

over

At Christmas time It was reported to
John Hardwlck that Miss Allerton was
much improved. The mental load
On the
seemed to have been lifted.
last dav of December she wrote him
to come to see her that afternoon.
Delighted at her better condition, he
made the call.

He was received some-

sometimes try to console tbemaelves
with the reflection that the melodle
possibilities have been exhausted. How
far this is from being true Dr. Ralph

Dunatan baa shown: "Even

usefiil and appropriate gifts, gifts that will show
Of course you wish to remember your Mends with
travel far and wide before you will find such an
careful consideration on the part of the giver. You'll

gifts

now,

assortments

complete and

are

Suits, Goats and Dresses

short musical form as the Anglican
single chant which consists In Its sim-

ple statement of the notes, no les·
than 00,000,000 different melodies are
possible, without regarding tbe multitudinous differences formed by passing

suit It will
Here Is where you can save a nice aura of money on a
Winter
and
Pall
style·.
all
this
bandy this time of year. No old salts,

Ladies' Winter Goats

In a

come

Year.

Three Birthday·
There is apparently plenty of fun for

the child In Sweden in tbe matter of
birthdays, but the parent can hardly
be expected to feel tbe same, for tbe
children there do not confine themselves
to one birthday, but they must have
Of course the first one la the
three.
reel birthday, and the other two are
those whose names tbe Swedish boy
For every day in the
or girl bears.
year of the Swedish calendar has lta
own separate name, besides the weekly names which other nations have.
Sometimes if the parent gives the child

first one that cannot be found in tbe calendar, the child
And conloses out on one birthday.
siderable proteet moat follow, too, when
the child becomes old enough to realise what he is missing. In the German
calendar every day haa a name aleo,
a

second

name or a

bat the observance of theee days la

not at all common In the latter coun-

try.

air.

Queer Trieks of Memory.
In later life Emerson's memory

Including children, accompanying tbe
"borkey cart" Into tbe farmyard. Tbe
"borkey cart" was tbe cart on which

tbe last lead of the seaaon was drawn
to the farm.—London AnawetS.

Hot Remedy.
pepper la said to be a reliable and effective means of prevent-

Cayenne

ing seasickness.

A slice of bread Is first battered and
sprinkled with the pepper and Is than

folded over so that It can be eaten
without Burning tbe mouth and throat

the Interests of the

journal.

Whenever

paper publishes something unfriendly to the government it Is suppressed
and the "dummy editor" senf to prison,
a

while the reel editor simply cbang··
the name of the paper and continue·
to publish It as before.

Made of

Chinchilla, Astracban

and mixtures in a

SILK WAISTS, $3 60, of best quality
in navy, brown and Copenmixtures. Messaline,
hagen bine, has low neck with frilling
aronnd neck, has vest effect of fine net
snd velvet with jeweled button*, long
Coats of

good

range of

One e# Mm Family.

Harper*· Weekly.
Her

JEWEL CASES In
finish, 25c, 50c, 98c.

styles.

and

BEAUTY PINS, almost
assortment, 10c, 25c.

an

VOILK WAISTS, 1108, high neci
long sleeves, Las yoke of Venisi
lace in fancy shape, below yoke is solid
embroidery and cut work, on each sidi

of

fancy

waists

of

fl.izon and voile.

and fanoy button·.

TOWELS, guest size, a great demand hemstitched, choice patterns, 25c, 50c,
size; many bave place for in 75c, 87 l-2c, «I 00, 1 25, 1 50 each.
and escalloped, 25c,
hemstitched
itial,
SPECIAL— One lot Union I.inen iluck,
37 1 2c, 42c, 50c, 62 1 2c each.
36x17 inches, 15c each; other Tuwels fur
for this

lawn,

SKopEadyj %

LoKewait
uKtil

Useful and Desirable Holiday Gifts.
Apron* for all services will be found
here in a wide range of atylea. The Aproos are so pretty that It seems as if there

is no chance for

improvement.

The materials are better than

usual, neatly

good

trim-

Gloves Always Acceptable

What

moi·

appropriate Christmas

you make a woman?

Gift could

This «tore offers yon

Desirable Knit Goods

a

magnificent seleotion—Kid, Mocha, Dog Skin,
Chamois and Doe Skin.

When you make

00,11.25, $1

50

size after

oxidized Christmas.

Umbrellas

Where

can

you find

nice to wear under a coat, in

gray and black, $1 25.

You need not travel

Gifts

as

farther,

if you really want to

Duckling Fleece, in selected patterns,
Empite style, very stylish cut sleeves
neatly trimmed witb silk cord.
BATH ROBES, made of thick, warm
material, cut long and full, some trim-

med witb silk cords, others with silk
KIMONOS $1 50, made of choice patribbon, a large assortment to select from,
terns of Kimono cloth, has fancy new
$3 08, 4 50 and 4.98.
«leeve, fancy border facing, collar and
CHILDREN'S BATH ROBES in a
cuffs with silk ribbon trimmings.
good variety of colors, thick ami warm,
KIMONOS $1 75, made of best quality sizes 8 to 16 years, only ïl

se-

LEATHER BAGS, more than twentyfive different styles to choose from, 50c,
91.00, 1 25, 1.75,1 98, 2 50, 3.50, 4 00.

LADIES' SLEEVELESS SWEATER

WAIST,

Kimonos and Bath Robes

Xmas Neckwear

endless

CHILDREN'S SWEATER* in nearly
all colore, $1 00, 1.50.

WORSTED GLOVES, in nearly all
SWEATER COATS, heavy Shaker
25c and 50c. Children's Gloves,
colors,
knit in gray, dark red, tan, brown and
25c.
00,
$5
white, witb the new style collar,
SHAWLS in various sizes and shapes,
β 00, 6 50, 7 00.
of these u»eful articles,
SWEATERS, fancy knit in whito, gray large display
25c to $1.98.
and red, $2.08, 3.50.

the size of Glove you wish to give, bccauee

right

Gift of this kind

fort comes from tbem.

pair.

Don't worry at all because you dun't know ex-

for the

a

so muoh comyou are very wise, because

Gloves from the best

manufacturers are here for #1

variety to

ΏΙ

med with embroideries and laces, ranging In price from 25c to f 1 00.

a more

suitable present than a good

Dress Skirts

POCKETBOOKS AND PURSES, 25c, Umbrella ? Our line affords
dif50c, 91 00,1.25, 1.50, 1.98, In many
a
ferent
selection, many qual50o.
and
shapes.
25c
BAR PINS, large variety,
cards,
DRESSING
GIFT
CHRISTMAS
CUFF LINKS AND PIE CLASPS,
ities, from 50c to $5.00.
25c tags, seals, stamps, labels and ribbons
trge assortment to seleot from,

good

*
Our line of Skirts will be of great help to you in solving your Gift proble-i
and
You make no mistake in giving one of these. Made of Serges, Bedford Cord
Skirts for r
Mixtures in a wide range of stylet. Many are tbe Drape Styles.
·-

4

for hundreds of Xmas uses.

acb.

Linen Towels

Fancy Aprons

HAT PINS in boxes, 25c.
NECK CHAINS,

-,

; LUNCH SET, bas 45 incb clotb, witb
LINEN NAPKINS, good sizes, choice half-dozen Napkins tu matcb, floe <jualqualities, many matcb the table cloth, ity linen, $.3 50 set.

Very Desirable Gifts.
This Magnificent Neckwear Stock of ours is a great help to those who wieh to
SILK HOSIERY in white, black and
"Her."
that
make
selection
please
can't
Neckwear
too
Tou
useful
and
so
appropriate gifts.
give
tan, 50c and 91.00 pair.
Gift time is almost here, and to iniure securing the choicest and best you
soon.
KIMONOS $1 00, made from good
NEEDLE CASES with needle·, 25o, should make your aeleotinu now. A great variety of Bows, Stock*, Jabots, Dutch
Kimono clotb, in very desirable
weight
10c.
Collars, Collar and Cuff Seta and Fichu*, neatly packed in boxes, 25c, 50c, 91 00, patterns, in nearly all colors, cut long
and full, shirred yoke front and back,
COIN PURSES, a large number of $1.60,11.98.
an exceptiontily good value.
styles, 25c, 50c, 91.00.

leot from, 25o, 50c.

:■

II 50 yard.

and

aaeortment

of waist has vest effect of lace medallion

surely pleas· the actly

gilt

2

of embroidery are two rows of lace in
TOWELS, plain and fancy buck, hem- 12 1 2c and 15c.
sertion; a very pretty waist.
frilling.
many have place for initial,
TRAY CLOTHS in a great variety of
s'itched;
VOILE WAISTS, «1 50, a beantiful
SILK WAISTS, |2 08, of best quality
42c,
87 1 2c, «1 00 each.
75c,
50c,
25c,
qualities and designs, 25c, 7 :
Meaaaline, high neck, long sleeves, has waist, front trimmed with solid em'
linen damask, 50c, 75c, 98c each.
fine
TOWELS,
quality
and
lace
buttons,
shadow laoe collar, front of waist trim- broidery, pleated
edge
med with chiffon, silk buttons and clus- has lace net collar and yoke.
ters of tucks.
WAISTS, 08c, of Poplin and Madras,
SILK WAISTS, 13.98, has new style having soft collar and cuffs, some have
collar with pleating of self material Robespierre collar, the popular gray flan·
aronnd neck and down the front, front net shirt style, also in stripe effect ; large

they can be exchanged

Main

player In the boo—.-

Street

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
the matter of
ELMEB E. DUBGIN,

Bankrupt.

)

} In Bankruptcy.

)

To the Hon. C la hexcs Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District

s/x

98, 5.98,

8 00.

What le more staple, more desirable and
Ρ
propriate lor gifts than a nice pair of Shoes

more

ap-

ffnd in my stock all kinds for dress and
Also Felt Shoes, Slippers, Overshoes
common wear.
and Gaiters.
Ton

can

Trunks, Bags and Suit

W. 0. Frothingham,
South Paris,

-

Maine.

E. DUBGIN, formerly of Norway,
Oxford County, now of Lewlston In the
County of Androscoggin and State of Maine. In
tald District, respect fully represents that on the
91b day of Jane, list put, he waa duly adjudged
bankrupt under the Act· of Congre·· relating to
Bankruptcy; that be ha· duly surrendered all
his pro pert/ and rights of property, and has
fully complied with all the requirement* of «aid
Acta and of the orders of Court touching bis
bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
Jebts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acta, except such debt· aa are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 6th day of Not Α. Π. 191S.
ELMEB E. DUKG1N, Bankrupt.

—

Besides my regular full line of Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, Cut
Glass, Silverware, and Fountain Pens, I am offering: a
fine new line of Sterling Silver Deposit Ware including
Lemon Sets, Cheese or Batter Plates, Sugar and Cream
Sets, Vases etc. at very low prices.

Maine, sa.
Ou this nth day of Not., A. D. 1913. on readthe
petition. It la
foregoing
ing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the Mb day of Jan., A. D
1914, before «aid Court at Portland, In aald District. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that no·
tieetberrof be published In the Oxford Democrat, a ar irsptper printed in said District, and
that all known creditors, aad other person· In
tateret, may appear at the «aid time and place,
aad (how cause, If aay they hare, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It to further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition aad this order, addressed to tim at their plaeae of iwldaaoe a*
Dianucr or

Beautiful pieces of Hand Painted China including Bon Bon
Dishes, Spoon Trays, Whipped Cream Sets, etc. $1.26 up.
Gtold Filled Hat Pins, all the latest

styles,

The best line of 25 cent Initial Fobs
South Paris.

Store will be

Wltnee· the How. Claeekce Hale, Judge of
the aald Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
to aald Dtotriot,on the Uthday of Not., A. D

ψ

AT

JOHN PIERCE'S!

«un or motxce thereout.

JAMES E. HBWET, Clerk.
Γι! g.]
A true eopy of petition aad order thereon.
Atteet: JAMES B. HBWET, Clerk.
4M0

New for Christmas

—

ELMEB

For Christmas Gifts.

Norway, Me.

STOflfi

Something

of Maine:

Yearning.

\

Stf/LEY SYSTfAf

Id

She—Do you lor· m· as much wb«a
you are absent from me? He (fervently)—I love you mors, darting. She—Oh,
why cant I be with you then?—Boe-

fc* Traaacdpt

will

tuan

sleeve· with velvet and

Suggestions

very useful and

,τβΓ

Xmas Linens

There is nothing you could give a woman that would be more acceptable anc
serviceable, and at the same time a lasting reminder of the donor, than a gooc
Waist. Ton are sore of this kind of a Waist when you buy it at Smiley'·.

ivory,

A good stock of
Cases on hand.

Mrs. Duff (to new maid)—But, Mary,
there are only two In the fhmlty, Mr.
Duff and myself. Why have you set
place· for thre«T The New Maid-Sure,
ma'am. It was the cook that told m·

you had a planer

<

play*

ed him some strange tricks. James
Cabot, his biographer, says that be
met him one day In the stieets of Boaton apparently at a loss for something
and asked him where tie was going.
"To dine," said Emerson, "with an old
and very dear friend. I know where
she lives, but I hope you wont ask me
her name." Then he want on to describe ber as "the mother of the wife
of the young man—the tall man—who
speaks so well," and so on until Cabot
guessed to whom be was referring.
This falling led to a pathetic scene at
Longfellow's funeraL After gaxlng
long at the face of his lifelong Mend
as h· lay in his coffin Emerson said to
a bystander, "That gentleman was s
sweet, beautiful tool, but I bar· mttnly forgotten his name."

English Harvest Peseta.
The feasts that now take place at
the cloee of the harvest season In EngJapan's Dummy Editer·.
land are small affairs compared with
There le a peculiar person on the
the old fashioned harvest suppers held staff of some of the
Japanese newsformerly. In some of the northern papers, known as the "dummy editor,"
would
farmers
counties
the
give whoee sole duty It Is to go to Jail In

churns of cream, and It was served out
in cups to the laborers. Nowaday· a
glass of ale or cider la tbe substitute
fur the old time feast In some parts
of the north of Ireland the ancient custom still lingers aa "tbe churn supper."
A very old custom Is the baking of a
large cake by the farmer's wife. This
Is cot up and served oat to every on*

20c, 50c. 75c, $1.00, 81.50. Tab'-·
to match, 25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $!

TABLE LINENS FOR GIFTS. Year after year more Linens are b utfbt for
Cbriatmas Gifta. Year after year grows the custom of Sensible Gift <;Then
why not give Linen, always acceptable and nothing more useful? I' * aid be

Xmas Shirt Waists

in

Children's Goats Marked Down

Christmas Gift

■

$1.37, $1.75, $1.98,
$2.98, $3.98.
$1,25,

|

Ladies' Suits Marked Down

sary revenue from tbe rent of house·
set.
Its arche· $3.00, 3 25, 3 50, 4.00, 5.00
built upon this bridge.
Tbe seeing: tbe old year oat and tbe
were narrow, sometimes causing acnew year In by the Allerton family
cidents to boats passing beneath; and
waa a tapper which followed the wedwhole blocks of house·,
wick
and
Sophie occasionally
ding of John Hard
into disrepair, would topple
falling
Allerton.
There were
Not one mentioned below but what Is
over Into the stream.
a draw·
one
arches,
forming
and
Work.
twenty
Energy
ecipient.
"What becomes of the energy of mo- bridge. Many reasons made a drawthe
desirable—not
passing
only
tion of a street car when suddenly bridge
of
DARNING OUTFIT, consists
of masted vessels, but the power of
stopped 7"
and
scissors,
darner
and
stocking
glove
Law—muss multiplied by velocity raising It against an enemy.—Milwau50c.
equals momentum. The mass of the kee Sentinel.
car in pounds or tons multiplied by Its
MANICURING OUTFIT, nail file,
50c.
Air Preeeure In Tunnel·.
specific speed In feet per second glvee
trange stick, polisher and scissors,
a product named foot pounds or foot
The effects of air resistance are weU
This momentum Is expended at shown lu the twelve and a half mil·
tons.
SOAP BOXES, Hair Receiver and
the Instant of collision or Impact In de- Blmplon tunnel, where an exception- Powder Boxes of celluloid with band
livering a blow, as in the case of a ally high amount of energy to required painted tops, 25c eaoh.
If the body receiving the for running the electric trains. Th·
cannon ball.
COMB SETS in boxes, set with jewImpact is movable purt of the momen- tunnel, which Is fifteen feet wide and
If
50c aod 91.00.
tum will appear In It as motion.
a
sectional
with
els,
feet
high,
eighteen
Immovable the car will be smashed or area of 280 square feet, has a ventilatBARRETTES AND BACK COMBS
move backward. And the molecules of
ing current of 8,530 cubic feet of air et with
jewels, in boxes 50c and 9100,
the matter at point of Impact will be per second, maintained by two blast
combs for 10c, 15o, 25c.
Increased In temperature and also be fane at the Brigue ead and two ex- iiain back
This requires en- haust fans at Iselle. Trains going with
moved somewhat
WORK BASKETS made of raffia and
ergy, and work bos been accomplished this current encounter less resistance 'retoone, 25c.
from instant of collision until rest ob- than in open air up to fifteen and a
NAIL FILES, BUTTON HOOK and
The answer Is the energy of
tains.
half miles an hour, but at higher
momentum Is transformed into work.—
speeds or In the opposite direction tbe hoe born with Ivory handles, look like
25o each.
Edgnr Lucien Lark in in New York resistance Is much greater than out- 'ersian

Coasting by gravity down tb·
•even per 1,000 maximum gradient, a
train, even though going with the cur
rent, cannot exceed thirty-five miles a*
hour on account of the braking by tb·

—

Handkerchief· for Children—4c up to 26c.
hard to find any where a more complete or more beautiful stock oi i.tDecand colore for 910.00,
in
aeveral
what we are showing.
atylee
DRESSES
SERGE
M A NT OTHER
SPECIAL I One lot of Ladies' Linen Handkerchiefs, extra good quality, on))
for
time
second
the
customers
come
more.
97 50, 6.50, 5.49, 5.00.
one-half
worth
12 l-2c, really
Many
LINEN DAMASK by the yard, all th* $1.00, 1.25, 150, 2 00, 2 25, 2.50.
theae Handkerchief*, they found them so desirable.
newest designs, fall table wicitbs, 50c to 3.50, 4 00 dozen.

Furs for Gifts

side.

DOILIES, Venise lace triiumerl, very
1»λ
prelty; β inch, 25c; 10 inch,
loch, fl 25.
beet
the
and
Choice patterns
DOILIES, fine linen, deep fancy, escal
oi Linen. One of these cloths
Tjc;
lope and eyelet embroidery ; 17
will certainly please. A large 10 inch, 37c; β incb, 10c.
assortment to select from
SCARFS in a wide range of lalities,

skirt aod waiat trimmed with brocaded battona.

you."

American.

later.
your choice much wider now than

No baying lut U complete without them; do
to be sure, one that
Clothing value· unequaled for Gift*» in appreciated gift
one bas been suitably remembered who doe· not
and
Salt
Oar Coat
Departwill strike the average lady aa beiog just about right.
receive tbem. The lavlabne·· of our Handkerwish ko give the beat and the moat
ment will be of great iotereet to those who
chief Display, with it* nice quality good·, numaaefal of all gifts.
bering into the thousands leave· no room for
donbt that we have anticipated your deaire. Plain
and Copenhagen, low neck
and fancy, aubatantial and very aheer, low priced
CHARMEUSE SILK DRESSES, 912 00, in navy
ahirred
baa
girdle flnlabed with and rich—all are represented in tbia magnificent
of
waiat
draped,
with abadow lace raffling, front
effect aod wide abadow frilling. A line.
battona, drop ahoaider aleevea with drape
A splendid dreaa for 912 00.
silk
button*.
email
with
handaome draped akirt
Handkerchief· for Men—5c, 10c, 12 l-2o, 16c,
Persian ailk collar, front of waiat 26c.
email
baa
SERGE DRESSES, 96.08, one atyie
ahoaider aleevea. Another dress,
Handkerchief· for Ladle·—6c, 10c, 12 l-2c,
trimmed with Peraian battona and frilling, drop
of brocaded velvet, front of
belt
and
cuffs
16c, 25o, 60o.
bigh neck and long sleeves, bas collar,

and auxiliary notes, harmonies and
Supposing
rhythmical accentuation.
take such an lntereei
only one in a hundred of these tone·
to
me
Illness
in
marrying
during my
to be musically Interesting, we have g
Nowadaya the demand In Chriatmaa gifts la
this Clendenln man Τ she asked.
of 000,000 single not for a mere trinket, but for something that
repertory
possible
"There Is no such person. 1 IndentAnd If this be true of such combines both beauty and laating usefulness.
chants.
ed him to relieve your mind by maka simple and restricted form of melo- Give Furs selected from our fine assortment and
ing It appear possible for you to keep
dy, with what overwhelming force
useful present.
you will be giving a lasting,
your resolution."
does it apply to longer and more Ima
man"
Invent
to
"Waa It necessary
FOX MUFFS. 913 50, 12 50, Θ.50,
ISABELLA
tie
Tbe
chroma
portant compositions!"
"What else could I do?"
13 50.
scale yields over 6,000,000,000 possi- neck pieoes to matob, 99.00, 11.50,
"1 must be a very unattractive per18 00, neok
In the construction of melodle·.
bilities
FOX
913.50,
BLACK
MUFFS,
son. or if your friendship—for the fam—Chicago News.
pieces to matcb, 916.50.
ily-were what you have alwaya professed you would have offered to help
RACCOON SET, MUFF AND NECKPIECE.
London*· Pire* 8ton· Bridge.
me out In another"—·
is a very stylish fur, 920.00.
This
London only gained its true position
She sat with her eyes cast downand BLACK OPOSSUM MUFFS,
ISABELLA
when
the
first
and
bridge
Importance
ward. John Hardwlck looking at he*,
9.00.
the furry across the Thames. ?11 50, 7.50, Deck pieces to matob, 97.50, 8.50,
a great light breaking In on his brain. replaced
fur
first stone bridge there seems to
Tbe
excellent
FOX
SETS,
RED
on
NATURAL
as
Intent
your
keeping
you
In U76; there had
been
have
begun
set.
h·
922.50
It
Τ
when
made
choicest
as
the
resolution
skins,
you
set made from
previously been a wooden structure.
asked
RUSSIAN MINK MUFFS, 97.50 and 5.00,
It Is said that King John, pleased with
"1 am."
8.00.
the bridges that he saw lu Franc% □eckplece to match, 95.00, 7.50,
••win ι dor
made from best skins, In blsok and Isabella, 96.50.
over a skilled French workMUFFS
CONY
FRENCH
brought
me."
"If you love
and he decided to raise the necesaod medium colors,
I have always loved man,
"Lore 70α!
CHILDREN'S FUR SETS in several kinds of far in light

coolly.
"Why did you

It isn't too early to choose your

this store offers.

as

Christmas Handkerchiefs

at very reasonable prices.
good raoge of styles and materials
colora and aeveral atylea in
in
Bouclea
plain
Astracban,
Chinchilla,
20.00.
with such Coats for 910 00, 12.50, 13.50,15.00,16.50, 17 50, 18.00,

a

practical gift things

assortment of serviceable and

what

a

mild flirtation with a man two years
younger than herself, but before the
1st of May she had concluded that
there was nothing lu him. When June
came and the pages of the society Journals were filled with announcements
of forthcoming weddings and Misa Allerton remembered that she had not yet
even made a beginning In the keeping
ef her resolution she began to worry.
July and August she spent In the country, where she hoped she might meet
her fate, but there is always a dearth

by

ed. she was a resolute young woman,
and with her New Year's «solution
β be had made a second that come
what might she would keep the first
Her mother knew that something was
troubling her and tried to And out
what It was. Bat Sophie would hare
In thanking
but the one confidant

>*»< ******

dowwt»1";

ι n ι m n h ι » n 11 n·

was

wick's

i tlons—some flower»—she showed
condition by a lamentation that

A. M1TCHEL

Grandma

AJlerton appreciated John Hardkindly sympathy. Unfortunately she wai In a low physical condition
and eaaily worried. As has been statuia·

Mill 14111 11 11 11 H IIH Kl

'

IkKUYNHmJUmsMM
*

offered for sale in

-

for

Discharge.
)

/» ftwiw'i
WILLIAM JACKSON,
Bankrupt. )
To the (Ion. clahknck IIai.e. Judge of the I»'..

trlct Court of the United State· for the I)Utr
of Maine:
JACKSON of Rumford In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
Mid District, rc»i>cctfully repreaenu, that »i.
the l'Jth day of July, lut paat, be wm dtiir
toe
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of
relating to Bankruptcy; that he b»·
of
and
his
all
right*
surrendered
property
property, and baa fully compiled with all the
of
orlers
and
of
the
Acta
of
«aid
requirement·
Court touching hla bankruptcy.
That he may be «le
Wherefore he pray a.
creed by the Court to nave a fall dUcharp· from
all debt* provable agalnat hla eatate under said
ex
bankruptcy Acta, except aucb debt* a* are
cepted by law from aucb discharge
bated tbla 19th nay of Not., A. D. 1913

WILLIAM

gré··
duly

WILLIAM JACKSON, Bankrupt

ORDER OF

NOTICE THEHKO V

Dutbict
On tbla 8th day of Dec., A. D. 1913,
of Mains, m.

on

log the foregoing petition, It laOrdered by the Court, That a hearing

real

be r.%
Α. ρ
apon the aame on the 16th day of Jan
1914, before aald Court at Portland, In cald IH»
ih·»
an<l
10
In
the
forenoon;
at
o'clock
trlct,
notice thereof be pnbUabed In the Oxford I"®
acJ
DUtrlct,
aald
In
a
ocrât, newspaper printed
that all known creditor·, and other penwn· 1·
Interest, may app«ar at the «aid time and place,
and ihow cause, If anr Uier have, why the pray
er of said petitioner sboula not be
And it la further ordered by the Court, Thai
the Clerk shall aeiid by mall to all known em
s<t
Hors copie· of aald petition and this order,
«
dreaaea to them at tnelr place· of residence

granted.

Open Christmas Day

CASTORiAf'f·*-»*»

<

ever

62 cents and up.

Bankrupt's Petition

Id the matter of

/i^y yjjrrr-

•Uted.
Wltneaa the Hon. Clakkxck Hale.
ortof the aald Court, and the seal thereof, at
l**
land, In aald District, on the 6th day of
D.
1913.
A.
JAMES K. HKWKY, Clerk
[L. I.J
A true eoey of petition and order tbereoo.
4801
Atasat J A M K£ K. HKWKY. Clerk.

The Oxford Democrat.

No

more

door banting this

There will

be »

Death of William Deeriog.

MMon.

special meeting oil

Hamlin Temple, P. S., Tuesday evening,
Dec. 16tb.

WEALTHY AND DISTINGUISHED

NATIVE

banquet

to former AdThe boys «nd girls are enjoying coastOF SOUTH PABIS PA8SKS AWAY.
South
Maine, December 16, IQ13
jutant General Elliott C. Dill will be ing on Bridge Street
( The
greatly.
gathering of the married ladie·'
given by the officer· of the Maine NationClam sapper at Norway Lodge, I. 0.
Whist Club will be postponed nntil
William Deering, well known in the al Guard at a Portland hotel Jan. 28d.
0. F., Tuesday
Many clams
Christmas.
business world, died Tuesday night,
Burleigh Chaae of Canaan «hot and and well cooked.
The weekly report that the shoe facMiss Cora Gowell, designer for Mr*. I Dec. 9, at hie winter home in Miami, killed himself by accident Wednesday
while bunting. He was a ion of Abner tories are to be occupied at once Iq reSmiley in the millinery store, completed Fla., after an illnesa of aome length.
eocTH fiiu post omca.
Mr. Deerlng was born in South Parle, Chue, a well-to-do farmer, and was 20 ceived with marked pleasure.
the season last week.
1 >tflo« Hour* :
7:30 a. *. to 7 Λ0 P. M.
Excellent roads for autos this week,
April 25, 1826, the aon of Jamee (comold.
Good Cheer meeting Wednesday after-1 monly known as "Judge") and Eliza years
rather better than during the summer,
re·
is
line
GRAND THL'XK EAJLWAT.
in
fox
new
the
noon at 2 o'clock with Mrs. L. E. Bean,
Something
but not quite so pleasant on account of
(Moore) Deering.
"Judge" Deering
from Skowhegan. It is a slate the weather.
for the election of officers.
Beginning Sept. '28,1913,
waa a highly respected citizen of South ported
told
bave
but
oolored
T*Al»· LliVI SOUTH PAKIS
animal,
trappers
''No school" sounded for Tuesday
Howard Bumpus shot a deer Friday in Paria. In 1884 he and Mrs. Deering ob- the
captor that when older It will be a afternoon, much to the satisfaction of
Gotng down (Eat»; : 5Λ! a. m., express, dally; hi·
anniversary of their
dooryard. The animal bad been served the sixtieth
or black.
» 43 a m., local, dally except Sunday; 4.36 p. m
silver-gray
the soholars.
wedding, and he lived to the age of 99
wounded by some one else.
express, dally.
Franklin Simmons, the noted sculptor,
Special communication of Oxford
years.
uolng up (West) 9:43 a.m., express, dally;
Christmas is in full bloom in all the
3 35 p. m, local, dally except Sunday ; 8:52 p.m.,
After attending the town schools and whj died in Rome on the 8th inst., was Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., was held
stores. The time for early shopping is a few terms at Kent's llill, William a native of
express, dally.
Maine, having been born at at Masons' Hall, Sunday, the 7th, to atabout over, but none will decline yonr Deering at the age of 16 entered the Webster in
1839, but since 1868 be bad tend the funeral of Francis S. Gammon.
He died Dec. 4th. He always lived in
patronage even now.
woolen mill then in operation at South lived mostly in Rome.
for severCHUKCHI·.
Norway, where he was born Sept. 6,
The Epworth League will hold a social Pari·, and was employed there
tbe
is
now
hotel
A
posamong
145,000
as
1837. He took bis degrees in 1861. InFirst Congregational Church, Her. A. 1. Mc
and entertainment in the vestry of Deer- al years, first as a laborer, and later
comfor
the
to
sible
additions
a.
Eastport
Λ.,
Whorter, Pastor. Preaching service, 10:45
He was later
terment Pike Hill.
Memorial church next Thursday | the agent of the company.
the proposed site being tbe loSunday School 11 :43 a.m.; Y. P. S. C. E. 8:00 ing
Stated Convocation of Oxford Royal
in mercantile business in South Paris for ing year,
p. M. ;
Evening service 7:00 p. m.; Church evening at 7:30 o'clock.
former
cation
of
tbe
House,
Quoddy
Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held Wednesa few years, and in 1861 moved to Portprayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7 JO p. «.
a few years ago.
burned
who
In
Mr.
S.
are
and
Mrs.
not
Gates,
In
otherwise connecte·!,
cordially
land and became the senior partner
AU,
day evening. Work Most Excellent.
Raymond
vlted.
have within a few days returned from the firm of Deeriog, Millikeu & Co.,
The annual fair of the Universal let SoMiss Sophie Tarbox of Biddeford has
Methodist Church, Rev. C. I. Spear, Pastor.
entertained a party handling the products of several woolen received a certificate from Payson Smitb, ciety was held at Concert Hall WednesOn Sunday, morning prayermeettng 10:00 A. *. ; their wedding trip,
vil- and cotton mills on
preaching servie*· lo:4S a. m.; Sabbath School of tifteen of their frieuds from this
commission, and do- State superintendent of schools, enti- day and Thursday of this week. It was
12 si. ; Ep worth League Meeting 6 00 P.
lage at the farm Saturday evening. Re-1 ing a large business. A few years later tling ber to an annual teacher's pension a eocial and financial success, Tbe sales
prayer meet! η κ Wednesday evening 730; cla·»
freshments were served, and the even- he sold his interest to his partner.
of $135 annually. Sbe has taught school both daye were unusually large. The
meeting Prtday vcnlng 7:30.
Ba, (1st Church, Rev. E. A. Davis. Pastor. ing was spent socially.
chicken-pie supper Thursday evening
Yisitiog Chicago about 1870 Mr. Deer- 42 years continuously in Biddeford.
On Sunday, preaching service 10:43 a.
Sab.
followed by a most pleasing drama,
became financially interested with
bath School 1-2 m. ; Y. P. S. C. E., 6:13 p. M.;
Captain Cross of the Salvation Army I ing
and wife well
Mrs.
Charlee
35,
Stacey,
aged
attended and appreciated.
Ε. H. Gammon, who was interested in
prayer meeting 7 Λ0 p. M ; Wednesday evening will
on the work of the Army at a
speak
at
of
of
the
camps
sporting
are
All
proprietor
service
7:30.
Scats
free.
prayer
Dannie Pike, real estate agent, having
the manufacture and sale of harvesting
meeting in the auditorium of the Bapwelcome.
was instantly killed, and
Sourdnabunk,
in charge tbe Whittridge property on
Mr.
made at Piano, III.
Universalis! Church, Rev Chester Gore Miller, tist church on Wednesday evening of machinery
ber brother, Hollis Bruce, was seriously Paris Street for
Pastor.
Bale, saye the damage to
Preaching service every Sunday at this week. The public are cordially in- Deering bad no intention of becoming
when a carriage in said
10:43 a. M. Suuday School at 12 st. Y. P. C. V.
the bursting of water
an active partner or of removing from injured Wednesday
by
property
hear
and
vited
to
attend
Cross,
Captain
at 7 P. M.
which tbey were riding was struck at a
was very small, and really of
pipes
who is said by those who have heard Portland, but the illness of bis partner railroad
a
crossing at North Lincoln by
called him to Chicago to take charge of
ITATIO MKKTLNUe.
alight importance.
him to be a very interesting speaker.
west bound Maine Central passenger
Fred L Harriman has sold his garage
affairs, and from that time he was idenF. Α Α. M—Part
Lodge, No. 94. Regular
train.
Program of music at the Baptist titied with the harvester business. After
j>-'etlng Tuea<lav evening on or before full moon.
building in tbe rear of tbe Frank StarI. O. O. F.—Mount Mica !.odge, regular meet- church next Sunday morning:
a few years he became the eole owner of
The milk white deer which bad been bird livery stable near tbe corner of
ings, Thursday evenlb of each week.—Aurora Organ voluntary—Processional,
Read the harvester business, and it was later
roamiDg the bills of New Vineyard all Danforth Street, to Mundy, the author.
Encampment, tiret and third Monday evening· Hyum—Anthem,
under the name of William this fall, and had seemed to bear a Mr. and Mrs. Mundy will live there and
of each month.
Ο Little Town ot Bethlehem. Shuey incorporated
L>. of R.—Moan: Pleutan Rebekah Lodge, No.
A Cj., a concern which became charmed life as many hunters had fired make the building their work rooms.
Deering
Gloria,
Keffenberger
to, meets second and fourth Fridays of each
Hanscoui one of the largest manufacturers of har- at it and
Anthem—brightest &n<l lient,
George E. Emmons, on complaint of
missed, has flaally fallen before
month In Odd Fellows' Hall.
A uthem—That U1 rtous Song of OM,
Stearns
in the world. At the tbe rifle of Edgar A. Hunter of that warden Barker, of West Paris, in the
G. A. R.-W. E. Kimball Post, No. 148, mee.s !
Park* vesting machinery
Anthem—There were Shepherds,
flr t and thirl .Saturday evening
of each
was fined Saturday 820
I'rayer—Response, A Chrlstuii» Lullaby,Wilson merger of several concerns In the Inter- town. Mr. Hunter considers himself a municipal court
month. In G. A. R. Hall.
Misa Tolman—Mise Dean, violin.
national Harvester Co., the Deering fortunate man for while deer partially and costs taxed at $6.30 for trapping
Wm. K. Kimball Circle, Ladle· of the G.A
Selected
was absorbed.
Mr. Deering at white are occasionally shot In tbe woods without permit. Paid. Discharged.
R., meets lirst and third Saturday evenings of Offertory,
Smart company
PostlU'lê—March In U,
each month. In Grand Army Uall.
Mrs. Mary Cole is with her sister in
Choir— Mite Leach, Misa Tolman, Mr. Ruth, that time bad suffered somewhat from it is rare that a specimen entirely white
S. of V.—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
Massachusetts for tbe winter.
Mr Jones.
ill health, and as years were advancing, is secured.
on the flrst Tuesday night after the full of the
Organist—Mrs. Brlckett.
Charles Herrick of Locke's Mills is
lid not feel equal to the strain of remoon.
at Monmouth
On tbe state
P. of H.—Paris Orange, meet· Orst and third
working at tbe Brown novelty mill.
Worthy Master A. N. Cairu9 of Paris maining at the head of an independent two of the bucks,preserve
disconthis
grew
fall,
Saturday of aacb month. In Urange Hall.
Homer R. Luck, for some time clcrk
Grange, and Mrs. Cairns, will represent soncern. For about a dozen years be tented and ugly. Recently they bave
U. O. G. C.— Second an I fourth Mondays of
for Drake & Brooke, bas given up his
hat grange at the meeting of the State lias been retired.
ea h month.
in tbe herd,
S. Ε. Ο. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
Mr. Deering was twice married, and been attacking other deer
Mr. and
position with the firm, and is now at
Grange in Bangor this week.
ui-ete "econd and fourth Wednesday evenings 1
and the trouble became so serions that work at his trade of
carpenter and buildMrs. George M. Tubbs of this plane will his second wife survives bim. He leaves
of each month.
the two were killed, and Thursday tbey er. He has been a
very popular clerk at
K. of P.— Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
tlso attend the State Grange as the rep- two sons, Charles Willliam, who was the
arrived in charge of Curator James at Drake & Brooks'.
Friday evening at Pythian Hall.
esentatives of Franklin Grauge of Bry- ionof the first wife, and James Edward,
the Augusta House for venison steaks or
Tho Ministerial Association of Norway
Mr. Tubbs is mas- who is the son of the second wife,
int's
of
which
Pond,
The last sociable o! the season was
stews. One weighed 110 and the second and Paris was with Rev. and Mrs. R. J.
er.
Others who will attend from Paris | rhe only daughter, Abby Marion, died a
24(1
total
of
held at the high school building Friday
130 pounds,
making a
Brace Tuesday. Those present were:
irange are A. E. Moree.Mr. and Mrs. Β F. lew years since.
state received
evening.
Mr. Deering was several timos a mll- pounds, for which the
Rev. And Mrs. R. J. Bruce
Jick», L. A. Brooks, secretary of the in00.
•Ç24
Rev. and Mrs. A. T. McWbortcr
iouaire, the popular estimates of his
Danie E. Dresser brought home a good
urance company, and Mrs. Brooks. Mr.
Rev. C. D. Hazclton
buck Monday aight from Upton, where ind Mrs. C. S. Dudley will represent| wealth being from thirty to fifty milIt now seems that tbe theory of mnrRev. and Mrs. B. C. Wentworth
ions.
He had
R-'V and Mrs. B. A. Davie
be and Mrs. Dresser had been in camp Vest Paris Grange.
given generously to der in connection with the death
Rev. and Mrs. C. 1. Spear
SortbwLstern University at Evanston, of Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Eldridge
for a while.
Rev. and Mrs. Q. W. F. Hill
The tiro department organization of
and other institutions.
is about to be
of West Gardiner
[II.,
Rev. L. W. Raymond
he S >uth Paris Village Corporation
The Universaliet Sunday School will
his memory will be cherished given up. A good alibi has been estabLocally
Rev.
Mr.
Wentworth interested the
observe Christmas as usual with a sup- vish, through the Oxford Democrat, to
ipecially for the gift of about $16,000, lished by Fernald Eldredge, the son, company with a review of Winston
bank most sincerely the Mason Manu- ibout two-thirds of the
per for the children, followed by a tree
cost, toward the who was detained after tbe man and
of the Cup,"
and other entertainment.
aciuring Co. for the cash gift of 150.00 trection of the beautiful Deering Me- woman bad been found dead in their CburchlU'B "The Insideof
"ritualism,"
followed by a discussion
or the members to use as they see fit.
norial
of
the
of
bouse
Church,
worship
burning bouse. It is said to be possible advantages and disadvantages in church
Assignment of justices for tbe 1914 low the Mason Manufacturing Co. are I
be
in
South
Methodist
of
church
as
a
case
that the jury may decide it
Episcopal
terms of Supreme Judicial Court for Ox-1
service. Dinner was served by Mr. and
he first to present the fire department 3aris. This was in
memory of his fa- suicide, but it will be about two weeks Mrs. Bruce.
ford County bas been made as follows:
vitb money for a relief fund, as
her
and
who
were
devoted
a
is
made.
mother,
before report
long
March, King; May, Pbilbrook; October, hink the
Miss Myrt French of Portland made
department will decide. Every nembere of that chnrch. His sons,
Haley.
nember fully appreciates the gift as Charles aud
Among the list of unclaimed deposits, her mother, Mre. Charles L. Hathaway,
also contributed
James,
as published in tbe Times by the Bath a visit the last of the week.
Skating on tbe river for the past few vrning from a good-hearted company, oward the furnishing of the church.
Ralph S. Osgood of the Advertiser reSavings Institution, was one of $2,349.03.
days, and well enjoyed. Not the best rbis generous gift will never be
turned from a visit in New
possible, for in spots it was spoilvd by en by the citizens and the fire depart- Γwo Accidental Deaths at Rumford. This was deposited by Samuel Francis and Massachusetts the first ofHampshire
the week.
It is believed that be
on July 15, 1857.
broken ice from the first freeze, but nent.
The firm of W. F. and Ε. B. Tubbs,
was a sailor, who came to join a Bath'twill serve.
THIN ICE VICTIM, AND MAN CRUSHED
The morning mueic program at Deerbuilt vessel, and was never heard from manufacturers of lumber and snowTbe Mason M tnufacturing Co. has j ng Memorial church next Sunday will
BY FALLING TKEE, SAME DAY.
afterward. The original deposit amount- shoes, Lave separated the two Induspresented the South Paris flremeu with I »e:
ed to $150, which to-day, through com- tries. W. F. Tubbs will hereafter conrifry dollars, in recognition of the good ■recessional, "Morning Star."
has increased to $2,349 63. tinue tbe snowshoe business aud Ε. B.
At Rumford Friday afternoon, while pound interest,
iymn, "Antloch."
work they did at the recent fire at the
oldest accounts in tbe Tubbs will operate the lumber industry.
of
the
It
is
one
inî.MiSnrv
orifK
nlhnr
Iiavo
tha
firat
aViL
I
Ear."
the
on
"Calm
kuthem,
Listening
Wilson]
Frank Ε DeCoster was in Biddeford,
company's factory—a gift much appre- te*p inse
ng of the season, Thomaa Adams was i
ciated.
;»rol, "All the Sight the Sure are
Saco and Dover the past week on a busiIrowned by the collapsing of the ice.
What, it may be hoped, was the last ness trip.
C. Ε. McArdle spent several days last < )rgan Offertory.
Tbebody was carried under the ice by fatal accident of the deer hunting season
Arthur Fogg, for some time with tbe
week in a trip to the home of bin daugb- ] lymn, ••Lyons."
and
not
been
:be
has
recovered.
current,
in Maine occurred near Lagrange station electric
lermon
light and power plant, bae closter, Mr· Roy E. Stricklaod, at Schenec- j J y m α "Hark the Herald Angels Sing"
On the same day, while trying to avoid Friday, when Rilph Bishop of Orneville,
ed bis services aoa accepiea a position
Mendelssohn.
tady, Ν. Y., where Mr·. McArdle is 1
tree which he had felled, John Farrah 20
woundahot
and
was
fatally
years old,
in Pittsfield, Ν. H.
tecesslooal, "Angels'Song."
•pending some months. He returned ,'ostlude.
dipped and the tree crashed upon bis ed by hi· father, Louis Bishop, while
"Festive March Id A,"
Capt. Alton £. Whitehead, for several j
Saturday morning.
Men who were working with : deer hunting. They bad started a deer,
sack.
J. Lawrence Erb
weeks in Florida, has returned and was J
he rose saying; and the young man went around to head
lim
released
him
and
EVKMINO
conKineo
the
King
range
Although
in Portland daring the week.
:hat he was all right, but starting to off the game and drive it in. When the
test conducted by Hobb·' Variety Store Christmas Choral Service,
Miss Mary E. Adams, who worked fori
Bv Ceclllau Vested Choir,
walk to his house, be soon fell over deer came in sight the elder man fired,
and S. J. Record A Son doee not close
Mrs. Powers during the past season, has
assisted by Ml»s Grace Dean, vl.-llu soloist
lead.
The bullet miesed
not seeing hie son.
until the 23d, the advertisement which
I
gone to Portland.
the deer but struck young Bishop in the
count· as a coupon appears for the last
BOLSTER DISTRICT.
During the season Harry F. Greenfor
Christmas.
First,"
in
ten
minâtes.
he
died
and
"Safety
side,
time in this irsue of the Democrat.
leaf has bought and packed for the J. R
Mrs. Bertha Ayer of Auburn was a reInsurance
Me.)
(From
Department, Augusta,
Cooper Co. of Liverpool, Eng., 1200 barW. Β. Hanson of 10 Pine Street,
A hundred or more member* of Mount lent guest at John Small's.
The Christmas holidays will soon ar- burn, has been
general super- rels of apples at $3 per barrel. He has
Pleasant Rebekab Lodge were present at.
appointed
is
when
the
season
naught ; intendent and consulting engineer of all just returned from Boston.
Uncommonly cool weather reported rive. This is
the annual roll call Friday evening. Be· J
η Porto Rico, getting as low as 50y in Dut happiness and cheer should prevail
The stated communication of Oxford
the mills owned by the Lockport Cotton
sides the roll call, there was degree
use
the
utmost
behooves
us
to
it
md
lotne places.
and later refreshments were
Mfg. Co. at Lockport, Ν. Y. This com- Lodge, F. and Α. Μ was held at
work,
:are in seeing that the dangers attend| prises the felt mills and sulphite works sons' Oall Friday evening.
served, speeches were made, and a sociaA. O. Judd, who has employment at
int upon the Christmas celebration are
M. L. Libby has accepted a position
as well as the batting and cotton mills
ble closed the eveniog's festivities.
The Balsams in Dixviile, Ν. II., ia visitotherwise that day of
minimized,
new cotton mill and with the electric light and power comA
and
bleachery.
£.
Judd.
hie
II.
brother,
A party of deer hunters which includ- og
less may become one of sorrow because
bleachery and dyeworks are to be erected pany in the place of Arthur Fogg.
ed Frank Bennett and son Stanley, L L.
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and daughter, jf some serious accident from fire.
Mrs. Susan Cragin, after a visit withl
in the near future. This with the present
Let us use caution and avoid careless- ;
Russell, W. W. Ripley, and Ralph Ben Marion, have gone to South Acton,
which cover a more than five. hereon, Dr. Charles Cragin, in
plant,
nett of Buckfield, returned last week
Mass., to spend a few weeks with rela- lees in the handling of the Christmas acres of buildings, will make this con- land, has returned to her Norway home
:ree decorations. See that no A: rosy dec· j
from C Pond, Upton. Each family rep- tives
cern one of the largest of its kind in the for the winter.
Mr.
and
orations are used. Paper and cotton world. The
resented bad one deer,
Ripley
Mrs. Martena Richardson has gone to
power to drive It will come
Show.
The
Poultry
:
buck.
in
the
a
of
ire
used
them
•«cured two, one
decorating electrically from Nigara Falls, 22 miles | Winsted, Conn., whore she will spend
large
generally
Associainknow
M
tine
as
are
ichemo
and
Western
The
Poultry
you
very
away. Mr. Hanson's headquarters will the winter with friends.
This weather is not particularly ention will hold its fifth annual show In limmable.
Frank A. Oznard and son of West I
probably be in Buffalo for the present.
couraging for business or travel, but it ia :he
in
on
will
be
entertainments
Tuesday,
House,
Norway,
Many
giv:-n
Opera
Mass., are the guests of his
Medford,
in
and
comfortable
agreeable
j
certainly
When Mrs. Fred Payheur threw a poland Thursday, D.-c. 30, 31 homes, schools, churches, bazaars and,
Mr. and Mrs. Horace C. Oxnard.
Wednesday
parents,
in
the
hour·
of
number
a
For
general.
Entries close Dec. 20.
ttorea. Remember that light, inflamma- ishing cloth across the room of her
ind Jan. 1.
The Red Cross seals are on sale at sev I
middle of the day Sunday the thermomWhereas the previous shows of the asso- ble decorations make eaay fires. By all home at Biddeford the other day she eral of the business places in the village.
eter atood In tbe immediate vicinity of
had
taken
The
cloth
started trouble.
ciation bave been judged by score card, seana avoid their use.
The ladies of the M. E. church.Willi
50°.
Automobile riding was popular,
Do not use candles on a cotton and pa- fire while she was polishing a stove, and hold their annual Bale at the vestry on
:his will be a comparison sbow. The
and the ice on the river wae well covered
eick
hueher
a
where
bed
on
it
landed
and
per trimmed Christmas tree, if electrici- j
judges are Geo. P. Coffiu of Preeport
Thursday afternoon and evening, Dcc.
with skatera.
i lay. The cloth set fire to the bed
J. Fred Watson of Nashua, Ν. II.
y is used fur the decorative effect, have ban
18th. Entertainment in the evening.
the
hurled
husband
and
the
a
and
will
hold
electrinow
done
a
clothing,
are
Aid
lists
:be
show,
Premium
out,
The Baptist Ladies'
wiring
by competent
Ray Emmons of Old Orchard is extra
of
aale next Thursday afternoon and even- resides the cash prizes and ribbons cian. Also see that the tree is aecurely blazing cloth toward another section
clerk for the A. L. Clark Drug Co. durIt struck in the baby's crib,
the
room.
a
!
Table·
the
'aatened
so
that
the
children
cannot
veatrv.
at
their
twarded
association,
large
Dec.
pull
ISrb,
by
ing,
ing the holiday season.
and the little fellow wae severely burned
of aprons, fancy articles, food, candy, lumber of specials offered by poultry t over when reaching for the gifts.
There
STOMACH TROUBLES DISAPPEAR
Don't, smokers, throw lighted cigars, as he pushed it out on the floor.
Ice cream, and a specialty of Japanese ( aen and business concerns.
All persona |
Four very successful shows have been jigarettes or matches about in a care-. it set fire to the clothing of the baby's I
artieles will be on sale.
Stomach, liver and kidney troubles,
!
action
and
twin
sister,
only by prompt
weak nerves, lame back and female ills!
baving articles for the sale, except food j leld by the association, that of last year ess manner.
able
the
mother
was
of
water
a
pail
If trees are to be lighted, see that the with
and candies, please bring or aend to the particularly having been notable as the
when Electric Bitters are need.
as disappear
>est in both quantity and quality of ex- :hildren do not light or relight the can- to save the lives of her two little ones
Thousands of women would not be withveatry Wedneaday afternoon.
had
A
husband.
as
her
well
sec
in
this
afire
physician
ia
set
lies. Frequently clothing
! out a bottle in their home.
by
Eliza Pool
libits of anything ever held
Thia M >nday ev. ning the Seneci C'ub ;ioo of the state, and there is every rea- permitting this. The tree will also burn to be called to the relief of the four, all of
Depew, Okla. writes: "Electric Bitis entertained by Mrs. Mary F. Sburt- iod to expect as good a show this year «•ben dry. Better no lights tban to run of whom had been badly burned.
ters raised me from a bed of sickness
lefl at her home on Main Street. The is last.
the risk.
Terrors of the high cost of living are and suffering and has done me a world
Matches should never be left within J
woman
The officers of the association are:
topic of the evening's program is Treea.
naught to the University of Maine dome·· of good. I wish every suffering and
Roll calK noted American tree·. Papers
And
the reach of the children. Keep them tic science
President—Λ. E. Shurtleff, South Farts
at least as far as buying : could use this excellent remedy
girls,
by Vic: Presidents—
on "Trees that are Familiar to Ua,"
in metal boxes and out of reach.
nutritious food is con- out, as I did, just how good it is." As
and
preparing
II
E.
Norway
Lovejov,
Mis* Thayer, and "Tree· that are Strange
Nover permit cotton to be used be- cerned.
This is being demonstrated it has helped thousands of others, it
Λ. E. Clark, South Paris
Mrs. Stewart. Reading·,
to Us." by
neath trees, to give the appearance of
B. J. mut. North Waterford
the young ladies, who serve surely will do the same for you. Every
day
by
every
Mr*.
Mills
A.
Bolster's
Dr. E.
"The Palm Tree," by Whittier,
Wight,
If the appearance of snow is demow.
meals at a per capita cost of bottle guaranteed, 50c. and $1.00. At all
nourishing
J.
A.
Chadbourne.
Mrs
Brldgton
a
Cbriatmaa
story,
Heldner, and
iired, for any purpose, use mineral only six cents each. This six cent meal Druggists. H. E. Bucklen & Co. PhilaB. A Carpenter, East Poland
wool or asbeatoa. It will not burn and includes in the menu salmon
Haskell.
II M. Tucker. Canton
pudding, delphia or St. Louis.
Silas Bartlett, Lewlston
a better effect than cotton.
givos
hot muffin* and apple brown betty.
The December i«sue of The Chronicle,
Geo. P.Coftln. Freeport
for
on
tbe
watch
Be
anyconstantly
] There are 700 calories in it and 15 per
John Robinson, Oxford
published by tbe student* of Paris High
Born.
thing that might cause fire. Have mer- cent, protein. Twelve and 25 cent meals
Secretary—Ε P. Crockett, South Paris
School, ia just out, and contain· tbe uau
W. C. Thayer. South Paris
but
avoid
Sec
of
and
Assistant
it,
riment,
plenty
are also prepared by the young ladies.
al variety and quality of matter. There
Paris
South
H.
Bean,
South Paris, Dec. 9, to the wife of Charles
Treasurer—D.
mourning by the avoidance of careleaa- Miss Eunice Niles of Hallowell and Miss T.InFoster,
Directors—
a (laughter, Dorothy Bell.
I· rather more than usual of the strictly
seas.
Paris
South
12
a
A.
R.
served
Shurtleff,
In Denmark, Dec. It, to the wife of Herman
Edith Flint of West Baldwin
local departments. This issue is dediΗ. E. l.ovejoy. No: way
a daughter.
Woo<l,
of
the
for
a
mixed
assembly
cent luncheon to
cated to Miss Jeanne M. Towlo,
Ε P. Crockett, South Paris
In Mexico, Dec.4, to tbo wife of John TurnAssessors Will Meet at Augusta.
assistant in
men and women the other-day, and the bull, a son.
W. C. Thayer, South Parle
past three years the first
Pari*
Hill
M.
a»·
with
the
J.
state
of
the
board
of
forms
members
were
716
In Mexico, Dec. 10, to the wife of George
The
calories
Thayer,
j total
75,
per capita
the school, whose portrait
F. A Taylor, South Paris
The menu con- Swett, a eon, Samuel James.
«essora are much pleased to be able to 15 S per cent, protein.
frontispiece, and who i· given an appreR O. Porter, Norway
In Hartford, Dec. S, to the wife of Fre<l Davenannounce, that at the meeting of the As- sisted of puree pea with crontons, potato
W. E. Rumpus, Mechtnlc Falls
ciative testimonial in tbe editorial deport, a pon.
D. H. Bean, South Paris
sociation of New England state tax ofiB aalad, emergency biscuit, lemon sherIn Porter, Nov. 25, to the wife of James Lord,
the
of
paper.
partment
a daughter.
Supt. of Sbow Rooui—Η. Ε. Lovej >y
cials held in Boston, Augusta wa* chos- bet and marguerites.
In Norway, Nov. 38, to the wife of Charles B.
in
held
was
Engine j
A card pirty
en as the place of tbe next meeting.
Pike, a son, Charles Courtney. (Corrected.)
at
Reward of $500 for Missing Man.
evening,
House Hall Wednesday
Tbe executive committee of the associa- DR. HOBSON'S OINTMENT HEALS
Prof.
of
from
which gome over fifty were In attend- :
memory,
exact
lap<e
tion baa not yet decided upon the
Suffering
ITCH Τ ECZEMA.
Married.
Twelve table· were devoted to j Cecil F. Lavell of Columbus, O., has date of that meeting, but it will be durance.
The constantly itching, burning sensaNov.
24.
Six
to
whis',
since
not
missing
been
years
D
-comor
the
progressive
of
November
month
prog—no,
ing
ecof
forms
and
other disagreeable
In South Parts, Dec. 8, by Rev. E. A. Davis,
though they "moved up" in tbe regular ago Prof. Lavell was a resident of Lew- ber, 1914. Tbe membera of tbe state tion
who iston. A reward of 9500 Is offered for board were
tetter, salt rheum and skin erup- Mr. William Alfred Rand and Mrs. Lulle Angle
way, but to whiit—for E. S. Jonea,
especially glad that Maine zema,
both of South Parts.
Benson,
Hobion'a
cured
Dr.
by
wail in general charge, aays, nothing positive identification of him.
should be chosen as the next meeting tions promptly
In Norway, Dec. 12, by Rev. R. J. Bruce, Mr.
Fitch of
The last positively known of Prof. place for it will give the local students Eczema Ointment. Oeo. W.
George M. Pike of Baldwlnvllle, Mass., and Miss
Progressive for him. Very light refresh
a box Agnes M. French of Norway.
It was a
Livell, be left a train at Hamilton, On- nf assessors'problems a great opportu Meodota, III. says: "I purchased
ments were served.
Hobson's Eczema Ointment.
of Dr.
There
tion party, and the proceed· go toward tario. en route for Toronto.
nity to mingle with and get tbe viewa of Have had Eczema ever since tbe civil
Died.
the fund of the men of the Univeraaliat seems to be good reason for believing men who have made thia atudy the work
war, have been treated by many dootors,
that he was in South Paris last Wednes- of their livea.
parish in their contest.
none bave given me tbe benefit that one
a man
that
of
noon
Dec.
About
day
In
10, William Deerlng, a
Miami, Fla.,
For the past three years the meetinga
day.
In honor of the birthday of her moth- came into the store of E. F. Shaw, near bave been held in Boston. At the meet- box of Dr. Hobson's Eczema Ointment native of South Paris, aged 87 years.
A. Eastman, of
Frank
wa·
In
Dec.
Paris,
12,
It.
a
shonld
has."
sufferer
Every
try
party
er, Mr·. D M. Richardeoo,
the Grand Trunk station, and bought a ing held, last week, tbe Maine assessors
Norway, aged 61 year*.
home
of tea, three pounds of soda put in tbe firat bid for the next meeting We're so positive it will help you we
In Norway, Dec. 4, Francis 8. Gammon, aged
given by Mr·. H. A. Morton a* her
pound
laat Monday afternoon, the affair being crackers and a pound of fig bars, asking and there was no dissension. Tbe meet- guarantee it or money refunded. At «11 îeyears.
In WelchvIIle, Dec. 6, Samuel Carpenter, aged
or by mail 50c. Pfeiffer ChemRichardaon. The Mrs. Shaw, who was in the store at the
a aurprise to Mr·.
SI years.
ings are usually attended by from 30 to Druggiats
In North Paris, Dec. 4, Carleton Bacon, aged
gueata present were Mr·. Sarah Atkins, time, to put some of the crackers in a 50 membera of tbe New England aaaocia- ical Co. Philadelphia A St. Louis.
47 years.
Mrs. Dora Β Greene, Mra. Ada Richard
separate bag, as be wanted them for tion, not including the local asaeaaora.
In Andover, Dec. 3. Mrs. Mary, widow of John
Ellen
Mra.
Perth
Swett,
of
on
Johnston
Mr·.
Matthias
Thursday The seaslons of tbe conferences are pasaBenjamin
son,
lunch. When Mrs. Shaw
Captain
Roberts, aged 87 years.
M Curtl·, Mr·. Mary E. Bryant, Mrs. saw a portrait of the missing man In a ed for the moat part In general diacus- Amboy, N. J., arrived Thursday at HaIn Hale, Dec. 9, Infant daughter of Mr. and
A
a
Harry Virgin, aged 4 months.
Rllla Dunham, Mr·. L. C. Morton.
and those have always proved to vana, Cuba, piloting a small boat, tbe Mrs.
newspaper, she immediately noticed
alons,
In
Buckfleld, Dec. 8, Mrs. Anna Snow Merrill,
number of gifts and postcard» were re- s'roog resemblance to the man who made be of great value to tbe aaseaaora in at- George Washington, 28 feet long and 5 aged 79 years, 11 mouths.
feet wide and displacing only a quarter
ceived by Mra. Richardson. Refresh- the purchases in tbe store. W. B. Davis, tendance.
also
ments were served by Mra. Morton.
The officers of the association of New of a ton, in which be made the voyage
telegraph operator at the station,
FOB SALE.
feels confident that the pioture is that of England State Tax officiate are: Preai- from Eastport, Maine, whence be
A number of special trains went east a man who waa eating a lunch in the
Captain Johnston
Zenas W. Blisa, chairman of Rhode aailed on Aug. 3.
A nice gnitar with caae. Good aa new
denr,
carFriday night and Saturday morning, Can- station Wednesday noon. Aa far aa he Island; vice-president, B. G. Moindre, plans to go through tbe Panama canal aud in perfect condition. Inquire at
Tbe boat John Pierce'a store, South Paria, or at
rying several hundred people from
chairman of the Maine board; aecretary, and thence to San Francieoo.
knows, the man did not bay a ticket.
ada who were bound for tbe old country
50
Prof. I.avell is 40 years of age, about 5 Charles A. Andrewa of tbe Masaachu- was formerly a gig wbaleboat of the the Post Office, Pari· Hill.
steamthe
of
«orne
take
for CbrUtman, to
feet 10 inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, setta department of tax commisslonera. cruiser Olympia, whioh was the flagship
Saturday.
on
Portland
of
battle
er· which left
dark complexioned, black moustache, of These officiate together with the follow- of Admiral Dewey at the
PARKER'S
The train· were delayed by a
and speaks with a ing men compose tbe executive commit- Manila.
HAIR BALSAM
Into scholarly appearance,
above here, but doubtlea· all got
InformaCIismii and bwntiflu thi hah
accent.
of the ConnectCanadian
Any
H.
Corbin
William
tee:
slight
Al1
noinutM a IbxutUM frowth.
Portland in time for the sailing.
CROUP AND COUGH REMEDY.
tion should be given to tbe Lewlston icut tax commiaaion; Charles A. Plumley
Btrn Vail· to Beator·
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
though probably most of the passengers Journal.
of tbe Vermont tax commisson, and AlIt
attacks
a
terrible
la
in*.
hair
fall
dlseaie,
Prevent·
Cronp
would travel third-claw on the «tramer·,
If tbe man who made the purchases of bert 0. Brown of tbe New Hampshire children so suddenly they are very
apt to
the presence of dining car· on the train· Mrs. Sbaw on Wednesday should have tax commission.
50-1
unless given tbe proper remedy at
choke
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Indicated that tbey were not doing
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to
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matter
There is nothing better in the
once.
of the this
of
friends
tbe
out all the comforta on this part
of
woman
editor,
another
has
now
the
Maine
anxiety
«ill relieve
world than Dr. King'· New Dlsoovery.
journey.
Prof. Lavell by notifying tbe Democrat Mrs. Clare H. Harvey taking tbe poai- Lewis Chamberlain of Manchester, Ohio,
Maine
the
of
the
editor
Sbaw.
of
Mrs.
tion
against
office or
managing
writes abont bis children: "Sometimes
Suite will be brought
of the
Farmer, immediately npon its purchaae In severe attacks we were afraid they
Grand Trunk Riilway on account
owners by Charlea W.
former
an authe
from
and
train
would die, but since we proved what a
Rand-Benson.
collialon of the Norway
and Company. Mrs. Harvey ia oertaln remedy Dr. King's New Discovtomobile at Hick· Crossing In
Rand and Mrs. Lulle Carson
Alfred
William
a
woman
will
an eapeoially bright writer and
Paris village on Sept. 87, 1912. It
ery Is, we have no no fear. We' rely on
SALE
Benson were united in marriage
were Angle
of charming personality and waa fora It for croup, oougba and cold·." So can
be remembered that three people
Rev. Ε A. Davis at tbe Baptist pareditbe
in
by
associated
ahoald
number of years
bottle
A
and
otbera
60c.
$1.00.
two
and
7:30.
at
killed
Deo.
3,
Instantly
evening,
η sonage Monday
torial management of tbe Farmer with
At all Drngglsts. H.
e In every home.
In that accident. A suit wae brought
home at present is in South Paris.
B. Their
W. H. Davie, who baa recently realgned E. Bucklen & Co., Phlla. St. Loula.
the United Statee court by Forrest
Record.
chair.—Blddeford
the
editorial
the
Conant by pro. ami., but on Tuesday
We have the new atyle mufflers for
Read oar ad in this paper. It may
ia the
entry of neither party waa made
tbe
Christmas
H. Noyes
question.
aolve
to
help you
caaea are
there is some special artlole Cbristmaa, 50c, $1, #1.50. F.
Perhaps
case as that and the other
ooun· P. H. Noyes Co.
would like for a Christmas gift. Co.
be tried in the state court In thl·
K.
ossibly we can get it for you. We cer- For regular action of the bowels, easy, natural
ty. In the Conant caae Frederick
Come in and sea onr large and hand- tainly would be glad to try. F. H. movements,
for the plaωrelief of constipation, try Doaa's ι
Bnckfield
of
appear·
Dyer
neckwear.
SOUTH PABIS.
some display of Chriatmas
BefUtoU. 26c at all stores.
Noyee Co.
tiff, and H. P. Sweetear »nd C. A. Hlght

Paris,

!

SOUTH PARIS.

Λ testimonial

after]

evening*.
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If you are const ipated, your entire
ayatem ia poisoned by the waste matter
kept in the body—serious results often
follow. Use Dr. King's New Life Pilla
and you will aoon get rid of conatipation,
headache and other troubles. 25c. at
Druggiata or by mail. H. E. Buoklen &
Co. Phlla. & St. Louia.
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ion, and wood encased sinks
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Be sure that your plumbing is
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Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners,
In the town of
Unpaid taxes on lamia situated
of Oxford, for the year

I'arle, In the County

1913.

of nonThe following list of taxes on real estate
resident owners In the town of Paris, aforesaid,
for collection
for the year 1913, committed to me
1913, refor said town on the '24th day of May,
that If
main unpaid; and uotlce Is hereby given
arc not pre
and
charges
Interest
with
said taxes,
as Is
taxed
estate
vlously paid, so much of the real
s unifient to pay the amount due therefor,
sold I
be
will
Including Interest and charges,
auction at
without further notice at oublie on
llrst
the
sala
town,
In
Paris,
New Hall, South
A. M.
In February, 1914, at nine o'clock

Monday
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Damon, Moiley,
I'olrer, Archie,

Sumner. R. C
Smith, Mrs.
Marlon P..

Swift Bros.,

<-sS
$ 1.00
Pearson land
Oxford Park lots 62,
1 .V)
57
63, (4, SC.
.50

One lot Oxford Park
House and lot,
Western Ave.
Rice land, Park St.

stand and
land, P. H.
Land on Elm Hill
HARRY D. COLE,
Collector of Taxes of the

20 00
4.00

Farrar

Town

18.00
2 oo

of Parle.

50-52
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town of
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the
Woodstock, in the County of Oxford, for the

year 1913.
The following list of taxes on real estate of
non-resident owners In the town of Woodstock,
me for
aforesaid, for the year 1913, committed to
of May,
collection for said Town on the 24th day
Is
notlcc
and
given
hereby
;
remain
unpaid
1913,
are
that if said taxes with Interest and charges
not previously paid, so much of the real estate
theredue
amount
the
to
sufficient
Is
pay
taxed as
will be sold
for, Including interest and charges,
at Town
without further notice at public auction
Monday In
Hall, In said town, on the llrst
a. m.
o'clock
nine
at
1914,
February,
m
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Christmas Gifts
CLOSINO OUT

Ι«Φ»Γβ<|

{on.

Îou

Talking Machines, Records and Music Boxes.
S. RICHARDS,

purposes

New Goods

Look as long as you will, you
cannot find another article of
moderate cost that will make a
gift for young and old so useful or
pleasing as a New Idea Fountain
Pen. It will be a constant remindMade of extra
er of the giver.
quality hard Para Kubber. Solid
14k. Ten and Self-filling. Some of
them have gold-filled bande which
add greatly to their value for pre-

Early in September, we moved
At that
to our present location.
time wo had a removal sale with
on
marked
sacrifice prices
many
articles that are usually left over
from Christmas. This sale was a
grand success. Old goods were
sold and many new goods were
sold at regular prices. This makes
it absolutely sure that you will
get New Goods for Presentation
that is, if you buy
purposes
here.

sentation purposes, but very little

—

to the cost.

A. E. SHURTLEFF CO.
South Paris

you think of a Gift for a man or boy, you'll
think of this store. It's the place he would prefer to have you buy it. It's the place where the newest ideas prevail as well as the most complete stocks.
It's the place where One Price is the rule. It's time
the stores
now to be making your selections before
We'll be glad to lay aside anything
are crowded.
Below we mention
you wish, to be called for later.
in stock :
a few of the many things we have

WHEN

fancy gift boxes, two grades, 25c
and 50c. Boys' Snspenders 25c.
All colors, white, black, blue, pink,
red, etc., in fancy boxes, 25c and 50c.
from our regular stock of good
in a
wearing hose, boxed, 4 pairs
extra
are
These
good
colore.
All
holiday box for 11.00.
Yankee Silk
value, and will be appreciated by any man.
Ποββ for 50c per pair.
Made from heavy, warm, durable

Suspenders

in

Arm Bands

Yankee Hose
Bath Robes

blankets, with cord

belt to match.
The better

New shades of brown, green, gray, blue, etc.
grades have Slippers to match, $3, $5, $7.

Unlined Gloves in varions leathers,
from 50c to $1.50 Wool Lined Dress
Gloves,
Gloves, 50c, §1 00, 1.50 and 2 00. Fur Lined Driving
50c.
and
25c
for
Gloves
Wool
to
in all grades, op
$3.50.
Boys1 Gloves, 25c to 50c.
A fuI1 and comP,ete lineoi these p°p*

flîft filnVAC
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Irish,

Towne

Bros.,

FRANK R.

50-52
Dec.

13.1913.

and other mixtures,

s
g®
Esi.

Η. B. FOSTER,

East Woodstock
Land on what was Franklin line, S of lot 117, 75
$ 8.82
acrcs, value $150
Part of lot 113, 10 acres,
.64
value (25
Lot 115,100 acres, value $300 7 65
Lot 116, li 0 acres, value $300 7.65
Gore Lot 117,190 acres,
value $450 11 47
Part of Marr farm, lotod,
S.10
100 acres, value $-200
Part of Marr farm, lot 65,
2 55
50 acres, value $100
Cotton farm, lot 59, 150
7.01
acres, value $275
ANDREWS, Collector of Taxes
of the Town of Woodstock

HUB-MARK

RUBBERS

KIDNEY PILLS
FOLEY
tO» BACKACHE

See that the Hub-Mark ia on the
rubber before you buy. It U your
insurance of Standard First Quality
Rubber Footwear for every purpo··

KIDNEYS AND BLAOOCB

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
ELSIE C. CRESSEY,
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Elsie C. Cresscy, In
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice 1· hereby given that on the 13th day of
Dcc., A. D. 1918, the said Elsie C. Cressey
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of her creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Parle, Maine, on the 31st day ofDec./A. D. 1913,
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come bofore said meeting.
South Parla, Dec. 9,1918.

SOLD BY

MARK ALLEN,

}

Bryant'·

Fond

L. J. PENLEY, West Paris
38-5

HIGH

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

50 52

reds
uiar garments in grays, blues,
and $10.
00,8.00
5
00,7
3
00,0
*2 50, 50,
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Collector's Advertisement of Sale
j Lands of Non-resident Owners.

j
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Suggestions for Christmas Gifts

STATE OF MAINE.

|

|

Confectionery

Pocket Knives
Combs
Nail Brushes
Talcum Powder
Bridge Sets

V.

Record, S. J.,
Port-| Sumner,
R. C.,

|

Fountain Pens
Toilet Soaps
Perfumes

Market Square

|

j

Shaving Mirrors

A Choice Present

BUTTS,

&

Sets

And many other gifts that are suitable for
that are too numerous to mention.

ι—^

α

ι

—

SUGGESTIONS

Post Card Albums

Manicure Sets
Ladies' Pocket Books
Hair Brushes
Hand Mirrors
Gents' Bill Folds
Gents' Bill Books
Playing Cards

—

-r\

For remodeling your kitchen
plumbing or equipping a
new kitchen, we recommend
the 'Standard" snowy white
sinks made in one piece with

Ma-|

bappi-1

F. H. Noyes Co.

Shoppers

Satisfied

Plain iron or painted Va
r
sinka are no longer the fash|

cannot find a token to sat-

Smoking
Cigars
Pipes

Toilet Sets
Brush and Comb Sets
Shaving Sets
Ladies' Hand Bags
Tooth Brushes
Books

Stationery

are no

^ b«t.

one

PRESENTATION

longer satisfied with the equipment and arrangements
shown
of their forefathers. They want the latest and best when they are
a good reason why the latest
»

indeed if

Walk in and look around.

MAINE

ot

People

Strange

both fancy and purse from an assortment so vast,
It's the Mecca
so diversified and so modestly priced.
for discriminating Yuletide shoppers—unquestionably.

Atherton FurnitureCo.
NORWAY

suggestions—for father, for mother, for sister
likely to be remembered

you.

isfy

one guess.

The Home of Christmas

our magnificent assortment are
Alof affection of the truest sort.

finds in

ways givable gifts, always acceptable gifts. They're
the only kind on show here.
The problem of choosing the right present vanishes the instant one gets amidst this vast assemblage.
Look whichever way you will, you'll gaze on perti-

by

and address.

name

as one

the friendship. Frivolous tokens
frivolous admiration, while gifts

so
a

wholly suggestive

nent

ask is for you to regis-

ter your

|

j

such

mark

and brother and the others

|

Peeplngj^

SO THE GIFT,

invariably

The person who can guess nearest to the date and
time it will stop will be presented with the clock,
ABSOLUTELY FREE, Wednesday evening, Dec.
24th, at 8.30 F. M.

we|

for the r»llro»d.

FOR RHEUMATISM KIDNEYS AND ΡLADDER

On Thursday, Dec. 11th, at 7 A. M. we started
going in our window an eight day clock, wound tight

[

forgot-1

THE GIVING

FOLEY KIDNEY PHIS

FREE, M EIGHT DM UK

]

|

GIFTS WORTH

60-62

"Doan'e Ointment cured me of eczema that
had annoyed mo (or a long timo. The result was
lasting."—Hon. 8. W. Matthew», Commissioner
Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.

|

j

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that sh
has boon duly appointed administratrix wit!
the will annexed of the estate of
▲LBBBT A. MEBBILL, lateof Bockfleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and givei
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha vim
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to present the same for settlement, an(
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
Nov. 19th, 1913.
CLABA A. MKRBILL.

CONSTIPATION POISONS YOU.

NORWAY.

About the State.

GRADE PRINTING
at the

can

get

a

CORN

or

and

qualities.

S, S.'«1
Belts

Combination Sets

51.00. Suspenders and Garters to match, 50c.
boxes, all sizes, 50c per box.

www w w

Five Years' Business
account with a GOOD,
STRONG and LIVE BANK. A bank that is
making a steady, healthy growth. Our
hundreds of satisfied customers can tell

Why

not open

an

and effiyou of the courteous treatment
cient service that they are getting and you
will get the same if you do your business
us.

1,13,

see us

day;

we

before buying.

DEPOSITORS
38
272
406

610
720

874

Q
C

DEP0SIT8
$

18,520.28
105,βββ.8β
126,226.48

150,287.00
190,133.98

256,302.20

PARIS, MAINE.

Paris Trust Co.
South Paris, Maine

CASTORIA F«r Infants and ChUren.

in

NORWAY, ME.

ίΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΑΦΦ ΦΦΦΦ ΦΦΦΦΦΦΦΦ&9 SWWJtf'i'WWrfwwwwww»

Dec.

A. W. WALKER &. SON,
SOUTH

grades

mak° Splendid Gifts. We have heivy,
Qw/aafofC
JWCdlCI ο Warm Sweaters in red, blue, gray, green,
colbrown, etc., some without collars, tome with the wide
00 to 5 00.
$2
ruff
new
with
collar,
others
lar,
aD(* **ark Pat'
in whiteaa w0" ae
fli/Pfchific
UVCrSniriS terns for 50c, $1.00 and 150. White
Launderod Shirts for $1 00. Flannel Shirts in gray, tan,
brown and fancy patterns, $1 00,1.50, 2 (X), 2 25,2 50 and $3.

Made.

GRAIN BINDER any

carry them all the time, call and

Gift Boxes, in several

Dec. 1, Ί1,
Dec. 1,12,

Blizzard and Cyclone Ensilage Guitars and Blowers

Holidays,

vdpS

DATE
Dec. 1, '08,
Dec. 1, '09,
Dec. 1, '10,

WE HAVE THE

You

f jr the

.

Fall Machinery
Better

patterns

DOES THIS GRADUAL GROWTH
MEAN ANYTHING TO YOU

Now is the time to buy your

Nothing

beautiful new

an styles, two grades, 25c and 50c.
We have them In
a Useful Gift.
ma'£0
C
r*<lflC
* Ul
two grades for $2 00 and 3 00.
are thoroughly Practical Gifts.
Han/1 LrPrrhlAfc
UdllUIVCI lllicia We have thom In white, red,
blue and fancy patterns for 5c each. Other grades, 10c,
Silk
Initiai Handkerchief*, 10c, 15c and 25c.
15c and 25c.
Handkerchief», plain or initial. Handkerchiefs in Fancy

One Price Clothier.

with

DEMOCRAT OFFICE.

MorL-UZ/a «1 f
nCLKWCdl

Bears the

JkKMYiBjjmAjvajtjHiit "Tïï^

CHRISTMAS is Near
All

our

Departments Will be Fully Stocked

Dry Goods
Crockery and China
Carpets, Rugs, Mats,

and Art Squares

and

Curtains

Lace

yellow,
Light
ley's Honey and Tar Compound com- green, pink and white are always good, "Vistas
pletely cured me." 3. E. Newell A Co., provided they are placed in room· adaptParis. ▲. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.
ed to their especial tint. For example,

He asked: "How much did Romeo?
I always do forget !"
"That depends, you
Sbe answered:

Bolster Co.

Dayton

35 MARKET

know.

On what fair Juliet."

NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87

Sleep-disturbing bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kidney
action and rheumatic pains, are all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs. Mary A.

SQUARE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Dean 47 Walnut St., Taunton, Mass.,
writes: "I have passed my 87th birthday, and thought 1 was beyond the
reach of medicine, but Foley. Kidney
Pills bave proved most beneficial in my
case." S. E. Newell
Co., Paris. A.
E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.

A CHECK FOR CHRISTMAS
Money

the

particularly agreeable

is a

"And does your daughter play the
piano by ear?"
"No," replied Mr. Cumrox; "she unes
both bands and both feet. But I don't
think she has learned to use her ears."

to receive at

present

any other time, for that matter.
In making a present of money the form is important.
Currency (bills and silver) does not seem to be just

Christmas,

or

Texas. J. A. Kimbro
■ays: "For several years past Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound has been my
household remedy for all coughs, colds
and lung troubles. It bas given permanent relief in a number of cases of obstinate coughs and colds." Contains no opiate*.
Refuse substitutes. S. E. Newell
A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
& Co., Paris.
South Paris.

Georgetown,

thing.

Gold coin is hard to get and is not convenient.
on your bank for the amount you desire to

A check

the thing.
give
In order to give such
is

just

account.

It is worth

a

present you

starting at»

must have

account

just

a

bank

able

to be

to

checks in all your payments.
Hundreds of depositors nearby and hundreds miles
and
away place their money here because of the strength
standing of this institution.
use

"Ton knew your lessons to-day," said
the head of the team accusingly.

Yes, captain."
"Weil, let it pass this time, but it

looks as if

foo'bsll."

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

homemakebs column.

neglecting

your

When hi* condition pointu to kiduev
troubles takes an unwise risk. Backache, pain and soreness over the kidneye,
nervous or dizzy spells, poor sleep, are
all symptoms that will disappear with
the regular use of Foley Kidney Pills.
They put the kidneys and bladder in a
clean, strong and healthy condition. S.
E. Newell & Co., Parie. A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.

Surplus, $30,000.00

Capital. $50,000.00

were

THE MAN WHO NEGLECTS HIM
SELF

MAINE.

NORWAY,

you

C. N. TUBBS, President.
L. S. BILLINGS, V-President.
H. D, SMITH, Cashier.

American Tourist (outside Westminster abbey)—You look at the outside and
I'll just glance over the inside, and we'll
bo through with it in a few minutes.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

GUARDING AiÎAINST CKOUP
The best safeguard ;igaiust croup is a
bottle of Foley's Honey au'i Tar Compound in the bouse. P. II. Giuu, Middleton, Ga., writes: "My childreu arc
very susceptible to croup, easily catch
cold. I give them Foley's Honey and

tbe south aud none on tbe west. Tbe
(lining room of of this same boute had
exposures on both west and east but was
surrounded by trees, and consequently
Its
was a dull, uninteresting room.
walls were oovered with a burlap paper.
It is not unlike the burlap you all know,
only that used for wall coveriog bas a
stiff dressing in it and is tinted.
Tbe walls were tinted a greyish tan;
the ceiling a light yellow; the bordera
design of yellow butterflies with green
foliage to represent grass. You see this
room did not need the entire warmth a
deep brown or red paper would have
given it, yet it needed brightness, and
tbe border was so cleverly designed that
the effect was easily acquired. If the
rooms bad been located with a brighter
exposure a bluo-grey paper would bave
been better suited.
Kitchens are often cheerless rooms.
Ofteu they are on tbe north or west of
the bouse and do not reçoive much attention as to decorations. If yonrs i·
on tbe north side, try doing tbe wall·
with a colonial buff and the ceiling in a
deep yellow. See bow it cheers you on
until your kitchen work is finished and
you find yourself ready for the restful
chait in your living room.

Aunty Hopeful

on

Tldinese.

E. P. CROCKETT,
PARIS,

SOUTH

MAINE.

P/KMSllC
RoofiNG

High grade

Economical

S. P. Maxim & Son

Keep

Handy

Atwood's

Nothing Can Keep Fresh After
It Is Cut Up

You can't expect

in packages to be
too long a time.

fresh,

chopped-up

chopped

before they
particles
escapes from the
are put in the package.
them,
By
they are so dry that they burn fast and bite your tongue.
All the flavor and fragrance of the tobacco is pressed
into the Sickle Plug and held there by nature's own
covering—the natural leaf wrapper. When you whittle
slowa pipeful off the plug you get fresh tobacco
burning, cool-smoking, rich and sweet
—

Yoa don't pay for a package—don't was'e any tobacco—
and get more tooacco for your money. Buy some Sickle at your
dealer's today. You'll find the Sickle way is the only way to get
a satisfying smoke.

Slice It

3 Ounces

10c

as

you use

it

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. Id Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
S In Bankruptcy
HOY H. LORD,
of Albany, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor» of Kov II. Lord, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the bth day of
Dre., A. D. 1913, the said Roy II. Lord
was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
the first meeting of his creditors will be held at
the office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square,
South l'aria, Maine, on the 24th day of Dec.,
A. D. 1913, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact such other
busines· as may properly come before said

Recipes.
C'KRK.VL AND DATES

Cook any preferred cereal until well
Remove pits
done and just moist.
from large dates, and iu their place put
roasted and shelled peanut". Roll in

granulated sugar, heap

on

surround with hot cereal.

a

dish

and

TOMATO AND PEANUT SALAD

Tour boiling water over large, smooth
tomatoes, take off the skins and chill.
When perfectly cold scoop out the cenmeeting.
ters and fill with chopped peanuts mixWALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.
ed with mayonnaise or boiled dressing.
40 52
South Paris, Dec. 9,1913.
Serve on lettuce leaves.
CHOCOLATE LOAF CAKE

To Make your Hair
Cream 12 cup of butter with 1 cup of
More Beautiful •ugar, add 2 beaten eggs and beat until
To give your hair that gloss and lus- very light, then add 1-2 cup of milk alBeat
tre ami wavy silky-softness, use Harmo- ternately with 112 cups of flour.

King

A

Kineo

Range Free!

ny Hair Beantifler. It takes away the
dull dead look of the hair, and makes it
bright—turn· the stringioess into flufllness—overcomes the oily odors and leaves,
a sweet truo rose fragrance—makes the
hair easier to put up neatly and easier to
keep in place. It is just exactly what it
Is named—a bair beaut ifier, and whether
your hair is guly now or beautiful, It
will improve its appearance. You'll be
proud of and delighted with the results, or
your money back. Very easy to apply—
simply sprinkle a little on your hair each
time before brushing it. It contains no
oil, and will not change the color of the
bair, nor darken gray hair.
dandruffTo keep hair and scalp
free and clean, use Harmony Shampoo.
This pure liquid shampoo gives an instantaneous rich lather that immediately
penetrates to every part of bair and scalp,

5 minutes, add two level teaspoons of
baking powder, stir in quickly 2 ounces
of melted chocolate, flavor with vanilla
and bako iu a moderately hot oven.
It Λ BRUM ALLOWS

Dissolve one-half pound of gum arable
in two cups of boiling water; strain and
add one cup of sugar. Stir continually
until the syrup has grown like honey,
then pour it slowly over the beaten
whites of four eggs. Stir until the mixDust a
ture will not atick to the finger.
«hallow baking pan having straight sides
mixture
with cornstarch, ponr in the
and dust the top lightly with starch.
When the mlxtnre is cool out in squares
and when cold it is ready for ose.
CREAMED 0T8TERS ON T0A8T

Melt 1 tablespoon of butter, add 2 teaspoons of flour, and when smooth add 1
quick, thorough cleansing. cup of cream. Season with salt and
insuring
Washed off just aa quickly, the entire
pepper. Toast 4 siloes of bread and lay
operation taking only a few moments. them on a platter. Roast 25 oysters in
Contains nothing that can barm the bair; the shells in the oven till the shells
leave· no harshness or atickineas—just a
open. Take out the oysters and poor
sweet smelling cleanliness.
the liquor over the toast, then add the
Both preparations come in odd-shaped,
oysters and pour the cream over the
very ornamental bottlea, with sprinkler whole, having the cream hot
tops. Harmony Hair Beautifier, 91-00
OATMEAL COOKIES
Harmony Shampoo, 60c. Both guaranteed to satisfy you in every way, or your
One cup of butter and lard mixed, one
Sold in th'a community cup sugar, two eggs, four tablespoons
money back.
only at onr store—The Kexall Store— buttermilk, three-fourths teaspoon sods,
one of the more than 7,000 leading dm? one-half teaspoon salt, one
teaspoon
stores of the United States, Canada and cinnamon, two cups flour, two cups of
Oreat Britain, wbioh own the big Har- oatmeal, one oup seeded raisins. Mix
mony laboratories in Boston, where the well. Drop by spoonful on greased tins
msny celebrated Harmony Perfumes and and bake in quick oven.
Toilet Preparations are made.—Chas. H.
GINOEB COOKIES
Howard Co., "The Rexall Store,1' South
One cup sugar, one oup molasses, one
He.
Paris,
oup butter, one egg, one tablespoon vinegar, one tablespoon ginger, one teaNOTICE.
soda, dissolved in hot water.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he spoon
administrator of the Floor enough to make soft dough.
ha· bees duly
a

The person bringing the largest number of this entire
advertisement, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY
on or

free

a

STORE, NORWAY,

before Tuesday, Dec. 23, 1913, at 2 P. M., will receive
No. 8-20 King Kineo Bange valued at $60.00

Included in the above, for each

purchase amounting

to

25 cents from either

S. J. BECOBD & SON,
as
valued
will
be
or
a receipt
5 of the advertisement*. to be
given
coupon
M
final
count.
the
in
as
such
counted
HOBBS*

VARIETY

What cin I buy as a present
for a man? The question has already been aaked us quite often.
Probably the best answer we can

STORE

or

ÎSS
CASTORIA
«
Hill
lM0t
Aims
III KM Yn

appointed

COCOANUT COOKIES

JEREMIAH VERRILL, late of Oxford.
the County of Oxford, dooeaaed, and given
One oup grated cocoanut, one and a
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having half
cups sugar, three-fourths onp butdemands against the estate of said deceased
ter, one-half oup milk, two egga, one
are desired to present the same Cor settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make teaspoon baking powder, one-hall teaPATmflBt ImmedljUel?.
spoon vanilla eztraot, and flour enough
ALTON J. VERRILL.
Nov. 18th~l»U.
to roll oat.
eo-aa
In

give

following:

dren—these are thoughtful gifts
that carry comfort to the receiver.
Then Neckwear, Gloves, and
Fancy Suspenders—a pretty Tie
holds an important place with
the men, and a choice pair of

Suspenders is

none

the less appre-

ciated, wh»le Gloves—well, we
hardly need mention the favor
all

Fancy

Fancy

Nothing is more
or accepted

Fancy

provided,

on

an

equal-

Such a collection of holiday merchandise to gratify the
desires and satisfy the wants of
was never before
man or boy

assembled under our roof.
In buying here you are perfectly safe, as there is absolu'ely
no risk of getting unworthy goods.
We have prepared well ft the
holiday season, and hope with
your help to rise even above our
expectations in strengthening old
friendships and making new ones.
Let this announcement be
the medium through which you
decide where and what to buy,
as a gift to Father, Son, Brother
or sw<etheart.

wothe most aggravatiugly inquisitive
knew.
man. if I must say so. I ever
Why, I never pass her on the street
but what she invariably turns her
bead and stares back nt me to see
whut I've got on and how it sits from

arm

bands

Children's handerchiefs, 3 in box
Silk handkerchiefs
Bath Robes with

Gloves,

and Lamb lined

60c to

$3.00

Umbrellas, Fancy, Plain

and

1 in

Line

>.

$5.00
08c to

$5.50

kid, Silk, Fur, Fleece

Folding

KOTICK.

Many Other Useful Gifts

In the District 1 ouït of the I'nlted state»» for th
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of

not Mentioned Above

G*o«okWalterHorxiss,

Open Tuesday and Wednesday evenings
of Christmas week

a trustee, examine the bankr pt. and transact
such other huslncetj as may 1
fore said meeting.
South Paris, Nov. iO, 1913.
WALTER L. GKA'i,
iS-'si
Beferee In Bankrupt y.

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
31

I,in llankru|iV,

>
uanarup..
Plantation,
Bankrupt.
i.
To the creditors of George Waiter Hopkli
Um County of Oxford and district ai
-ill
Notice Is hereby given that on t:>
Nov., A. D. 1913, the said George W ter II ·.'
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, au I ttiat ti;> 1!.
meeting of his creditors will be held at ti.·'
at· t'.i-'.
of the Referee, No. a Market S.p.an
Maine, on the 17th day of Dec., A. I In at ;·
o'clock In the lurvnoon, at whb
creditors may attend, prove tin 'r
1, appoint
of Milton

Market;Square,iSouthJParis^ji

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

i FOR RHEUMATISM

KIDNEYS ANO

BtAOCtrt

Strengthen ïour System
to Resist

Cold Weather Diseases
successfully combat and keep from having colds, grippe, bronchitis,
pneumonia, catarrh, typhoid fever, rheumatism, etc.
Get well and strong. See to it that your blood and
nerves—your entire system—are in perfect condition

yourself in shape,

Put

Distinctive Dre·· In England.
▲t Coutts' bank the clerical assistants must all wear frock coats, uuil uo
one in the employment of the bank is
allowed to go about with hie trousers
turned up. At Hoare's bank it is the

custom of all those employed to wear
white ties. Members of the legal profession observe the etiquette of their calling by abstuhilng from the wearing of
light or fancy colored clothes and al-

The beadles
ways wear silk hats.
of some Presbyterian churches in England wear dress suits Instead of the
brewers'
8ome
Anglican cassock.
workmen and draymen wear scarlet
knitted wool nightcaps. In fact nearly every trade and profession has Its
own conventions and unwritten laws

now, to

i\

f Olive Oil

concerning the dress of its members.—
London Globe.

?

Buaineae and Poetry.

Not every one can successfully combine banking and literature, as did
Lord Avebury. William Sharp (Fiona
MacLeod) attempted it when a clerk In
the London ofBce of the Bank of Mel-

Emulsion

(WITH HYPOPHOSPHITES)

Is

whether
Vaccination

designed to prevent as well as to relieve disease,

by cold weather, overwork or worry.
smallpox; inoculation with antitoxin prevents
diphtheria. Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion strengthens the
body to resist the growth of disease germs in the bluod, and

caused

bourne, with the result that the manacager quickly gave him choice of

prevents

agency in un out of the way

plaee in Australia or quitting the service.
Shurp took French leave for a
day in order to think the matter over
and went into the country to hear the
Next day the manager de
cuckoo.
manded angrily why be had been ab
Sharp explained.
sent from his post.
"We can't do with one who puts the
call of a cuckoo before his business,"
said the chief coldly, and—Sharp left
the bank.—Loudon Chronicle.

thus fortifies the system and puts it into a proper healthy
condition to resist disease.
Every person not in perfect health has incipient germs
of some distressing ailment in his or her system.
You who are weak and run-down, from whatever
cause

—

You who

experience

apparently well now, but whom past
and
taught are liable to catch cold easily

are

has

suffer from the various other effects of cold weather
Take home a bottle of Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion
and £eep well.
today and use it as a means to get well

The Price of Peaoe.
She appeared to be somewhat excited
when he came home that night, nnd he
naturally asked the cause.
"The man in the top fiat has fallen
in love with our cook," she said.

It Is

run

an

—

Ideal Nerve Food Tonic

leading physiThe Hypophosphites it contains are recommended by deb;
:.y and
in all cases of
cians everywhere as extremely valuable
most nutritious and mostthe
of
one
Oil
is
Olive
The
pure
weakness.
It helps to rebuild wasting
easily-digested foods known to science.
in convalescence and
tissues and restore health and strength
wasting, emaciation,
of
debility,
feebleness,
In all conditions
and lung affections.
throat
in
malnutrition, and particularly
ft
suitable for the child, the adult and the aged,
It is

away and marry him."
"Do you mean the man who practices on the cornet every night?"
She said she did, and he made a dive
for his pocket.
"Tell the cook," he exclaimed excitedly, "that I'm a poor man, but I'll
give |60 If she'll do lt"-8t Louis

equally

Poet-Dis patch.

contains no alcohol or dangerous or habit-forming drugs.
It is very pleasant to take.
Enough for full two weeks' treatment, $1.00.Greatest Drug
Sold only at The Rexall Stores—the World's
of satisfaction,
and always v/ith a full guarantee
Stores

Judge.

excellent tennis player

and could paddle a canoe most gracefully, but this was her first attendance
at a hors» show.
"Are you a good Judge of horseflesh?" inquired one of her friends.
"Oh, I should say not I never tast•d any," she said.

—

or

your money back.

at
Sold In tills community only

Store

The

Then There Was Trouble.

Young Wife—Today is the anniversary of our wedding. I shall have one

Chas. H. Howard Co.,

of the chickens killed in honor of the
occasion. Her Husband—Oh, leave it
alone. It wasn't the chicken's fault!
The chicken wasn't killed and the
dinner waa a failure.

South Paris,

Means "King oi AU"

Then and New.

"Before I married my wife I could
to her voice for hours and
hours."

EGGS are: high

listen

"And now 7"
"Now I have to."—Houston Post

and the way to make the hens lay is to feed them

DR. HESS' PAN-A-CE-A

Exoeption.

Baok Handed.
"Is he a man you can trust?"
"I should say he was. You can al·
ways trust him for everything be gets
u nou
te. "-Judee.

match

dressed and undressed

of
to the fortunate man for the rest
the evening.—Pittsburgh Dispatch.

An

to

Dress Suit Cases, all sizes and kinds

wondering,

"Does like always produce like?"
"Of course."
Then why is poor health produced
by rich food?"—Baltimore American.

13 and 25c

25 and 50c

$3.50
Slippers

Bath Robes

And Mrs. Tolker straightaway turned
the stream of her indignation, seething
"Inhot, from Mrs. (Jadabout to her
sinuating wretch of a husband," as she
fondly termed him, and after the first
pyrotechnic outburst refused to speak

an

50c

10c

Initial handkerchiefs

Mr. Tolker Innocently.

Not Qualified to

Bootlibny

an

ill.Stanley

60c

25c

that the
my dear, how you found out
thing looked back. Some one tell

was

$1.00
Diagonal, Stripe,

Other Suitable Gifts

men.

How 8he Knew.
"I do think." exclaimed Mrs. Tolker
is
indignantly, "that Mrs. Gadabout

cfl' cts

Fancy

Rockland

Supreme

man

liberal scale, almost everything
mentioned as tuita'ole gilts for

P. A cup of water in the oven
will make a tenderer crust."

and

for

County ht Oxford Η
1
November 11th, Λ. D. 19». t
Taken this Eleventh
i> f \ », i„ r
^
t,
131S, on execution da
enth, A. D. 1913,Usui
Judli
bv the
of Oxford, at the term tl
on the Second Tuesday of October, Λ li
vdj ι„
wit: on the Twouty.Flr.it day of
October. a 'l>
1913, In favor of The Beac. n 1'al·. Uutdj-r Shoe
Company, a corporation e.~t ^ -h l by l&w and
located at Boston In thj ( ouuty uf -u.ffoix and
Commonwealth ol Masjachunii agaln-i Ma 1·
of lllram, In the 1 ur.ty of oxford
and State of Maine, surviving partner of tl
t.
firm of E.G. staniev A co.,wt·. «...
of the eald Ma'el H. Stanley m IK. ι. -t ,.,-y
late of sal 1 Hlrarn, deceased, t.ir <>
Hundred
and Fifty-Si* Dollars and Seventy i.ents, It 1
or damage, and FMghteen Ddla^'in
1'lviM
t.·,
costs of suit, and will l>e whl at
ou the premises lu said lllram, t>< the highest
on
the
Twentieth
bidder,
Day of December, λ
D. 1913, at Ten O'clock In the forenoon, ti,·· f
lowing described real estate an l all ti.·· right,
title and Interest which tbe said Mabel II su·
->
ley has and had In an to the -imc "O Hi
enth day ol May, A. D. 1.Ί i, at Six oVkxk
Thirty Minutes In th afternoon, the time w!
the same was atta<li··! on the writ In the «a
suit, to wit: a certain lot or parcel of land w
the buildings thereon, i-'.tuatea In satd Hlraii
and bounded and describe"! as follow- ki m
as the late Henry C. Huclre·» homcrtead fa.
tald land Is bounded and described an b
and described In the following tked- to
!r
Henry C. Huntress, to wit warrant·.
Nathaniel W*. Adams, daud March -» r ;. ν
1H70, aud recorde In Oxford ( IV extern ! Mr'.!
t
Kegtstry of Deeiis, Book 59. Page .v,., w
deed from Elbrliige E. Farnham, date '. l>·
tier 31st. A. D. 1?7 ·, und recorded in -.
try of Deeds. Book 77, I'age 211, vvirr
from Calvin F. Bouncy, dated Augu-t
li. ls«5, and recorded In said Kegl-tr
l· '·>·.·
Book io, l'âge 4J4, warranty deed in
It. Cole, dated February 7th, Α. D. 1corded In said l.'eglstry of Deeds, It k 1 lv.:e
31, warranty dec·' from Wl.llam A 11 ...tn—,
'.a -al l
date·! July l Vb, \. D. nii, and recor
t
Registry of Dt-eds, Ikok 47, I'age :i.w»r
deed from William Huntress, daU I V···· ·.;'-'
29th, A. D. lx;.', anil recorded In paid Reg'.
Deeds, Book 47, I'age St. anl m tri
>
from Horace A. l'Ue and Ervln
I'lke, it.
January 18th, A. 1>. 1NW, and record. : lu -al·'
Kegl.-try of Deeds, Hook iS, Page rt,
and lctendlug to !i scribe all the and "wn· II ν
salit Henry C. Iluntrcs In sal I lllram, at id·
decease.
FRED I. vVHJTOX,
tjj.JO
I eputy Sherl IT.

26c

hose supporters

a. m.

Sheriff's Sale.

10 and 25c

Fancy suspenders, ass' ited colors 50c
Suspenders and garter*, assorted colors

of course, and many
other useful and sensible gifts,
and such as will gladden (he
heart of the recipient.
For the boys, little or big, we

have also

hands

7

Servie: discontinued for the i-eaton.
Express servlc« for Freight; all rate» Indu te
Marine Insurance.
For reservations anl all Information a l 'r «
11. A. CLAY, Agent. Franklin
Whirl, Po:t:.·,

Many Offerings

In Burnt Wood Presentation Boxes

Clothing,

degrees

She

Friday κ at

landings
Portland and

,.

fleis, Hosiery, T'n'erwear and

ly

arm

Check, Plain

use-

with
ful to
more earnest appreciation than
Our line embraces all
shirts.
that is good in shirts and is selected for the holiday trade.
Then there are Umbrellas.
Cuff Buttons, Shirt Studs, Collars, Cuffs, Handkerchiefs, Muf-

compressed

"What of it?" he asked.
"He's been trying to get her to

■lay» an«l

Twelve good handkerchiefs in fancy box

Shirts—both every day and
a

Few of Our

a

Four-in-hand ties, in rich cut silk.

tastes.

dress-up.

with hands slightly greased and fold
and over fourteen times. Cover,
set aside for twenty minutes; then fold
After twenty minute*
nine times.
more mold into loaves and bake forty
minutes in α steudy oven 400 to 410

cepting an

Portland and Kocklmid Line
Steamer Mor.hegan leaves Portland on
Tues-

25 and 50c
Four pairs silk lisle ho*e, assorted colors 60c
One pair silk lisle hose and tie to match 50c

they find with men. Our showing speaks our readiness to plea>e

over

you?" inquired

Fare between Portland an(|
Bmtou
fl.OO. Mtaterooin· $I.o<)
lnt«roatIonal Une Steamship Calvin
Au.Uo
leaves Boston at 'J a. in. Mon.lavs, 1'ortlai.
I5u
m. for East port, Lubecand St.
John, N. U.

Suspenders

are

with, we'd say :
There are shoes of many
kinds for men, women and chil-

granulated sugar, half
yeast,
water.
ounce salt and twenty ounces
Place in even temperature for an hour.
Weigh four and one-half pounds flour
and let it warm. Mix flour and ferand
ment together. Cover mixture
If dough
wurm for twenty minutes.
is too stiff udd lukewarm water. After
twenty minutes more take up dough

mean

Steamer* leave Franklin Wharf Tues
Un
Thursdays ami Saturdays at 6 aw p. m.
Boston and Portland Line
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, .·,·* layiu
7 p. η». Returning leave Boston week <la>
at
7 p. m.
Steamslilps Gov. Dlngley am' Hay
State.

in Presentation Boxes

start

one ounce

was

is the
There

We List

many appropriate
Christmas gifts and we hardly
known where to begin. Well, to

bread, given out by the chief cook of
the department of agriculture:
"Kor three pound loaves—make fer-

behind."
"How—er—that Is, I

i

FARE REDUCED
Portland and New York

termedlatc

Sicily."

ment of one ounce cake

naine Steamship Line

Merchandise for Men.

8l*ep and Laughter.
know has a
a certain country home 1
People who sleep well quickly recovlarge living room on tbe »ooth with win- er from an ailment, and for this readows both south and west. It is floodwas pronounced
ed with the gioriou· sunshine, so it· son, years ago, sleep
walls were covered with an oatmeal pa- j as one of nature's cures for all disthat
per in a deep bine shade, and tbe ceiling eases. Experiments go to prove
in an ivory colored moire paper. The j a
who accustoms himself or
person
border was an harmonious blending of j
ia
herself to η full and regular sleep
deep blue, green and ivory. The oat- j not so liable to an attack of disease aa
was
room
meal paper in this
plain, ai·;
who forgoes his proper rest
though these papers can be purobased j the person
when
attacked by any ali!
Had
Moreover,
with pretty conventional designs.
thin room been on the north iostead of ment, a good sleeper recovers the
on tbe south, it would have needed a quicker.
covering for its walls suggestive of sun"Laugh and live" Is a time honored
shine and warmth. I would have done
and a famous doctor once recraying,
the walls in a golden brown; the ceiling
a
one of his patients to try
ommended
in a deep yellow with a border having :
The patient,
stories.
of
funny
course
tones of brown and orange well blended. |
from a nervous
One can feel the warmth and lovelinesa l who was suffering
of such a room, comiog into it when a breakdown through overwork, obeyed
efnorthern wind is blowing.
the doctor's Instructions, and the
This blue living room bas a guest ; fect of hearty laughter soon brought
chamber above it and tbe walls were him round. The menu recommended
done in a two-tone blue «tripe—a light
wltti
was one funny story at each meal
blue—white ceiling and tbe border waa
at dinner.
white with tiny roses in tbe lightest two extra
pink. The pink was allowed in the
Official Bread.
border because tbe bedroom had two
windows on the north as well as two on
This Is the way to make official

"There certainly is some folks," said
Auuty Hopeful, a* she began to polisb
tUe kitchen stove, "who need a few lee·
Now there's Ma Harhoot) od tidiness.
rimau! I aiu't never seen lier kitchen
when it wasn't all cluttered up. She
has to pare ber potatoes standin'
Tar Compound and in every instance usually
because the chairs are full of things
up
are
and
soon
relief
they get prompt
somewhere else. She's
cured. We keep it at home and prevent that ought to be
talk in" about bein' so busy she
always
A.
A
Paris.
E.
Newell
S.
Co.,
croup."
ain't had time to straighten up, but the
PROPRIETOR E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris.
truth cif it is she can't never put her
True merit wins againet any kind of bouse to rights becuurie she d.m't have
Just lays
uo regular place for things.
competition.
'cm down where she gets through with
't-m, and wbeu she needs 'em again she
huuttf for 'em till she finds Vm.
and
"There ain't no sense in kccpin' house
It's
or auytbiug else after that fashion.
just as eawy to have a place to put things
ain't
usin'
and keep 'eui there when you
$1.60,-1.90,-2.25 per square
Vm as to have to waste so much brain
power in tryiu' to remember where you
SOLD ONLY BY
last saw 'em or where you laat used 'em.
If &la llarriman dropped dead to-day 1
believe the undertaker'd have to clean
house before he could hold the funeral.
Maine.
South Paris,
There ain't nothin' in her bouee where
Her kitchen always
it ought to be.
makes mo think of a china shop just
come home from a church supper.
"1 moat generally notice," coutinued
A Bottle
Aunty, "that folks who gets ahead in
!
this world have enough gumption to
You never know how soon you 11
keep things tidy. It don't need no colneed a reliable Family Medicine
lege education either to teach a boy to
"L F."
Medicine
hang bis scythe up out of the way of the
for Co year-:, has been the old
children and in out of the wet any more
New England standby—for colds,
than it does to teach a girl to hang her
dust-pan behind the stove or on the end
dyspepsia, omsti;>ation and other
With most folks such
of the wood-box.
complaints. Mrs. Smith writes:
como natural like. But I suppose
Bradford, Mass.
things
'"Your'L. l·'.' Atwood'i Medicine is fine.
there always is folks like Ma llarriman
I hive taken it
It is certainly all right.
who wouldn't feel like they were in their
many \ear», and wouldn't be without it.
home unless things were topsy
When my iatia-r was very lick, I got a
nwti
tobacco that comes
the
him
at
.τid
it
for
him
once."
bottle
helped
turvy all the time. If other folks is the
because it has been
[>:^t.vd| Μ κ s. Κ m* a Smith
up
same way in their busine»e affairs I don't
St prtparctl. Oct a bottle TO-DAY
wonder it takes some of them I'hiladelMost of the natural moisture and flavor
ami keep it handy. 35c at all stores.
Κ
Κ
Κ
Ιί
us.
write
Sample
phy lawyers to get things straightened
of tobacco
small
"L. F." Medicine Co., Portland, M
out for'em after they've gone where
the time you smoke
they can't send letters back ezplalnin'
about how they left things."

At the Greenhouse,

In

Christmas

Ζ

_

Draperies.

N.

Eastern Stei* Corporation

βί«ϊίΐΐιη Carte.
Of all tb« vehicles in the world there
ia none to equal the Sicilian cart, J
lurid
carved, yellow, paneled with
, OB toplos of Inter·* to the ladle·
HoKnum»'
of myth
the
^wficlted. Addreae: Editor8outh
run
gamut
that
Parle, Me. paintings
OourMM. Oxford Democrat,
lte !
and history. One we saw had upon
Oolum- !
that
scenes
represented
panels
Color Scheme a* Related to Location bus sailing from Palo· and disoovering
dta· I
of Rooms.
America, a bloody fight round the
of Santa j
hermitage
the
orof
Acre,
u
del
color·
red,
We know that each
shade· of Rosalia, and on its tailboard a vivid (
ange, yellow end certain
I
one
naturally:
warm
are
oolora;
brown
picture of the massacre of the Vespers.
carta
room
a
as
when
warmer
entering
large,
never
feel·
very
j The carts are
Modern girl—If you really loved me treated in
I
any of tbeee color·. We also
are so marvelously wrought !
all the time, why didn't you let ma know that auch color· as blue, green and go, but tbey
| that tbey ought surely to come under
know?
are oold.
of the law that forbids
Modern youth—I couldn't find a post- grey
Oar room· «bould alway· be restful, ( the provisions
of any works of art j
card with the right words on it.
and with tbe vast array of coloring· and I the exportation
of
such effect· are easily attained. { Wheels, shafts, axles, the edges
SLEEP
design·
PREVENT
COUGHS THAT
tbe1 sides and posta and tailboards are all
for people'· eye·,
Fortunately
Theee coughs are wearing and if they
plainer paper· are more generally u«ed. worked into neat geometrical désigna,
"bang on," can run one down physically A few year· ago the paper· were so be· ||
and on the axle la a earring built up
and lower tbe vital reeistanoe to disease. | mottled it made one
diuy to look at tbe clear to the bottom of the cart, a mass
Mr. Bob Ferguson, 319 Pine St., Green wall·.
I
of intricate scrollwork and gingerBay, Wise., write·: "1 was greatly trouIt ia generally known that the ceiling
bled with a bad cough that kept me
the middle of which alts the
tbe
than
tone
a
•honld be of
lighter
j bread, in
awake nights. Two small bottles of Foof the fortunate owner.—
saint
of
bine,
shades
patron
wall·.

YOUNG WOMEN: NUMBER SUR- }
PRISING
'
Tue number of yonng women who ·ηίnervous
and
weak
with
back, dizzy
fer
is
■pell·, doll headache and weariness Ills
surprising. Kidney and bladder
cause these troubles, but 1? Foley Kidney
Pills are taken aa directed, relief follow·
promptly, and the Ills disappear. Contain no habit forming drugs. S. E. Newell <St Co., Parla. A. E. Shurtleff Co.,
South Pari·.

1 1-2 lb. pkg., 26c; 6 lb. pkg., 60c; 12 lb. pkg.,
Pan-a-ce-a is guaranteed to give satisfaction
χ efunded.
^

James N. Favor,
91

Main at,

οΙ'ΛΙΝ

SEWING

MACHINES.

$1.25.
or

money

PROP. OP TH· TUCKIR
HARNI8» 8TORI.

Norway, Main·

Maine.

—

Send for Catalogue.
W.

J. WHEELER & CO.»
South Paris.

